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IT'S HAPPE111181 Amon !

THE PART THREE CATALOGUE IS PUBLISHED
WE HAVE MOUED TO BIGGER PREMISES

Yes. ifs here at last - the all new Part Three Catalogue 1 toi for all Ike 01110. and the usual 11111111. till all that is new. worthwhile and
exciting ill the world of Radio and Communications. A log section on frequency synthesis techniques covering broadcast Milers. to ronununicauon
quality transmitter systems. Thire new products than ever - RADIO CONTROL parts. crstal fillet,. ceramic fillers for 4551.11/ and the nen range
nl TOKO CFSH Ion temperature coefficient types for 10.7N1Hz. Details on new radio IC.. including the new HAI1225. the CA31 89l lookalike
with 84d6 signal to noise, and adjustable muting threshold. Radio control ICs - and an updated version of the RCNI&L 8 channel Flt receiver -
now with an Ambit designed screened front end. with 2751 Hi ceramic bandpass titter. LCD panel clock tinier modules - the neatest and hest LCD
panel DAM yet (only L19.45 each + VAT), the new 5 decade resolution DFNI3 for LW Hi' VHI. with LCD readout. The 1)EN16 with fluorescent
display to 10kHz resolution on VHF, (kHz on SW. A IkHz HF synthesiser with five ICs - the list is endless. Get your cops of the catalogue now.
Post publication price is 60p fine PP etc). The previous two sections are also required for a complete picture: Parts I & 2 CI the pair. All 3 £1.50
And don't miss our spot the gibbon contest. together with a quiz to see if you caw spot the differences between a neolithic cave drawing and a
circuit diagram of one of our competitor's tuner. I* Yes, we still haven't learnt how to spell.)

Updated RCME FM radio control RX kit

8 Channel RC receiver (FM)
Single IC RF/IF/Detector
Single IC decoder
27MHz ceramic filter input
FET RF stage with double
tuned bandpass filter
Dual ceramic filter IF
Based on. RCM&E FM system

* Best quality SLM servo
connector block

' ONLY £16.10 inc VAT (kit)
(includes new SLM case)

New series of radio modules in fully screened cans

There is a danger - when advertizing in some
magazines that because we do not find
space to list everything we sell in every ad.,
that some readers forget about half the ranges
we stock. So to summarize the general ranges:
TOKO Chokes, coils for AM/FM/SW/

MPX, Audio filters etc
Filters: Ceramic for AM/FM,
LC for FM, MPX etc.
Polyvaricons
ICs for radio, clock LSI, radio
control, MPX decoders etc

Micrometals Dust iron cores for toroids
for resonant and EMI filters
Toroid mounts

Hitachi Radio/audio/mpx linear ICs
100W MOSFETs, small signal
FETs, MOSFETs and bipolar

DOES YOUR ONE GLOW GREEN IN THE DARK ??
Our DFM4 does, since it uses a vacuum fluorescent display for direct readout
of MW/LW/FM. Basically the same as the DFM2, (LCD Version). £24.45 kit lint VAT)
Transformer with all necessary windings for DFM4 - £2.50 inc VAT.

tit Ifs

Not illustrated here - but also now available is the DFM6. This is a vacuum fluorescent display
version of our immensely popular DFM3 (LCD). Resolution is 100Hz to 3.9999MHz, 1kHz to
39.999MHz, and 10kHz to 200.00MHz.; all standard IF offsets (inc. 10.7MHz.on shortwave)
are available via diode programming.

UM1181 VHF band 2 VARICAP TUNERHEAD
5 tuned circuit. with image/spurn better than -80dB, buffered CO
output, MOSFET RF stage, FET IF preamp, tunes with only 1% to 13v,
-9dBrn 3rd order intercept. loft price E12.00 inc VAT. 1100off/ OA)

911225 FM IF strip with all mod cons for the HiFi tuner:
All types use 80+dB S/N Hitachi IC, with muting, AFC. AGC, meter
outputs for signal level and centre zero. IF preamp stage.
'A' Dual linear phase ceramic filters, with MOSFET IAGC'd) IF

preamp and a 3rd narrow Mho with DC filter selection. Dual
tuned FM detector stage. E2195 one VAT (built)

'B' Dual ceramic filters, single tuned detector stage E14.95 Inc VAT
lAll 'A' series units are set up with a spectrum analyzer for best THD)

91072 AM RADIO TUNER MODULES - DC TUNED
and DC SWITCHED Available February '80
All include buffered LO output. mechanical IF filter ITOKO CFMOI
1.10v tuning bias, switching by a single pole to earth
A MIN/LW (150 to 3501r11, LW range) with ferrite rod antenna
B As 'A' but also including SW1 or SW2 (specify.)

SW1 = 1.8 to 4MHz SW2 = 5 to 10MHz
C With both SW rang.
Prices .one off INC VAT
'A' f14.43 E15.90 'C' E17.50 ICustom types OAI

And the following groups of products from a
broad range of sources:
Semiconductors -specializing in radio devices,
Plessey SL1600, EUROPE's best selection of
AM/FM and communications devices. Power
MOSFETs, WORLD's LOWEST NOISE AUDIO
small signal transistors, BAR graph LED drivers
for linear and log.
CD4000 series CMOS, TTL/LPSNTTL, standard
linears (741, 301, 3080 etc). MPUs, memories.
Small signal transistors from AEG BC237/8/9

lilies etc. (1000 off BC239C : 5.2p ea)
LEDs: AEG 3mm/5mm round, 2.5x5mm flat,
red, green,, orange, yellow. The best prices
you will find for quality products.
MOSFETs for RF signal processing including
the BF960 UHF device, and 3SK51 for VHF.
Varicap diodes for 17:1 capacity ratio tuning

FREQUENCY READOUT LSI from OKI with
a one -chip answer to most digital frequency
display needs (and various modules).
Crystal and ceramic ladder filters from leading
manufacturers, ferrite rods, various ferrite beads
and a range of crystals for 'standard frequencies
and both AM and FM radio control at 27MHz.
Trimmer capacitors.
METERS - a new range of linear movement
types, plus many 'indicator' types for VU, all
types of tuning indicators etc.
SOCKETS a new range that are better quality
than Texas low profile, yet better priced.
Modules for AM/FM/STEREQ complete kits
for tuners, audio amplifiers from Larsholt.
SWITCHES - complete low cost DIY systems
for push button arrays, keyboard switches.
DOUBLE BALANCED MIXERS - MCL SBL1,
replacement for MD108 etc. And cheaper.

OUR LATEST MOVING EXPERIENCE :: At last, we have moved to the address below. There is car parking for customers approaching via
North Service Road Ian extension of North Road Avenue, entrance opposite the Brentwood Fire Station.) Pedestrian access from the High Street
(alongside 117 High Street). The new building is six times bigger than our Gresham Road offices, and we will be installing a much expanded sales
counter in the fullness of time. NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER 10277) 230909, TELEX NUMBER las before) 995194 AMBIT G. See you there

200 north Service Road, Brentuuood,Essew
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Simply ahead . .
ILPS NEW GENERATION OF HIGH

I.L.P. modular units comprise
five power amplifiers,
pre -amp which is
compatible with the
whole range, and the
necessary power
supply units. The
amplifiers are housed
and sealed within
heatsinks all of which
will stand up to
prolonged working
under maximum
operating conditions.

With I.L.P. performance standards and
quality already so well established,

any advances in I.L.P. design are
bound to be of outstanding importance

- and this is exactly what we
have achieved in our new

generation of modular
units. I.L.P. professional
design principles remain

- the completely
adequate heatsinks,

protected sealed circuitry,
rugged construction

and excellent performance.
These have stood the

test of time far longer
than normally
expected from

ordinary commercial
modules. So we have

concentrated on
improvements whereby our

products will meet even
more stringent demands

such, for example, as
those revealed by vastly

improved pick-ups, tuners,
loudspeakers, etc., all of

which can prove merciless to
an indifferent amplifier system.

I.L.P. modules are for laboratory and
other specialised applications too.

PRODUCTS OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST SPECIALISTS
IN ELECTRONIC MODULAR DESIGN

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM A NUMBER OF SELECTED APPOINTED STOCKISTS

Hobby Electronics, January 1980



and staying there
PERFORMANCE MODULAR UNITS
HY5 PRE -AMPLIFIER r-

Tuner
Gram
Tape

L

.0

--1
Fuse

v

VALUES OF COMPONENTS FOR CONNECTING TO HY5
Volume - 10K n- log.
Bass/Treble - 100K rs linear. Balance - 5K n linear.

The HY5 pre -amp is compatible with
all I.L.P. amplifiers and P.S.U.'s. It is

contained within a single pack 50 x
40 x 15 mm. and provides multi-
function equalisation for Magnetic/
Ceramic/Tuner/Mic and Aux (Tape)
inputs, all with high overload margins.
Active tone control circuits; 500 mV
out, Distortion at 1KHz-0.01%.
Special strips are provided for connec-
ting external pots and switching
systems as required. Two HY5's
connect easily in stereo. With easy to
follow instructions.

£4.64 + 74p VAT

THE POWER AMPLIFIERS
F IKEIT
LOAD arl ON ALL
EXCEPT HY400AT4n

0-5 ,

START OF WAVE /
FORM CLIPPING IN

5 b 10 50 leo
OUTPUT POMER-PATTS RATS

THE POWER SUPPLY UNITS

I.L.P. Power Supply Units are
designed specifically for use
with our power amplifiers and
are in two basic forms - one
with circuit panel mounted on
conventionally styled trans-
former, the other with toroidal
transformer, having half the
weight and height of con-
ventional laminated types.

Model
Output
Power
R.M.S.

Dis-
tortion
Typical
at 1KHz

Minimum
Signal/
Noise
Ratio

Power
Supply
Voltage

Size
in mm

Weight
in gms

Price +
V.A.T.

HY30 15 W 0.02% 80dB -20 -0- +20 105x50x25 155 £6.34
into 8 1 + 95p

HY50 30 W 0.02% 90dB -25 -0 +25 105x5Ux25 155 £7.24
into 8 2 + £1.09

HY120 60 W 0.01% 100dB -35 -0-+35 114x50x85 575 £15.20
into 8 U + £2.28

HY200 120 W 0.01% 100dB -45 -0-+45 114x50x85 575 £18.44
into 8 2 +£2.77

HY400 240 W 0.01% 100dB -45 -0-+45 114x100x85 1.15Kg £27.68
into 4 U +£4.15

Load impedance - all models 4 - 16_n_
Input sensitivity - all models 500 mV
Input impedance - all models 100K -n -
Frequency response - all models 10Hz - 45Hz - 3dB

PSU 30

PSU 36
PSU 50
PSU 70

PSU 90

PSU180

± 15V at 100ma to drive up to
five HY5 pre -amps £4.50 + £0.68 VAT
for 1 or 2 HY30's £8.10 + £1.22 VAT
for 1 or 2 HY50's £8.10 + £1.22 VAT
with toroidal transformer for 1 or
2 HY120's £13.61 +£2.04 VAT
with toroidal transformer for
1 HY200 £13.61 + £2.04 VAT
with toroidal transformer for
1 HY400 or 2 x HY200

£23.02 + £3.45 VAT

* ALL U.K. ORDERS DESPATCHED POST PAID
HOW TO ORDER, USING FREEPOST SYSTEM
Simply fill in order coupon with payment or
credit card instructions. Post to address as
below but do not stamp envelope - we pay
postage on all letters sent to us by readers of
®this journal.

KIN WI
ELECTRONICS LTO.
FREEPOST 4 Graham Bell House, Roper Close,
Canterbury, Kent CT2 7EP.
Telephone (0227) 54778 Telex 965780

r

NO QUIBBLE
5 YEAR GUARANTEE

7 -DAY DESPATCH ON
ALL ORDERS

INTEGRAL
HEATSINKS

BRITISH DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE

FREEPOST SERVICE
see below

Please supply

Total purchase price £

I enclose Cheque Postal Orders  International Money Order 0

Please debit my Account/Barclaycard Account No.

NAME

ADDRESS

Hobby Electronics, January 1980
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Monitor

CUT ABOVE THE REST

Ultrasonic alarms come and go but this one
designed specifically for automotive applica-
tions, looks very interesting.

It's called the Shurlok Detector and is only
slighly bigger than a packet of 20 cigarettes.
The small size and minimum external wiring
make it ideal for siting under dashboards or
other equally 'discrete' places. The alarm
operates by sending out a continuous stream of
ultrasonics. Should any movement be detected
within the 'field' it will trigger the alarm for 12
seconds. The alarm has a further capability for
monitoring the car's battery voltage. Should
the battery voltage drop for any reason the
alarm will also be triggered.

The Shurlok comes with a very compre-
hensive installation kit and is being offered
mail-order only at the moment for just £44.95
plus £1.50 P & P. For more information contact
Linkdell Ltd, 7 Eastside Road, London, NW1 1
OAY.

6

It's a fact of life, whenever you get hold of a new
knife one of the first things you will cut with it
will be yourself. There is a saying that it is better
to be cut with a sharp knife as it doesn't hurt so
much.

What has all of this got to do with the folding
knife shown here? The answer is simple, be-
cause it folds up the chances of cutting yourself
are minimised but should you be unfortunate/
careless/stupid enough to cut yourself you can
comfort yourself that because it is so sharp it
won't hurt as much as a blunt blade.

The sharpness is assured by the Vanadium
Stainless -Steel blade measuring just over three
inches long. When not in use the blade folds in
the amber coloured handle. To become the
proud owner of one of these cutting tools then
Telepro Ltd of Stiron House, Electric Avenue,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex, would like to hear from
you.

SHURLOKS GOOD

SHuRtlyii

V

..115F-rt,

CHEAP GAME
Latest programmable TV game to hit the streets
comes from ACE. Most of the games are fairly
standard (Atari, Grandstand etc) but one or two
really stand out. We particularly liked the
Boxing and Shooting Gallery games. The
Boxing game has two very colourful gentlemen
'slugging' it out in the ring, the object being to
knock your opponent out. The Shooting Gallery
has a collection of wildlife flying, swimming
and running across the screen. Two vicious
hunters have the job of trying to shoot as many
animals as possible in the time allowed (or
alternatively with a limited stock of ammuni-
tion). Not in very good taste considering the
current interest in Anti Bloodsports, great fun
though. All games are in colour with sound
effects coming from the 'sets' speaker.

What really sets this apart from the other
'programmables' is the astoundingly low price,
just £89.95 plus £14.95 each for the 14
cartridges available at the moment. ACE tell us
that chess and Space War cartridges will be
available early in the new year.

If this machine sounds like it is for you then
your local games shop should have it in stock
about now, if for any reason you can't find one
then ACE at Unit 3, Fulton Road, Wembley,
Middlesex are waiting for a call from you.

MINI -MULTI

mini 20

v- ,r -----

AF"'"
A

JO

This interesting looking little multi -meter comes
from Alcon instruments and is called the Mini
20. As you can see from the picture it has a
pretty comprehensive set of ranges. The meter
features an anti-parallex mirror on the clearly
calibrated scale. Sensitivity is 20 k per volt and
accuracy in the order of 2% on the DC ranges
and 3% on the AC. Price for the meter is a

respectable £27.37 inc VAT. Contact Alcon
Instruments at 19 Mulberry Walk, London
SW3 for further details.

JUST IN TIME
Just a quick reminder to say that our technical
enquiry service will be on holiday from Dec
14th to January 5th.

Hobby Electronics, January 1980



WATFORD ELECTRONICS
35 CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS., ENGLAND

MAIL ORDER, CALLERS WELCOME. Tel. Watford 40588/9

ALL DEVICES BRAND NEW, FULL SPEC. AND FULLY GUARANTEED ORDERS
DESPATCHED BY RETURN OF POST. TERMS OF BUSINESS: CASH/CHEQUE/
P.0.5 OR BANKERS DRAFT WITH ORDER. GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS' OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED. TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRY
WELCOME. P&P ADD 30p TO ALL ORDERS UNDER 610 00. OVERSEAS ORDERS
POSTAGE AT COST. AIR /SURFACE. ACCESS ORDERS NOW ACCEPTED.

VATExport orders no V.A.T. Applicable to U.K. Customers only. Unless stated otherwise
all prices are exclusive of V.A.T. Please add 15% to total cost including P 6 P.

We stock many more Hems. It pays to visit us. We are situated behind Watford Football
Ground. Nearest Underground/BR Station: Watford High Street. Open Monday to
Saturday 9.06 am -6.1111 pm. Ample Fre* Car Parking space available.

POLYESTER CAPACITORS: Axial lead type (Values are in AF)
4110V: 1nF, 1n5, 2n2, 3n3, 4n7, 6n8, 10m, 15n Op; 18n 10p; 22n, 33n 11p; 47n, 68n I4p; 100n 17p;
150n, 220n, 24p; 330n, 470n 41p; 680n S2p ; 1AF Sop; 21.4 820.
NOV :39µF, 100n, 150n, 220n 11p; 330n, 470n 19p; 880n, 1AF 22p; 1415, 202 Up; 4117 360.
NNW 10nF, 15n, 290; 22n 22p; 47n Up; 100n Up: 470n 53p; 1AF 175p.

POLYESTER RADIAL LEAD CAPACITORS (250V) FEED THROUGH
10nF, 15n, 22n, 27n, Sp; 33n, 47n, 68n, 100n 7p; 150n 10p; 220n, 330n CAPACITORS
13p; 470n I7p; 680n 19p; IsF 224; 11/5 3841; 24 34p. 10000F 350V Op

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS: Axial lead type (Values are in t4F) SKY : 10100; 47 MP:
250V:10065p:63V 0 47,1 0,1 5, 2 2,2 5, 3.3, 4.7, 6 8. 8 10, 15, 22$p; 47, 32. 50 I2p; 63, 100 27p
SOV 50, 100, 22025p; 470 Up; 1000 50p; NV: 22, 33. fp; 100 12p; 2200, 3300 85p; 4700 Np;
35V: 10, 33 7p; 330, 470 32p; 1000 49p; 25V: 10, 22, 47 6p; 80, 100.160 11p; 220, 250 130 ; 470, 840
25P; 1000270; 1500 30p; 2200 45p; 3300 62p; 4700 856; 16V: 10, 40, 47, 68 7p; 100, 125 11p; ,e20,
33014p; 470 160 ; 1000, 150020p; 220034p; 10V: 100 Ilp ; 64012p; 100014p.
TAG -END TYPE: 450V 180p; 70V: 4700 165p; 64V: 3300 130p; 2500 Np; 50V : 3300
10Sp; 2200 99p; 00V 15,000 399p; 4700 120p; 4000 92p; 3300 53p; 2500 Up; 1200 85p; 2000 +
2000 120p; 30V : 4700 Np; 25V: 6400105p; 4700 $5p; 3300 800; 2200 Np.

TANTALUM BEAD CAPACI-
TORS 35V: 0 144F, o22, 0 33, 0.47,
0.68, 1 0, 2 2oF, 3.3, 4.7, 6.8 NV:
1.5, 1020V: 1 510V: ICMF 13p each
47, 100 40p. 18V: 220, 33 2114 NI:
47, 68, 100, Sip 3V: 65. 1001:F. Sep

MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS
101V:0 001, 0 002, 0 005,0 017AF 6p
0 015, 0.02, 0 04, 0.05, 0 056AF 7p
010, 0.2 Op NV: 0.47 12p

MINIATURE TYPE TRIMMERS
2-5:69F, 3-10pF, 10-40pF 22p
5-25pF, 5-45pF, 600, 88pF 3419

COMPRESSION TRIMMERS
3-40pF, 10-809F 360; 25-1900F 33p
100 500pF 45p 11506F 5110.

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS
10pF to 1nF 00; 1 5nF to 10nF lip.

SILVER MICA (Values In pF) 3-3,
4-7, 6-8, 10, 12, 18, 22, 33, 47, 50, 88,
75, 82, 85, 100, 120, 150, 180 Op each
220, 250, 300, 330, 360, 390,
600, 820 I6p each
1060. 1200, 1800, 2000 itOp each

CERAMIC CAPACITORS: 50V
0 5pF to 10nF 4p; 22n to 100n 60.

EURO BREADBOARD ES M.

POTENTIOMETERS: (ROTARY)
Carbon Track. 0.25W Log & 0.5W
Linear Value.
500 0,11(62K (Lin. only) Single 274
5K-2 MO single gang 274
5K-2 M n single with DP switch 1115p
510-2 MG double gang 784

SLIDER POTENTIOMETER
0:25W log end linear values 60mm
5K 0-500K n single gang 71p
10K 0-5006 IT dual gang 11110

Self Stick Graduated Bezels Sep

PRESET POTENTIOMETERS
Vertical & Horizontal
0-1W 50 0-51510 Miniature 7p
0-25W 1000-3 3M0 Horiz 160
0 -25W2000 --47M0 Vert 111p

RESISTORS: Carbon Film, High
Stability, Low Noise, Miniature
Tolerance 5%.

Range Val. 1-99 100+
1W 202-W7 E24 2p 10
1141, 202-4M7 E12 2p Ip
1W 2112-10M E12 Sp 4p
2% Metal Film l00-164 6p 4p
1% Metal Film 510-1M Op 6P
100+ price 900119s to Resistors of
each value not mixed.

S -Dec 35114 T -Dec 410p
U -Dec 'A' 465p U -Dec 'B' 599p

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
1A 103 +ye -ye

5V 7805 145p 7905 221

- 10271 311,12V 7812 145p 7912 220J
115V8V 7818 145P -7815

P - k ,
I . CA3059 17M

011.78 76p
1A T0220 Plastic Casing , TIL32 Sep

5V 7805 61Sp 7905 750
12V 7812 859 7912 75p
15V 7815 650 7915 750
18V 7818 65p 7918 75p
24V 7824 65p 7924 75P

1110mA TO92 Plastic Casing
5V 78L05 309 79105 650
6V 78162 30p -
8V 78L82 30p -

12V 78L12 30p 79112 65p
15V 78L15 300 79115 65p

CA3085 95 LM323K 625 MVR5 150
LM300H 170 LM325N 240 MVR12 150
LM305H 140 LM326N 240 TA A550 so
LM309 a 135 LM327N 270 TBA625B 93
LM317K 350 LM723 39 TDA1412 150

We meek pens for meet
of the projects in skis

nopselne

OPTO
E LECTRONICS
LEDs plus clips
TIL209 Red 13
TIL211 Grn 17
TIL212 Yellow 18
 2" Red 15
r Yellow Green 18
Square LED 38
ORPI2 03
2N5777 45
7 Sea Displays
LS400 255
TI1312 C An 3"105
TIL313 C Cth 3" 105
TIL321 C An 5" 115
TIL322 C Cth 5" 115
DL704 C Cth 3" 19
D1707 C.A. 3" 99
D L747 C.A..6" ISO
FND357 120
MAN3840 175
LCD 31 digit 875
TIL307 575

SWITCHES
TOGGLE 2A 250V
SPST 210
DPDT 380
4 pole on/off 54p
SUB -MIN
TOGGLE
SP changeover Sip
SPST on/oft 540
DPDT 6 tags lop
DPDT c/off 79p
DPDT Biased 115p
SLIDE 250V:
1A DPDT 149
1A DP c/oft. 159
1A DPDT 13p
4 pole chayer 24p
PUSH BUTTON
Spring Loaded
SPST on/off 659
SPDT clover 7119
DPDT 8 Tag 85p

SWITCHES * Miniature Non -Locking
Push to Make 15p Push to Break 25p
ROCKER: SPST on/oft 10A 250V 239
ROCKER: Illuminated (white)
Lights when on 3A 240V 80p
ROTARY: (ADJUSTABLE STOP) 1 pole/
2-12 way 24/2-6W, 34/2-4W, 4p/2 -3W. 41p
ROTARY: Mains 250V AC, 4 Amp 45p

DIL SOCKETS (Loyd Profile - Teuasi
8 pin 11Ip; 14 pin 12p; 10 pin 13p; 18 pin 16p;
20 pin Zip; 24 pin 2Sp; 28 pin Up; 40 pin SOp.

JACKSONS VARIABLE
CAPACITORS
Dielectric 0 2 365pF with
100/300pF lap slow motion
5000F I65p Drive 325p

61 Ball Drive 00 2081176 215p

4511/DAF 1150 " with slow
DIM Drive 4103 motion drive 325p
6 1/36 1 11504

C804-5pF 10 15
25 50 pF 1550

Drum 54mm 406 100, 150pF 275p
0-1365pF 245p 'L' 3 x 310pF 4954
00 2 365pF 2756 00:3 x 25pF 4309

DENCO COILS RDT2 11110

'DP' VALVE TYPE RFC 5 chokes 9110
Range 1 to S BI., RFC 7(19mH) 1026
Rd., Yl. Wht. Np 1 FT 13; 14; 15;
6-7 B.Y.R. 85p 15; 17 Np
1.5 Green 1111p 1 FT 18/1 6 1640
'T' 1 to 5 81., Y1., 1 FT 181465 11150
Rd., Wht. Np TOC 1 11111p

B9A Valve Holder MW5FR 910
250 MW/LW 5FR 11111p

VEROBOARD 0.1 0-15 0:15
(Copper clad) (plain)

21 . 3) 469 39p 24p
21 x S 55p 50p 31p
31 x 31 55p 500 --
3f 0 5 62p 67p 43p
21 x 17 169p 135p 92p
31 x 17 2189 180p 120p
41 a 17 2809 - 183p
PM of 35 pins 22p
Spot face cutter 85p
Pin Insertion tool 120p

MIR

DIODES
AAI19 23
AA129 20
BA100 If
BY125 12
BY127 12
CR033 145
0A9
0A47 1

0A70 1

0A79
0A81 1

0A85 1

0A90
0A91
0A95
0A200
0A202

14914
N916
N4001/2
N4003
N4004/5
N4006/7
194148
S44 26

3A/100V IS
3A/400V a
3A/600V 27
3 A/1000V 30

We stock a
wide selection
of Electronic
Books and
Magazines

ZENERS
Range 2V7 to
39V 400mW

Sp each
Range 3V3 to
33V. 1 3W

151) each

NOISE
25J 160

BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS
(plastic case)
IA/50V Si
1A/100V 22
1A/200V 25
1A/400V 29
1A/600V 34
2A/60V 35
2A/100V 44
2A/200V 40

2A/400V 53
2A/600V 65
4A,100V 72
4A1200V 75
4A/400V 79
4A/600V 1115

4A/800V 123
6A/100V 73
6A/200V 78
6A '400V 85
BY164 58
VM18 DIL 40

Thyriators
0.6A/200V 360
0.8A/100V 30p
0:8A/200A 359
1A13009 70
SA300V 35
SA600V 43
8A300V 48
8A5009 58
8A500V 85
12A3009 59
12A500V 92
15A/700V 195p
2N4444 144Ip
BT106 150
C1043D 38
TIC44 25
TIC4S 45

TRIACS
3A100V 45
3A207V 49
3A4035/ 50
8A1009 54
8A400V 64
8A800V 108
12A100V 60
12A400V 70
12A800V 130p
16A100V 95
16A500V 150
25A800V 295
25A1000V480p
1280000 120

DIAL
ST2 25

TTL 74 74126 57 741547 63 7415365
7400 11 74128 74 741551 24 7415366
7401 11 74132 73 74L$54 2117415367
7402 11 74138 115 741555 307415368
7403 12 74141 56 741583 150 7415373
7404 12 74142 209 741573 46 7115375
7405 74143 314 741.574 41 7415374
7406 28 74144 314 74L$75 48 7415378
7407 N 74145 65 74L576 40 7415870
7408 17 74147 175 741578 40 7415873
7409 17 74143 109 741583 115 74LS674
7410 11 74150 gg 741585 118

CMOS
4000
4001
4002

4007ax
40o:

4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017

7411
7412
7413
7414
7418
7417
7420
7421
7422
1423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432

20
17
39
45
30
39
111

29
17
27
27
38
27
35
17
25

74151
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157
74159
74180
74161
74182
74163
74104
74185
74163
74167

61

61
96
53
80
67

185

82

92

105
105
140
200

741586
741590

1741.591
741592
741593
741095
74LS96
7415107
7415109
7415112
7415113
7415114
74L5123
7415124
7415125
7415126

43
31

114
Si
19

1111

115
44
SS
SS
50
50
70

180
60
60

7433
7437
7433

N
36
33

1/:1170;?
74173

195 7415132
625 74LS136
120 74LS138

95 4018
55 4019
85 4020

7440 15 74174 87 7415139 85 4021
7441 74 74175 27 7415151 N 4022
7442 N 74176 75 7415153 76 4023
7442 115 74177 78 7415155 16 4024
7444
7445
7446
7447
7443
7450
7451

112
94
94
57
51
17

74178
80

;:11:?
74182
74184
74185
74188

153
85

165
88

135
135
275

7414156
7415157
7415158
7415160
7413181
7415162
7415163

N
76
IN

128
N

138
102

4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031

7453 17 74190 95 7415164 114 4032

7454 17 74191 95 7415165 75 4033
7460 17 74192 N 7415168 155 4034

7470 ss 74103 N 7414189 150 4035

7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7482
7483
7484
7485

2s
22
2s
Si
N
48
$6
59

n
75

74181
74195
74196

77:11:78

7150
75491
75492

N
N
93
IN

150
175

92
92

74L$170
7415173
7415174
7415175
7415181
7415183
7415189
7415190
7415191
74L5102
7415193
7415194

288 10313
105 4037
106 4038
110 4039
398 4040
298 4041
430 4042
140 4043
140 4044
132 4045
130 4046
166 4047

74LS"
741500
741501

11
11

7489
7490
7491

140
VI
75

741.502
741503
744.504
741S05

12
127415196
/27415197
23

7415195

741S221

136 4048
100 4049
140 4050

96 4051
7492 39 741508 22 7415240 236 4052
7493 32 741509 22 7415241 231 4053
7494
7495
7496

78
65
57

741.510
741511
741S12

20 741.5242
22 74LS243
23 7415244

232 4054
232 4055
155 4056

7497 101 741513 30 '115245 270 4059
74100 119 741514 7574 LS247 IN 4060
74105 62 741515 30 ,ILS251 134 4061
74107 29 74L520 20 7415253 142 4062
74109 54 741521 22 7415257 116 4063
74110 54 741522 22 7415258 110 4066
74111 NI 741.526 467415259 In 4067
74112 125 74L527 227415261 456 4068
74116 155 741.S28 487415266 S2 40698E
74118 S3 741530 227415273 244 4070
74119 149 741.532 27 7415275 250 4071
74120 115 741.533 19 7415279 66 4072
74121 n 741537 19 7413280 250 4073
74122 40 741.538 39 7415299 468 0475
74123 41 74L540 29 74L5323 468 4076
74125 X 741542 967415324 240 4077

65
65
65
66

100
160
155,
114
248

1050'
1450

4078 21 ,CA3123E
4081 20 CA3130

200

4085 74 ICL7106E

85
4082 21 CA3140

4086 73 ICL7107
795
70

4089 150 ilCM7205975
4093 85 1CM7217A

1159790

4094 190 1CM7555

4096 105 'LM300H
452
09

4095 105 LD130
170

304097 372 LM301A
4098 110 L M308
4099 145 LM3113

110
205

13 4160 109 1M324
13 4161 109 LM339

60

4887 44117643 111009 LLmM33,709 375

70
9015 4162 109 LM348

3382 44119745 109,9 LLmt.133981AN

80

sg 4408 720 LM382
248
145

11011 44440109

720720

LLyM31940058

125
50
60

45 4411 958 LM3909N 70
12580 4412V 1380 LM3911

82 4415F 795 M253A A 795
45 4415V 795 MC1304P 260
82 4419 280 MC1310 149
87 4422 545 MC1312P 195
48 4433 995 MC1488 85
99 4435 825 MC1489 90

35095 4440 1275 MC1495
85 4450 295 MC1496 92
22 4451 295 MC1710 79

12066 490F 695 MC3340P
19 4490V 525 MC3360P

45 4502 1201 MC34039

120
52180 4501 MC3401

135
81 4503 69 MFC6040 97

67099 4506 51 MK50362
50 4507 55 M1750398 635

205 405508 299 8 Mt45533073 635
100

116 4512 90 NE543

1275
145 4511 ISO 5E518 210

210

325 NE555
111 4520 100 5E544 185

100
LINEAR IC's NE5130

11410

325

22

14 pin 1355 NNEE502561

75 723

9945 774331C 8 pin
125

57 NE554
It NeEtweset

1: NE567

395
410
425
120
160
170

NE571 420
5077041,308,:c

SIG SN76013 140

.34 SAD1094 1350
12 SN75003 170

7428 AA yYili :01321132 sio5.10 sSNN;K:336°23 175
140

72 AY -1-1320 315 TS AN7:4,9,77
225

1: TBA120F
250

17192 AA Y1:1:55005501 250
120

70

113243 AAyY:31 :06,70201

391/713A1008 310480 AY -5-1224A 260 TDA1022 575
115 47-5-1230 450 TDA1024 105

1425 CA3011

178 TL061 76
100 TDANy20 320

999 CA3018
199

GI
110 CA3020

1.7: Pc8;31 ss58 CA3023
2i:6'11082 96380 CA3028A

22 CA3035
''" TL084

105,gn 1108320 CA3043 13032 CA3046
21 CA3048 210 UAA170 198

21 CA3080E 70 UA A180 191

21 043081 190 ZN414 05
23 CA3805 85 ZN424E 130

210 ZN425E 415
5405 8°CCAA330905AE 0 398 Z N1034 200

TRANSISTORS bF179 30 MPSUO6 56 ZT X302

AC125
AC126
AC127
AC128
AC141
AC142K
AC176
AC188
ACY17

20
20
20
20
24
38
24
24
35

BC171
BC172
BC177
BC178
BC179
BC182
BC182L
BC183
BC183L

II
11
10
16
1:

11

11

8E180
8E194
BF195
8E196
8E197
BF198
B F200
BF224 A
8E204

35
12
12
12
14
18
30
18
30

MPSU56
0C26
0C28
0C35
0C36
0C41
0C42
0C43
0C44

60
170
150
130
130

as
48
55
31

ZTX303
ZTX304
ZTX314
ZTX328
ZTX341
ZTX500
ZTX501
ZTX502
ZTX503

ACY18
ACY19

40
40

BC184
BC1841 1:?

BEM
8E257

60
30

0C45
0C46

28
26 1

ACY20 40 BC187 6E258 30 0070 28

zZTT:550450

ACY21 35 BC212 ft. BF259 30 0071 20 2N526
ACY22 40 BC2121 II BF594 40 OD72 42 2N606
ACY28
ACY39

40
70

BC213
BC213L

10
12

BF595
BFR39

38
2S

0076
0077

36
76

2211699,7

AD140 70 BC214 1: 13FR40 28 0081 50 2N699
A13149
A0181

70
42

BC2111.
BC307B

1

20
BFR41
BFR79

28
20

0082
0033

50
48

22N14770006

AD1152 42 BC328 15 BFR80 29 0084 44 214918

AF114 40 BC338 12 BFR81 28 0C140 110 2N930
AF11S 40 BC441 38 BFX29

241

0C170 85 2N961
AF116 40 BC461 36 BFX81 0C171 75 2N1131
AF117 40 BC447 25 BFX84 28 0C202 95 2N1132
AF139
AF178

35
70

BC547
BC548

12
12

BFX85
BFX86

21
28

TIP29
TIP29C

43

60
AF180 70 BC549 13 BFXO7 28 TIP30

222NNN1113,3040,02

47
AF186 50 BC557 15 BFX88 28 TIP30C 65 2141305
AF239 42 BC558 20 8E450 20 TIP31 50
BC107
BC10713

11
11

BC559
BC470

20 BEY51
10 BEY52

20
20

TIP31A
TIP31B

52
58

2142160

BC108 11 BC471 20 8E471 20 T1P31C 66
BC108B
BC108C

11
12

BCY72
BD131

20
45

80739
8SX20

39II
TIP32A
TIP32C

58
75

214222222:1N2222

BC109 11 80132 45 BSY65 34 TIP33A 85
BC1098 12 BD133 43 BSY95A 18 T1P33C 105
BC109C 12 B0I35 38 BU105 146 TIP34A 85

222NNN0226444,7646

BC117 20 80136 37 8U205 150 TIP34C 110 2N2094
BC119 23 80137 36 BU208 225 TIP35A 115 2N2904
BC137 20 80138 50 MJ491 160 TIP35C 220 2N2905A
BC140 35 80139 40 MJ2955 120 TIP36C 255 2142906

BC142 30 1313140 36 MJE340 54 TIP41A 63 2N2926G
BC143 30 80145 IN MJE370 51 TIP41B 73 2143053
BC147
BC148

BD222
130659A

75
65

MJE371
MJE2955

60
N

TIP42A
TIP42B

72
82

22N14,300,551

BC149 BD696A 65 MJE3055 70 TIP2955 85 2N3121
BC153 27 BDY17 195 MPF102 66 71P3053 65 2N3133
BC154 27 BDY60 110 MPF103 38 TIS43 34 2N3135
BC157 10 BDY61 105 MPF104 16 T1S44 45 2143250
BC158
BC159

11
11

8E115
BF154

34
25

MPF105
MPF106

40
40

TIS90
T1S91

20
24

22NN33466,42

BC160 42 BF156 29 MPSA05 25 ZTX107 12 2N3702
BC167A
BC168C

11
12

BF167
BF173

30
25

MPSA06
MPSA12

25
42

ZTX108
ZTX109

12
14

22N14,3770403

BC169C 12 8E177 24 MPSA55 25 ZTX300 13 2N3705
BC170 18 5E178 25 MPSA56 25 ZTX30i 15 2N3706

20 2N3707 11
25 2143708 11

24 2193709 11
24 2N3710 16
40 2143711 12
20 2N3713 215
15 2N3771 233
15 2N3772 195
19 2143773 283
15 2143819 22

2N3820 45
25 2N3882 130

2143823 95
2N3866 90
2143003 20

222NNN3,3999:046,

i6i

2N4037 52
2N4058 17
22NN44006591 5175

22 2N5138 20

2145135 42
2145136 42

60

28

22N/455110079

2145191 70
2145305 40

215 2N5457 32
380 2N5458

20

2145459 32
2145485 35

20
00

314128 11231412
30 4400331131140

160
12586

22

22

40316

55

403264324

85
40317 52

105

22

° 5210
24

43 04

62

52

43

40 4540361

0412
433 0411 26955

4

95

4°64400457667114 M3atched

40594 10
68

11 pair add 20P
11 per pair
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Monitor
News from the Electronics World

AIR TODAY . . .

Have you ever wondered why nearly all radio
sets tune over virtually the same set of
frequencies? Could it be that these 'lost or
missing' bands are completely dead or is it
more subtle?

The fact is there are plenty of transmissions
that for one reason or another are avoided by
the radio manufacturers, these include 'sen-
sitive' frequencies used by armed forces and
police etc which, though, undoubtedly fascin-
ating to listen to is deemed illegal by the powers
that be. One group of frequencies however, the
so-called Air Band is not restricted so we were
intrigued to hear of this rather unusual receiver
that along with the normal broadcast bands has
the provision for monitoring these transmis-
sions.

The receiver in question comes from Ingersol
Electronics and is given the inspiring title of the
XK 725 (whatever happened to the 724?). A
close look at the tuning dial reveals that the
FM /VHF band extends from 88 MHz to 130
MHz (most radios give up at 108 MHz).

The set measuring 150 mm x 70 mm x35
mm runs from three HP7 type batteries has a
built-in telescopic aerial and an LED tuning
indicator. Interested? Then if you cannot find it
at your local radio emporium contact Ingersol
at: 202 North Road, London N1 7BL.

PIECE TOGETHER
PROBE
Logic circuits are notoriously difficult to trou-
bleshoot. Many fruitless hours can be wasted
changing 'suspect' ICs when the fault is
(Murphy's Law) usually a poor solder connec-
tion or open circuit PCB track. The value of an
oscilloscope (if you're rich) or Logic probe in
these situations cannot be overemphasised.

Like most types of test equipment, logic
probes are essentially easy to build but are
rarely constructed until it is too late.

Now there is no excuse, Continental
Specialties Corporation (CSC) have got together
an inexpensive logic probe kit that will hold its
head (or pointed probe) up amongst the best of
them. The probe (christened LPK-1) is powered
from the circuit under test and shows conven-
tional logic states via two LEDs marked 'HI' and
'LO' .

Assembly should prove no obstacle to even
the most 'ham fisted' and should make a
worthwhile addition to any workshop. CSC can
be found at: Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron
Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ.

SAVE OUR BREN
The lovely Bren Hunter, the lady who looks after
all of our Readers Offers has been complaining.
It's her feet, she keeps getting orders for
backnumbers and subscriptions in letters con-
taining orders for Readers Offers. She has to
trek across the office to deliver these rogue
orders to the various departments. So, please, if
you have any sympathy at all for Bren's feet
keep your orders for the three departments
separate or Bren will come round your house
and beat you up, (she would too).

8

NEW CATALOGUES
Catalogue time again. Two interesting ones this
month for your perusal.
A rather festive looking catalogue from Heathkit
has just arrived. It contains all of their current
range of very high quality kits at prices which
may look rather excessive at first but then they
are the best.

Second offering comes from Hamlin Elec-
tronics Ltd. They are probably the foremost
supplier of LCD devices and displays. Call them
at Diss, Norfolk, IP22 3AY.

WE'VE GOT IT TAPED
The small picture on our cover shows our
feature on miniature Tellys being filmed for a
short feature that we hope to show at BREAD-
BOARD. The equipment used comes courtesy
of JVC and includes one of the latest home
video colour cameras and video tape recorders.
We were so impressed with the quality of this
equipment it is doubtful whether JVC will ever
get their gear back. We would like to thank JVC
for the loan and Barbara Riddell and David
Watson of Prestige PR Ltd for their invaluable
assistance in getting it all together.

SCALEXTRIC
CONTROLLER
Due to lack of space last month we had to
commit the cardinal sin of reducing the PCB foil
pattern for the speed controller. If anyone would
like a full-size copy of our original artwork then
send an SAE to: Controller Foil Pattern, Hobby
Electronics, 145 Charing Cross Road, London
WC2H OEE.

RADIO CONTROL
Sorry about the lack of Radio Control project
this month but the suppliers of the 'dedicated'
ICs used in the design have told us there may be
some supply problems. So rather than leave
you hanging around with half finished projects
we decided to postpone if t for a few months
until the problems are all sorted out.

BREADBOARD 79
This issue should be out in time for the
BREADBOARD electronics show at the Royal
Horticultural Hall Westminster (Dec 4th to 8th).
If you are in the area why not drop in and say
hello. HE, along with our sister magazines ETI
and CT have secured the largest stand at the
show and all of our major projects along with
back issues, readers offers etc will be on show.
Look out for the HEBOT display, it promises to
be very interesting.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
NIC Models run by that gentleman Nick
Nicholls has just opened up a retail shop at 61
Broad Lane Tottenham London N15. He ass-
ures us that he would be delighted to see you
and take your money for any of his rather
impressive range of goods. How about some
more goodies for us to play with Nick?

CHRISTMAS
LIGHTS
By now you will probably have heard that
despite everything Christmas will again be
appearing on December 25th. In view of this,
we have taken the liberty of including two
festive circuits. Both are Christmas tree light
flashers but rely on different methods to
achieve their effects. We at HE would like to
take this opportunity of wishing everybody a
very happy Christmas and a prosperous New
Year. HAPPY CHRISTMAS . .
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Scalextric
Lap Counter
An ideal companion to last month's Speed Controller. Our 2 -track lap
counter features infra -red slot -car detection, presettable race laps,
count -down lap indication, plus 'lap completed' and 'race won' sound
effects.
THE HE DESIGN TEAM recently acquired a large
Scalextric slot -car racing outfit. We were very impressed
with the outfit in general, but thought that the
mechanical lap counter supplied with the system was
absolutely awful. It was so inefficient that it often
stopped or derailed the slot -cars and tended to distract
the driver's visual attention from the race. So we decided
to design a really first class 2 -track electronic lap counter
to replace it. The results of our efforts are presented
here.

Our lap counter incorporates a number of unique
features. It uses an infra -red source and detector, built
into the actual slot of each track, to frictionlessly detect
the passage of each slot -car as its' slot horn breaks the
infra -red beam. The detectors are positioned behind the
starting grid. Before the start of each race the proposed
number of race laps (up to a maximum of 99) are dialled
up on a pair of thumbwheel switches. This number is
then loaded into the lap counters via a press -button
switch and is displayed on the 7 -segment LED readouts
of each counter. This number can be re-entered at any
time by simply re -pressing the 'set' button.

Once the race has started the appropriate counter
decrements by one each time it's slot -car completes a lap
and passes the appropriate infra -red detector. A brief
(100mS) audio tone is generated each time the counter
decrements. Each counter produces it's own distinctive
tone, so the drivers can aurally judge the state of the race
without taking their eyes from the track. Eventually, as
the winning car completes the last of the pre-set number
of laps, the appropriate counter indication decrements to
zero and at this point another distinctive tone, of roughly
5 -seconds duration, is generated, indicating that the
race has been won. The counter action is then complete.

The lap counter incorporates a mains -driven power
supply. The counter unit is designed specifically for use
with a Scalextric slot -car outfit, but can probably be used
with most other makes of slot -car system (the critical
factor being the fitting of the infra -red detectors into the
slots). The system can be used with any standard,
unmodified, slot -car.

CONSTRUCTION: THE TRACK
DETECTORS
The first step in the construction of the unit concerns the

Hobby Electronics, January 1980

The finished unit in its attractive case.

fitting of the infra -red source and detector units to the
track. The idea here is to drill a'/13 inch hole right through
each slot rail on a short section of track, as close as
possible to the top surface of the slot, as shown in Fig 2.
An infra -red light -emitting diode is then fitted in the hole
on one side of the slot and an infra -red detector is fitted
in the hole on the other side, so that the guide horn of a
slot -car breaks the resulting infra -red beam when it
passes over the detector assembly.

The most critical factor in this 'fitting' operation,
which only takes a few minutes to complete, is to get the
drill holes as close as possible to the top of the track. The
procedure is as follows.

Take a short secton of track. Using a Vsinch drill,
angled at about 1 5 deg, drill through the soft plastic and
into the metal rail on one side of the slot, as shown in Fig
2a, so that the drill breaks through the slot rail as close as
possible to it's top surface, as shown in Fig 2b. Repeat
the operation on the other side of the slot, taking care to
align the second hole with the first, as shown in Fig 2c.
Now arch the top surface of the flexible track upwards
from the slot and push the drill right through the slot so
that the two opposing holes align perfectly. Remove the
drill and use a fine file to clean up any burrs on the inside
of the slot rails.

Now push an infra -red light -emitting diode (with gold
leads) firmly into the hole on one side of the slot, so that
it butts firmly into the slot -rail hole, and push a detector
diode (with tinned leads) firmly into the opposing hole,
as shown in Fig 2d.
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81
330k

LED 1
DETECT A

INPUTS FROM
COUNTER A ZERO
DETECTOR

115

2k2

D2

R6
22k +12V

D4
44 -

AB 0
AC 0

RI
22k

R13
22k

10

R15
4k7

914100k T io

Fig. 1. The detector and sound generation logic.

TRACK '8' COUNTER/DISPLAY CIRCUIT

ICI,

B8 " a 3
276
242 9

+12V

TENS

COMMON
CATHODE

131211 15 114 1

R30 fl37
0.12V

/7777

/7777

d.

IC 12

01 02 03

IC8

3

.12V

2 JILT
04

15
C LK

1

1

4 212 42 1437

e I

TO IC44

R61
22k

1162
22k

1116

DIGITS

11] 1312

1110 19 15 14 40 .12 V C71

/7777

5

9

/7777

C12
4

 2V

IC7

2 J3 J C

2 13 2

I I

I I I

I I I

I I I

I I I

5

+12V

1 C6
100n

917
1k2

R18
1M5

+12V

0

1 1119
ICNI 330k

-\,._ 12

,-,

C1

---I 110n

447

R21
100k

10
C2c

+12V

R20

9 222
22k

R24 825
4k7 100k

C9
104

08

0

0 BB INPUTS FROM
13 COUNTERS

DETECTOR

R26
221+

R27
22k

TRACK 'A' COUNTER/DISPLAY CIRCUIT

F12V

R28
390R

4

IR LED 1

-.
IRD 1

:-_-11
190 2 IR LEO 2

NOTES
D1 -D8 ARE 1N4148
ICI 15 40936
IC2 IS 40118
IC3,4 ARE 40018
LED1,2 ARE RED LEDS
IRLED 1,2 ARE TIL32 INFRA -RED

DIODES
IR01,2 ARE TIL78 INFRA -RED

DETECTORS
01 IS BC182L
02 IS 2N3055
0315 BEY50

OBA CLOCK
INPUT

1159 FROM
184 IC 1 c

TENS

COMMON
CATHODE

I I

221 664
2211

RI25

I I

NOTES
IC5 ICB ARE 40296
1C9 -1C12 ARE 45118
7 SEGMENT DISPLAYS ARE COMMON CATHODE IMAPLIN TYPE FR38R1
5W1 SW2 ARE BCD THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES

IMAPLIN FF84F PLUS MOUNTING KIT FF8671

Fig. 2. The counter -display circuitry.

11 21 7 6
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Scalextric Lap Counter
How it Works

LAP COUNTER AND 'GAME
WON' CIRCUITRY

Each lap counter contains a series -connected
pair of presettable binary -coded -decimal 'down'
counters (IC5 and IC6), each with its outputs fed
to a 7 -segment LED display via a BCD - to -
7 -segment decoder/driver (IC9 and IC10). At the
start of each race the intended number of laps
are dialled up on thumbwheel switches SW I and
SW2 (which have BCD outputs). This number is
then loaded into the counters by pressing push
button switch PB1. The displays thus indicate
the proposed number of laps at the start of each
race.

Once the race has started, a 100 mS pulse is
generated each time a slot car passes the
appropriate track detector. This pulse is fed to
the clock input terminal (pin 15) of IC5 and
causes the counter display to decrement by one.

The carry -out (pin 7) terminal of each counter
IC goes low whenever the counter reading
reaches zero. When the pre-set number of laps
are completed both counters give a low carry-
out signal and this condition is detected by IC4c,
which produces a 'high' output. This output is
used to trigger monostable multivibrator IC3a-
IC3b, which produces a 5 -second output pulse
which in turn gates on astable multivibrator
IC2a- IC2d to produce a `win' tone in the speaker
via D3 and Ql. Note that the gated astable used
in each of the two lap counters produces its own
distinctive tone, so the players can tell which car
has won the race or completed the lap by the
sound of the generator.

The two lap counter circuits are powered
from the mains via step-down transformer T1
and the Q2 -Q3 12 volt regulator circuitry.

THE SYSTEM
THE UNIT CONTAINS two identical lap -
counter circuits (see the block diagram and the
circuit diagrams), each containing a pair of
pre-settable down counters with appropriate
`clocking' and 'count zero detection' circuitry.
Each circuit also incorporates a gated oscillator,
which produces a brief pulse tone each time a

lap is completed and produces a five second tone
when the pre-set number of laps are completed.
Each lap counter is 'clocked' via an infra -red
detector circuit that is wired unobtrusively into
the track slot to produce a pulse each time that
it is passed by a slot car.

The two counters are powered from a com-
mon mains -derived 12 volt supply and have their
audio outputs fed to a common mixer/amplifier
and speaker. Before the start of each race, the
intended number of laps (up to 99 maximum) are
dialled up on a pair of thumbwheel switches
(which are also common to both counter
circuits) and the number is then 'loaded' into the
counters by operating a press -button 'load'
switch.

Since two lap -counter circuits are identical,
only the component numbers applying to the
track -A circuit will be listed in the following
detailed description of the circuit operation.

THE LAP -DETECTION AND
INDICATION CIRCUITRRY
The lap -detection circuitry is rather cunning. A
small section of each race track is modified by
drilling a hole completely through the track slot,
as close as possible to the top surface of the
track. An infra -red light -emitting diode (IR LED
1) is then wired into the hole on one side of the
slot and an infra -red detector (IRD 1) is wired
into the hole on the other side of the slot.
Normally, the detector is flooded with infra -red
and produces a low voltage at the R1-IRD 1
junction. Each time a slot car passes the detec-
tor circuitry,. however, it's slot horn breaks the
infra -red beam and causes the voltage at the
R1-IRD 1 junction to go high.

A positive -going pulse is thus produced at the
R1-IRD 1 junction each time a slot car passes
the detector. This pulse is amplified and ex-
panded by the ICI -a IC lb circuitry, to produce a
positive -going 100 mS (approximately) pulse at
the output of IC lb. This pulse causes LED 1 to
flash and also briefly gates on a stable multiva-
tor IC la-IC2d, to produce a brief tone in the
speaker via D3 and Q1. The detector pulse is also
fed to the lap counter circuitry via point AA.

SW1

.12V

Fig. 3. The regulated power supply.
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Fig. 4. The track detector interconnections.
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Repeat the above process on the second track slot
and then wire up the two IR LEDS and two IR detectors
as shown in Fig 2e, using suitably long lengths of
flexible wire to make the connections back to the lap
counter unit.

Use of a PCB ensures a neat and reliable project.

CONSTRUCTION: THE LAP
COUNTERS
The unit is wired up on two PCBs, one small board being
used for the power supply circuit and a large PCB being
used for most of the remaining components.

Wire up the power supply board first, noting that
transformer Ti is a special PCB -mounting unit (see
Buylines). Power transistor Q2 must be mounted on a
large heat sink and connected to the PCB via suitable
leads (this transistor is mounted on the rear panel of the
case in our prototype unit.

Construction of the main PCB should present few
problems. We recommend that all ICs be fitted to the
board via suitable sockets. Start construction by sol-
dering the 40 links to the PCB and then fit the 16 IC
sockets in place. Now fit the remaining components to
the board, taking special care to note the polarities of all
electrolytic capacitors and semiconductor devices. Do
not fit the ICs at this stage.

Sockets are provided on the PCB for the four 7 -
segment LED displays. The displays can either be fitted
directly into these sockets or can, as in our prototype, be
mounted on the case front panel and connected to the
sockets via dual -in -line (DIL) insulation displacement
connectors, e.g. 'speedblock' type.

When construction is complete, fit the PCBs in a
suitable case, connect up the two BCD thumbwheel
switches (use the Maplin units recommended in
Buylines) and the speaker and complete the interwiring.
Finally, fit all ICs into place, taking special care to
observe the polarity.

Connect the finished unit up to the two sets of track
sensors and switch on. A five second (approx) tone
should be generated at switch on. Dial up a number on
the thumbweel switches and check that the number
loads into the counter displays when PB1 is pressed.
Move a slot car across a track detector and check that the
appropriate indicator LED flashes and a brief tone is
generated in the speaker: if this action is not obtained,
suspect faulty construction in the track detector. Check
that the appropriate counter decrements by one each
time a slot car is detected. Finally, check that the win
sound (a five second tone) is generated when the
counters decrement to zero. The unit is then ready for
use. HE
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Scalextric Lap Counter

HE HE LAP COUNTER
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Fig. 5. PCB for the HE lap counter.I
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Fig. 6. PCB for the power supply.
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Scalextric Lap Counter
Fig. 7. PCB overlay for the lap counter.

Parts List

RESISTORS (All 1/4W, 5%)
R1, 19
R2, 18
R3, 17
R5, 5, 16, 20
R6, 12, 13, 22,
26, 27, 61-68
R7

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
IC2
IC3, 4
IC5-8
1C9-12
Q1
Q2
Q3
D1-8
BR1
LED1, 2
IRLED 1, 2
IRD 1, 2
ZD 1
ZD 2

LOUD

Ft I

We used ribbon cable to interconnect the displays.

MAINS L
INPUT

al 3H
uaq

I

Fig. 8. PCB overlay for the power supply.

R8, 9, 15, 24
330k R10
1M5 R11, 23
1k2 R14, 21, 25
2k2 R28

R29
22k R30-58
68k R59, 60, 69

4093B
4011B
4001B
4029B
4511B
BC 182L
2N3055
BFY 50
1N4148
1 amp 40V Bridge rectifier
TIL 209 or similar
TIL 32 Infra red diodes
TIL 78 Infra red detectors
3V9 Zener diode
10V Zener diode

4k7
82R
1 MO
100k
39OR
1k
470R
18k

Buylines

a2

12V DC
OUTPUT

The P.C.B mounting transformer can be obtained
from ACE MAILTRONIX LTD of Tootal St, Wakefield
(phone 0924 250375 for details).

The BCD thumbwheel switches are available from
MAPLIN along with the 7 -segment displays - look in
their present catalogue for details.

The TIL32 infra red diodes and TIL78 infra red
detectors can be obtained from Watford Electronics.

The case we used was a BOCON desk type from
WEST HYDE DEVELOPMENTS, order no. BOC 670
(phone 0296 20441).

CAPACITORS
C1, 6, 12, 13 100n polyester
C2, 5, 7, 9 10n polyester
C3 470u Elect 1 6V
C4, 8 4u7 Elect 16V
C10 2200u Elect 25V
C11 470u Elect 16V

PCB mounting
MISCELLANEOUS
2 x Thumbwheel switches (BCD output)
4 x 0.3" seven segment displays SEE BUYLINES
12-0-12V PCB mounting transformer
Case to suit
PB1 push to make switch
SW1 mains DPST toggle switch
5 pin DIN plug and socket
8R Speaker
I.C. holders
SPEEDBLOCK type DI L connectors and ribbon cable (if
used).
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Minature
TV Survey
Keith Brindley has spent the last few weeks getting a severe case of
eyestrain peering at the screens of the latest crop of mini TVs. Find out now
what he sore.

Some of the Mini -TVs we reviewed, picture quality is best judged in the shop, see a selection.

IT SEEMED an easy enough task on first glance! Find out
how many portable televisions are on the market (must
only be half a dozen or so) - ring up the manufacturers
and arrange to review their models and then tabulate the
findings and write an article. Well, it would be easy - if
there were only half a dozen or so available, the problem
is that there are in the region of 60 or 70, and more than
60% of them are black and white. So even by restricting
the survey to only b/w tellys there was still no way that it
would all fit into the allotted number of pages. The next
stage in elimination was to cut the survey down to TVs
with a five inch, or less, screen. Even this leaves the
almost unbelievable number of 24 known televisions -

it really began to seem as though the manufacturing and
marketing of portable televisions is definitely controlled
by a buyers' market and that the companies who
produce these sets must be fighting for customers.

As the final report we hit upon the solution that the
whole scene should be quickly looked at and -six of the
best'' chosen and surveyed in the article. These final six
were chosen with reference to what we considered
necessary in a portable television. The following
headings represent those assets which are advan-
tageous in such a TV. Table 1 on page 18 also gives a
full description of each device for quick comparison. This
table is only meant as a guide.
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Fig. 1 The Binatone Micro TV

Fig. 2 JVC P100

Fig. 3 The Crown TV65R

QUALITY OF PICTURE

Because the survey initially compares televisions and
only compares the radios, cassettes etc as being 'extra'
then the picture quality must be of prime importance. To
be fair to the companies involved, it should be pointed
out that all of the TVs gave a good picture in most places.
Each was tried in a number of situations including a
crowded department store; on a train journey; in a car; in
bed?; and in the HE office. In what must approach 99%
of all test areas all of the models gave a good picture
using the internal aerial, however, if you happen to live
in that other 1°/0 of places there is no chance of obtaining
a good picture without an external aerial.

For clarity of detail we could not find any TV which
produced a picture like the two micro TVs - at most test
areas their picture production was excellent (even on a
British Rail train an acceptable standard was maintained
the majority of the time!). We have one small grouse
over the lack of external contrast and brightness controls
on the Binatone Micro though, they are adjusted inter-
nally, this means that individual preferences cannot be
catered for and we found the contrast down and the
brightness up on our set, making a slightly wishy-washy
picture.

QUALITY OF WHOLE DEVICE

The 'extras' present on some of the models eg radio
cassette, were judged on individual merit, bearing in
mind the relative cost. This was the only fair way of
comparing those devices with fewer or no 'extras'.

The best radio appeared to be that of the JVC 3060
although there wasn't a great deal of difference between
it and the Crown.

The best cassette recorder was undoubtedly that in
the Sony 412 which gave reproduction, the like of which
we have never heard parallelled in any mono cassette
system .

However, the superior sound quality overall was
given by the 3060, which offers separate bass and
treble controls together with the largest speaker.

PORTABILITY

This is a slightly tricky area, perhaps best tackled by first
giving an appropriate definition of what we class as
portability. We mean easy to carry - the larger models
(412; 3060) were 'carry -able', yes, but at the expense of
stretched arms if you attempt to carry them any great
distance. Mind you, they are infinitely more maneouv-
erable than the so called -portable- 12 inch screen
televisions. You surely take our point.

The Crown and Sony 511 were quite easily carried,
but still do not compare with the two micro TVs which
fulfill all criteria which we class as portable.

RUNNING COSTS

Given that each television will run for approximately the
same period, say 6-8 hours, on a fresh set of batteries,
then we need only compare the price of the batteries to
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Minature TV Survey
find relative running costs. The cheapest sets to run were
evidently the micros taking four AA sized cells costing
about £1, giving costs of around 1 5p an hour.

The larger screened televisions need correspondingly
larger batteries and more of them. Consequently the
running costs of these sets become increasingly dispro-
portionate, around £3 to £4 for a full set of D sized cells
or about 50p an hour.

Obviously, rechargeable cells must be the ideal
supply, with regards to a portable television - the 3060
and the 65TVR feature the inclusion of a cell recharger
which can recharge said cells when a mains point is
available. This is a very valuable asset.

All of the models can be powered by mains or 12 V
battery (eg a car battery) and running costs are corres-
pondingly much cheaper using these methods of power.

OVERALL VALUE FOR MONEY

Well, it really does boil down to personal choice in the
end. All of the models which we surveyed were excellent
pieces of equipment, each having their own points of
value.

For instance, if portability is your main concern and
you wish, or need, to see TV programmes at odd times of
the day or when you are travelling, then either of the two
micros is your model, depending on whether you also
require a radio. However, the P100 is a fair but more
expensive than the Binatone. A small outlay of money
extra on the P100 however, can buy you a battery
recharger which in the long run will save you money.

We felt the Sony 511 was slightly ungainly in its
shape (looking something like ex -army equipment) but
also very reasonably priced. It offers typical Sony good
quality.

Best value overall is the Crown - apparently last year
this model took a large proportion of the market in
Britain and in our opinion, quite rightly so. It is a good
quality TV which features a good radio, in a stylish
cabinet which is not so heavy as to make it too difficult to
carry around. It can also be obtained with discount for a
very reasonable price. Most extras which the other sets
need additionally, are standard with the Crown (in-
cluding rechargeable cells and a charger).

Either the 412 or the 3060 are a must if good quality Fig. 5 The JVC 3060
cassette and sound are required. These two models
really are the tops, so to speak, but as you must expect
are slightly higher priced. They can be bought at around
twice the price of the Binatone Micro if you shop around
and they feature the cassette and radio above that
device. Running costs are high but can be reduced with
rechargeable cells.

As with most pieces of domestic electronic equip-
ment, shop around. Many so-called discount houses
offer attractive reductions over the High Street shops.

One final point worth bearing in mind with miniature
TVs. Because the screens are very small the viewing
distance must be less than with a conventional TV.
Consequently eyestrain may result from prolonged
viewing. We advise that mini -TVs only be used for
relatively short periods, say a maximum of two or three
hours only. Otherwise your eyes will ache too much for
you to read next months H E. HE Fig. 6 The Sony FX412
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Minature TV Survey
TELEVISION
CHANNELS

SCREEN
SIZE
(INCHES/

RADIO
BANDS CASSETTE

AUDIO
POWER

SIZE (INCHES) APPROX
WT (Kg)

STANDARD EOUIPMENT AVAILABLE
ACCESSORIES

POWER
APPROX.
RETAIL
PRICE

.

BINATONE
MICROVISION

21 - 68 7 NONE NU 100(6W TA x 2'5x 7 2/3
CARRYING CASE
EARPHONE
VIEWING HOOD

MAINS ADAPTOR
CAR SUPPLY LEAD
EXT. AERIAL

CONNECTOR

4 x AA CELLS
MAINS

1. ADAPTOR)
12V CAR BATT

I. LEAD)

E100

JVC P100 21 - 69
+ VHF 2 - 1 2

2 FM & MW NO 1 60mW 6 8 2 x 715 1 Kg

CARRYING CASE
VIEWING HOOD
EARPHONE
MAINSARPAHOOANRET 0 R

BATT. CHARGER/
ADAPTOR.
RECHARGEABLE
BATT. PACK.
CAR SUPPLY LEAD.
EXT. AERIAL
CONNECTOR.
MAGNIFYING HOOD.

4 x AA CELLS
MAINS
RECH. CELLS

I+ ADAPTOR)
12V CAR BATT
I. LEAD)

E150

SONY TV 511 21 - 68 5 NONE
NO N/A 12 x 7 x 12 3.3 Kg MAINS LEAD

CAR SUPPLY LEAD
CAR AERIAL

9 D CELLS
MAINS
12 V CAR BATT

E115

CROWN
TV 65R

21 -69 5
FM, MW & LW NO N/A 12 x 4 x 10 2.5 Kg

RECHARGEABLE CELLS
CELL CHARGER
CAR SUPPLY LEAD
EARPHONE
VIEWING HOOD

NONE
NEEDED

MAINS
RECH CELLS
CAR BATT

£130

SONY
FX 412

21 - 68 4 FM, MW & SW YES N/A 12 x 4 x 9 3 Kg

CASSETTE TAPE
EARPHONE
MAINS ADAPTOR
VIEWING HOOD

CAR SUPPLY LEAD
CAR AERIAL

6 D CELLS
MAINS
CAR BATT
I. LEAD)

E160

JVC
3060

21 - 69
F VHF 2 - 12

FM, MW & SW YES 3 WATTS 16 x 12 x 5 5 Kg
EARPHONE
CAR SUPPLY LEAD
MAINS LEAD

RECHARGEABLE
BATT, PACK

8 D CELLS
RECH CELLS
MAINS
CAR BATT

E175

AUDIO
LIMITER
When making tape recordings, es-
pecially of "live" performances, it
can be very difficult to set the
correct recording level. This can
easily lead to an excessive recor-
ding level and consequent distor-
tion occurring unless the recording
level control is kept well backed off.
The price one then has to pay is a
low recording level and subse-
quent low signal to noise ratio. The
normal way of overcoming this
problem is to use an audio limiter
circuit ahead of the tape deck. This
device normally passes the signal
straight through to the recorder,
but if the input exceeds a preset
threshold level it attenuates the
signal so that the output level is not
sufficient to overload the recorder.

In this circuit the input signal is
applied to an attenuator which is
formed by R1 and PCC1. Normally
PCC1 is in total darkness and
exhibits a very high resistance
,,typically a few megohms) causing
minimal losses through the attenu-
ator. This stage feeds into the high
input impedance of the emitter
follower buffer stage formed by Q1
and its associated components,
and this ensures little loss of signal
level. Thus the input signal is nor-
mally fed straight through to the
output socket with only a marginal
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nuation of the signal. The larger the
input signal is made, the more
strongly D1 glows, and the greater
the reduction in circuit gain. This
process has the effect of preventing
the output level from rising far
above the level at which D1 begins
to initially switch on. On the proto-
type this threshold level is at about
230 mV (with R4's slider at the top
of its track) and increasing the
input level to 4 volts RMS causes
the output to rise to only about
320 r9V. Higher threshold levels
can be obtained with R4's slider

V ou+

zzoR

(fi 02 =8.
D3 BC109C

0A91
C50018
109
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9V

BC 1 09C
BASE VIEW

appropriate point. The attack and
decay times of the circuit are both
quite short so that the unit quickly
responds to changes in signal level
and is not normally conspicuous in
operation.

Construction of the unit should
be quite straight forward, but the
unit must of Course be housed in a
light proof box so that PCC1 is
shield from the ambient lighting.
D1 and PCC1 are mounted as close
together as possible. The current
consumption of the circuit is only
about 1 to 5mA. depending on the

loss of amplitude. PCC1. This gives the required atte- adjusted down its track to the input level.
n111 llllll 1111 llllll 1111111 lllllllllllllllllll 11111111 llllll 1111111111111 llllllllll 111111111 lllll 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 lllllll 111117

Some of the output signal is fed
from the slider of R4 to a rectifier
and smoothing circuit which is
comprised of D2, D3, and C4. If
the input signal is sufficiently
strong, the positive bias produced
by the circuit will be adequate to
switch on Q2 and light emitting
diode D1 which is connected in its
collector circuit. The light output
from D1 is aimed at the sensitive
surface of PCC1 (the surface to
which the leadout wires do not
connect) and this causes a large
reduction in the resistance of
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THREE FOR FREV
FROM CS 4/

EXPERIMENTOR BREADBOARDS
No soldering modular breadboards, simply plug
components in and out of letter number identified
nickel -silver contact holes. Start small and simply
snap -lock boards together to build a breadboard of
any size.

All EXP Breadboards have two bus -bars as an integral
part of the board, if you need more than 2 buses
simply snap on 4 more bus -bars with the aid of an EXP
4B.

EXP 325E1.50 The ideal breadboard
for 1 chip circuits. Accepts 8, 14, 16 and
up to 22 pin ICs. Has 130 contact points
including two 10 point bus -bars.

EXP 350E3.15 Specially designed
for working with up to 40 pin ICs
perfect for 3 & 14 pin ICs.
Has 270 contact points including
two 20 point bus -bars.

EXP 300 E5.75The
most widely bought
bread -board in the UK
With 550 contact
points, two 40 point
bus -bars, the EXP 300
will accept any size IC and up to 6 x 14 pin DIPS.

........

..... 1;1 :111 . .

EXP 600 £6.30 Most
MICROPROCESSOR
projects in magazines
and educational books
are built on the EXP 600.

EXP £3.60 Has .6"centre
spacing so is perfect for
MICROPROCESSOR applications.

EXP 4B E2.30 Four
more bus -bars in
"snap -on" unit.

11:1111.1.1.11.;i11111.1

The above prices are exclusive of P&P and 15% VAT.

THE CSC 24 HOUR SERVICE
TELEPHONE (0799) 21682

With your Access, American Express,
Barclaycard number and your

order will be in the post immediately

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION=0=
CSC (UK) LTD.
Dept14EE Shire Hill Industrial Estate Unit 1
Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ
Tel Saffron Walden W799)21682. Telex: 817477

Available from selected stockists

ELECTRONICS BY NUMBERS
RAIN ALARM

robers 6

S /31 N°

p
.1ecro)tro tspio

ec

You need never be caught out by the weather again.
The rain alarm will emit a warning sound whenever
there's rain or moisture in the atmosphere. The
current drawn from the battery is negligable so it can
be left switched on for up to a year!

WOBBLY WIRE GAME
All the fun of the fair, in your own home! Test your
skill at building and playing this version of the popular
game, where a 'wand' has to be moved from one end
of a wire to the other, without the loop at the end of
the wand ever touching the wire.

HIGH QUALITY CONTINUITY
TESTER
An invaluable piece of test gear for testing and fault
finding circuits and wiring. Pure continuity checks can
be carried out without being affected by adjoining
circuitry.

Want to get started on building exciting projects but
don't know how? Now using EXPERIMENTOR
BREADBOARDS and following the instruction in our
FREE "Electronics by Numbers" leaflets, ANYBODY
can build electronic projects.

Look at the diagram, select RI, plug it in to the letter
numbered holes on the EXPERIMENTOR
BREADBOARD, do the same with the other
components, connect to battery and ANYBODY can
build a perfect working project.

411

Molity

UP

IKK'.14;!K.KkK

oTiarcW01.0
YOU W LL NEED
e.g. LED Bar Graph (a previous project)
components EXP300 or EXP350
D1 to D15 - Silicon Diodes
R1 to R6 Resistors
LED 1 to LED 6 Light emitting diodes

base. Large capacity with Kit economy.For the full detailed instructions, including
"Electronics by Numbers" circuit diagrams, simply PROTO-BOARD 100 KIT 01.80

take the coupon to your nearest CSC stockist or send
direct to us and you will receive "THREE FREE
PROJECTS FROM CSC".

If you missed Free project No's 1, 2 and 3, please tick
the appropriate box in the coupon.

PROTO-BOARDS
The ultimate in breadboards for the minimum of cost.
Two easily assembled kits.

PB6 Kit, 630 contacts, four 5 -way binding posts
accepts up to six 14 -pin Dips.

PROTO-BOARD 6 KIT 19.20

PB 100 Kit complete with 760 contacts accepts up to
ten 14 -pin Dips, with two binding posts and sturdy

- - -IT'S EASY WITH C.S.C.
TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE COPY OF PROJECTS 4, 5 and 6.

Just clip the coupon
Give us your name and full postal address lin block
capitals). Enclose cheque. postal order or credit card
number and expiry date, indicating in the appropriate
boxlesl the breadboardlsl you require.

For immediate action
The C.S.C. 24 hour, 5 day a week service.
Telphon 0799 21682 and give us your Access, I
Amer.can Express or Barclaycard number and your
order will be in the post immediatley

EXPERIMENTOR
BREADBOARDS CONTACT

IC CAPACITY
14 PIN DIP

UNIT PRICE INC
P&P Et 15% VAT

Dry
req

EXP 325 130 1 E 2.70

EXP 360 270 3 E 4.48

EXP 300 550 6 E 7.76

EXP 600 E 8.39

EXP 660 270

use with
0 6 pitch

Dip's Strip
Bus Bar

E 5.00

EXP 48
Four 40 Point

Bus Bars
1 3.50

PROTO BOARDS
PEW 630 6 E11.73

L

P8100 760 10 114.72

NAME

ADDRESS

I enclose cheque/P.O. for
Debit my Barclaycard, Access,
American Express card No

Expiry date

If you missed project No's 1, 2 and 3.
IIProject 1: Two -Transistor Radio. Pro-

ject 2: Fish'n'Clicks. Project 3: Led Bar
Graph tick box
For Free catalogue tick box

I

I

C.S.C.(UKILTD. Dept-MEE Shire Hill Industrial Estate Unit 1 Saffron Walden, Essex Cell 3AO
Tel: Saffron Walden 10799121682. Telex: 817477

Mins NE I= NMI MN =I Mi MIN IMM ,,,,, 1=1
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Back Numbers
From HE
*Hobby
Bectronics FEBRUARY 79 (Hobbyprint D)

Projects: Short Wave Radio. Sine/Square Generator,
Scratch/Rumble Filter, Car Alarm Project.
Features: Video Tape Recorders, Radioactivity, CA
3130 Circuits, Computer Glossary etc.

MARCH 79 (Hobbyprint E)
Projects: Light Chaser, T"- oiler, Photographic
Timer, Cassanova' n
Features: TV 'C.010.7st Gear, SW Aerials, Interfering
Waves, Comp !!":',cations Satellites, etc.

JUNE 79 (Hobbyprint H)
Projects: GSR Monitor, Envelope Generator, Drill
Speed Controller.
Features: Citizen Banned, Display Techniques, Moving
Coil Meter, Electronics in Music Pt 2, etc.

JULY 79 (Hobbyprint I)
Projects: Shark, Baby Alarm, Point Controller, Linear
Scale Ohmeter.
Features: Cassette Decks and Tapes, Binary Numbers,
Fixed Resistors, Short Circuits Special, etc.

AUGST 79 (Hobbyprint J)
Projects: Home Security Sound System, LED
Tachometer, Injector /Tracer, Constant Volume
Amplifier.
Features: Security Installation, Variable Resistors,
Tools, Satellite Power etc.

SEPTEMBER 79 (Hobbyprint K)
Projects: Combination lock, Light dimmer, Starburst,
Ultrasonic Switch.
Features: Electronic Timekeeping, Thyristors, Radio
Control, FET Special.

Shown here are all of the backnumbers still available. They are
£1.00 each inc. P&P. When ordering please quote the issue
number, i.e. Nov. 78 is issue 1 Vol. 1. Next to each issue is the
relevant Hobbyprint code letter, please note that Hobbyprints are
still available for every issue.

Hobby
Elretroricr-

-

r-

OCTOBER 79 (Hobbyprint L see Hobbyprint Ad)
Projects: Tantrum, Hobbytune, Analogue Frequency
Meter, Multi Siren.
Features: Home Computing, Electronic Games, Micro-
wave Cooking, Breaker One -Four.

NOVEMBER 79 (Hobbyprint M)
Projects: Hebot, R2, D2 Radio, Guitar Tuner.
Features: Data Supplement. TV Broadcasting,
Miniboards.

DECEMBER 79 (Hobbyprint N)
Projects: Scalextric Controller, Ring Modulator, Bar -
graph Voltmeter, Hebot II.
Features: TV Receivers, Project Fault Finding, Data
Supplement.

We regret to say that copies of the November, December,
January, April and May issues of Hobby Electronics have sold
out (we did warn you!). However Hobbyprints A, B, C, F and
G are still available.

Please send me the following back issues Nos

Cheque/P.O. enclosed £

Hobby Electronics Backnumbers Dept.
145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE

Name

Address

"1

SUBSCRIPTIONS

WHY
MISS
OUT?

I
To: Subscriptions
Hobby Electronics
P.O. Box 35
Bridge Street
Hemel Hempstead
Herts

Name

I would like a postal subscription to HE start-
ing with the
issue. I enclose payment (£6.50 for UK and
Eire, £7.50 elsewhere, £11.50 air mail).

Address

IL

I
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CLEVER DIN

O

JUST TO SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT, all of the letters
in Clever Dick are genuine. We get many letters a month
addressed to this page and we promise you that not even
us, with our fertile imaginations could make them all up.
Hope that answers your question Mr Tim Cooper.

The Kit Review feature always prompts a few en-
quiries, this letter from J A Davis raised an interesting
point.

Dear Dick,
I am building the PSU which appeared in the May

edition of HE and would like to know how the Digital
Panel Meter (Kit Review October 79) could be used in
place of the moving coil meter used in the design. Could
you also suggest a circuit which could run the Digital
Meter from the PSU. J A Davis

Wolverhampton

No real problem here, the Digital panel Meter, built up in
the Voltmeter mode and connected across the PSU
output should work very well. As for a power supply we
would suggest that you retain the PP3 9V battery for
simplicity, the Panel Meter will draw only a few
microamps so a good mercury or Alkaline type battery
should last well over a year in continuous use.

Thanks to Mr P J Ford of Norfolk for his suggestion
about publishing an index, as you will see we have. We
will have an Index in HE every year in the January issue.

Now for a very common question regarding
availability of components etc, used in HE projects.
Richard Savage writes:

Dear Dick,
Following your request for shorter letters and simpler

questions . .

Why doesn't HE indicate the box or case size for a
project? This would save guessing games when ordering.

Why is it that, whatever the project, there always
seems to be one component not listed in the catalogue,
making it necessary to use more than one company with
a resulting duplication of posting and packing rates?

Why don't more suppliers offer complete kits for
magazine projects, taking the aggravation out of ordering
and again the possibility of postage and packaging
duplication?

Good magazine, though, hoping to purchase a legal CB
rig soon, keep up the good work.

Richard Savage
Wiltshire.

Digital Panel Meters and
Negative Ion Generators are just
two of the subjects covered in
Clever Dick this month, have
you got an electronic problem?
Then why not write to Dick.

Thank goodness it wasn't a long letter. Right, point
number one. From our quite considerable experience we
have discovered that only about five per cent of you ever
build the circuit exactly as we describe it and if you think
about it, that's what it's all about. Experimentation,
improvement and variation. After all the only real way to
learn about a subject like this is to experiment. If you just
want to blindly build other people's projects there are
plenty of other magazines that tell you exactly what to
do, right down to the last nut and bolt. At the end of it all
you have is a perfect copy of someone else's idea and it
hasn't taught you a thing. But, point taken, some of our
cases may be a bit out of the ordinary, so if in future we
do use something a little 'special' we'll let you know
where to get it.

Point two, when we design a project, we try, as far as
possible to use easily obtainable components, unfortun-
ately we couldn't stick to just one supplier, that would be
favouritism and besides, that supplier may not stock
every single component needed. We're afraid it's still
going to have to be a case of shopping around. Why
don't you try to persuade a local trader, a radio shop,
say, to stock a few components, many do.

Lastly, there are kit suppliers around, in fact one
major company should be offering a very comprehensive
service quite soon. As we said earlier though, most
people like to go their own way and that's the best way to
learn.

Now for a couple of quick ones, the first from Mr E
Armstrong asks about international TV standards.

Dear Dick,
Please could you help me? I would like to know what is

the difference between PTSC and PAL colour TV sys-
tems, are they compatible and is it possible for a device
with an NTSC output to be connected up to a PAL TV?

E Armstrong
Middlesex.

The simple answer is no, but with several exceptions.
We have seen several TV games designed for the
American market using the NTSC (National Television
Standards Committee or Never The Same Colour, de-
pending upon your sense of humour) that quite happily
work on PAL (Phase Alternation Line) sets but on an
almost identical set refuses to work at all. Basically PAL
was developed from NTSC but there is very little
similarity, even the number of lines and frames per
second are different, so unless you're either very lucky or
prepared to carry out extensive modifications you're
stuck - sorry.
Now for something a little out of the ordinary.
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Dear CD,
As a Hay Fever sufferer I would like to try 'Negative Ion

Therapy' but the cost of commercial units is such that are
prohibitive, especially for an experiment which may fail.
Consequently, I'm writing to ask:- What's inside an
Ioniser? Or, could HE publish a design before the next
Hay Fever season starts?

T H Cameron
County Devon

This letter started us thinking and may well result in a
project soon. As far as we can make out a Neg Ion
Generator consists of EHT (Extra High Tension) genera-
tor producing voltages in the order of several kilovolts
this ionises the air directly, producing that 'Ozone'
smell. In the meantime may we suggest that you sniff
the back of your TV set as the voltages used to drive the
tube are guite good at producing negative Ions. But
seriously this is an area of reserach that is generating
quite a bit of interest at the moment, particularly in the
'States, so it shouldn't be too long before something
more concrete is known about this effect which is
claimed to cure everything from Hay Fever to broken legs.

Lastly we have a request for the address of the supplier
of those coloured knobs we use on some of our projects.
This comes from David Taylor;

Dear CD,
As a follower of your Hobby Electronics magazine I

would like to know where I can purchase the coloured
'chunky' knobs you use on your constructional projects,
in Hobbytune and Multi -Option Siren in the October
issue, they look very classy.

Just to be awkward I would like to ask one last
question, could you give me any information on the TIL
209LED. Will continuous use of this device shorten its
life?

Congratulations on the CB article.
David K. Taylor

Worcester

Thank you for your comments on CB. Your first question
is easy enough. The knobs we use come from Elec-
trovalue Ltd, they can be found at; 28 St Judes Road,
Englefield Green, Surrey. TW20 OH B.

Your second question may be a little difficult,
manufacturers specifications vary considerably but
generally they quote figures of several hundred thou-
sand hours continuous use. (8,000 hours is
approximately one year).
Times up again for another mouth, as this issue is the
last one before Christmas I take the opportunity to wish
you all a Merry Christmas and a problem free new year.
Dick.
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REF TITLE PRICE
200 Handbook of Practical Electronics and Musical Novelties 50p
202 Handbook of IC Equivalents and Substitutes 100p
207 Practical Electronic Science Projects 75p
208 Practical Stereo and Quadraphony Handbook 75p
218 Build Your Own Electronic Experimenters Laboratory 85p
221 28 Tested Transistor Projects 95p
222 Solid State Short Wake Receivers for Beginners 95p
224 50 CMOS Projects 95p
225 Practical Introduction to Digital ICs 95p
RCC Resistor Colour Code Disc Calculator 20p
BP14 Second Book of Transistor Equivalents and Substitutes 11 Op
BP25 How To Build Your Own Electronic and Quartz Controlled Watches and Clocks 85p
BP32 How To Build Your Own Metal and Treasure Locators 100p
BP40 Digital IC Equivalents and Pin Connections 250p
BP42 50 Simple Led Circuits 75p
BP43 How To Make Walkie Talkies 125p
BP48 Electronic Projects for Beginners 1 35p
8P56 Electronic Security Devices 145p
BP58 50 Circuits Using 7400 Series ICs 1 35p
BP59 Second Book of CMOS IC Projects 150p
BP61 Beginners Guide to Digital Techniques 95p
- Your Home Computer 575p
- - Understanding Computers 695p
- - Introduction to Microcomputers Vol 0 595p- TTL Cookbook 715p
- CMOS Cookbook 750p- Cheap Video Cookbook 495p
No VAT on books. Please add 20p p&p per book

TRANSISTORS
AC128 20p
AC187/8 20p
AD161 /2 45p
BC107 /8 11p
BC109/C 12p
BC177 /8 18p
BC179 20p
BC182,3 11p
BC184 12p
BC212/3 12p
BC214 13p
BC557 16p
BD131 /2 50p
BFR39 30p
BFR40 30p
BFY90 90p
BU105 190p
BU205 200p
BU208 200p
MJE2955 110p
MJE3055 100p
MPF103 /4 40p
TIP29A
TIP30A
TIP31A
TIP32A
TIP4 1 A
TIP42A
ZTX108
2N2646
2N3055
2N3053 22p
2N3702/3 12p
2N3773 300p
2N3819 25p
2N6292 65p
3N140 100p
40408/9 85p
40673 75p
40871/2 90p

40p
48p
58p
68p
65p
70p
12p
50p
48p

TRANS-
FORMERS
6-0-6V 100mA

110p
0-12. 0-12
500 mA 310p
15-0-15
1A 300p
9-0-9 1A 300p

TRIAC
lA 50V 45p
3A 400V 60p

DIODES/
BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS
1N914 4p
1N4148 4p
1N4004 6p
154007 7p
BRIDGES
1A5OV
1A100V
1A400V
1 A600V
2A100V
3A200V
4A100V
6A100V

21p
22p
30p
35p
35p
60p
95p

100p

LINEAR ICs

CA3089E 225p
CA3090 425p
CA3140E 50p
CA3161E 250p
CA3162E 425p
ICL8038 340p
LM301AN 30p
LM309K 135p
LM324 70p
LM380 90p
LM381AN 160p
LM377 175p
LM741 22p
LM 723 37p
LM3900 70p
LM3909 90p
LMC1310P 150p
MC1458 55p
MC1496L 100p
MC3340P 120p
MC3360P 120p
NE555 25p
TBA800 100p
TBABI 0 100p
TL081 45p
TL084 130p
ZN414 100p

CMOS ICs
4000 17p
4001 17p
4009 40p
4011 17p
4013 50p
4017 80p
4018 89p
4019 45p
4024 50p
4029 100p
4030 55p
4046 110p
4059 600p
4081 22p
4093 80p
4098 107p
4503 70p
4511 150p
4520 100p
4528 100p
4584 90p

OIL SOCKETS BY TEXAS
8 pin 10p 20 pin

14 pin 11p 24 pin
16 pm 12p 28 pin
18 pin 25p 40 pin

27p
33p
42p
51p

ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS
C -15W 360p CX- 17W 400p
CCN-15W 400p X -25W 400p.
Spare bits 46p Iron Stand 160p

VEROBOARDS
0.1 in. Copperclad
21/2 x 5in. 55p
37/a x 21/2in 47p
33/4 x 33/ in. 55p
33/4 a Sin 62p
33/4 x 17tn 220p

EXPERIMENTOR
BREADBOARDS
EXP350 3 6in x 2 1 in

£3.15
(Up to 3 x 14 pin ICs)
EXP650 3.6in. x 2.4w

£3.60
(Upto 1 x 40 pin IC)
EXP300 6in. a 2.1 in

£5.75
(Up to 6 x 14 pin ICs)
EXP600 6in. x 2.4in

E6.30
(Up to 1 x 40 pin OCs(

ZENER DIODES
3V -33V
400mW 9p
1W 15p

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
1A Plastic
4-5V
+12V
+15V

24V
- 5V
-12V
-24V

70p
70p
70p
70p
90p
90p
90p

TTL
7400
7402
7404
7410
7413
7414
7420
7430
7440
7441
7442A
7447
7448
7473
7474
7475
7483A
7486
7489
7490
7493
74107
74121
74123
74160
74161
74365
74366
74367

12p
14p
17p
15p
30p
60p
17p
17p
17p
70p
60p
60p
80p
34.p
30p
36p
90p
34p

175p
33p
33p
34p
28p
55p

100p
100p
110p
110p
110p

DIP BOARDS
270p

(Suitable for 20 a
14 DIL ICs)
V -Q BOARDS

110p
(Suitable for DIL
ICs No track cut-
ting)
Veropins pkt of
100 48p
Spot face Cutter

92p
Pin insertion Tool

112p

PROTOBOARD (R)
SOLDERLESS BREAD-
BOARDS
Socket Strips / Bus Strips /
Binding Posts mounted on
sturdy base plate.

P86 6 x 4 DIL ICs
£9.20

P8100 10 x 14 DIL ICs
£11.80

PB102 12 x 14 DIL ICs
£22.95

PB103 24 x 14 DIL ICs
£34.45

P8104 32 x 14 DIL ICs
£45.95

(The above boards are suit-
able for all DIL ICs)

SUBMINIA-
TURE TOGGLE
SWITCHES
SPST 60p. SPDT
65p. DPDT 70p
PUSH TO MAKE
15p. PUSH TO
BREAK 22p

IC TEST CLIPS
14 pm
16 pin

24 pin
40 pin

£2.60
£2.75

£2.90
E7.90

16 KEY KEYPAD 400p

LOGIC PROBE 1800p
LOGIC PROBE KIT

1500p

OPTO-ELECTRONICS
LEDs ''0 125in 0 2in
Red 13p 16p
Green 20p 18p
Yellow 25p

I R 75p

LDR
ORP12 90p
PHOTO TRANS
255777 45p
OCP71 130p

SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAYS
MINITRON
DL707
DL747
FND500
FND507
TIL311 (with decoder

Filament
03m CA
0.6m CA
05in CC
0.5m CA

200p
140p
250p
120p
120p

650p
MULTIMETERS
Pocket Multimeter 475p
LT22 1200p + 50p p&p
TMK500

2200p + 136p p&p

MICROTEST 80R
1700p + 50p p&p

SUPERTERSETER 680R
3300p + 120p p&p

Please add 30p p&p & VAT at appropriate rate (1 5%)
Government, Colleges, etc. Orders accepted.

TECHNOMATIC LTD.
17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10
(2 minutes Doll's Hill tube station)
,(ample street parking)
Tel: 01-452 1500 Telex: 922800

CALLERS WELCOME

Mon -Fri 9 30-5 30
Sat 10 30-4 30
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CMOS -Specie
Another in our series of popular 'close-ups', high-
lighting particular components. This month its the
turn of the CMOS IC. As usual plenty of buildable,
practical circuits

ALTHOUGH CMOS ICs are a range of digital devices
they are suitable for a range of applications which is far
more diverse than one might expect. In fact, there can be
little doubt that these ICs are the most useful range of
digital devices for the average amateur user, and are
perhaps even the most useful range of ICs of any type.

When CMOS devices were first introduced in the
early 1970s they were much more expensive than their
alternatives in other logic families. This is not the case
these days and they are now about the cheapest ICs
available. The more simple of the devices in the CMOS
range cost less than many ordinary transistors, and on a
cost basis these ICs are just about unbeatable.

Earlier families of digital devices suffer from three
main disadvantages which limit their usefulness to the
amateur. They require relatively high supply currents
(about 20 mA for a simple quad gate IC), supply voltages
are rather critical (5 V :47 10% for TTL devices for
instance), and input impedances are usually rather low,
often being only in the region of a few hundred ohms.

CMOS devices do not have any of these disadan-
tages. They require only very modest supply currents.
and even some quite complex devices, such as the 4046
low frequency phase locked loop will operate at supply
currents of less than 1 mA. Simple gates, when they are
in a static condition, use virtually no power at all.

The supply voltage range over which a CMOS device
will operate depends upon the suffix given after the type
number. The devices usually supplied to amateur users,
and specified for the projects in this book, have an 'AE'
suffix. The 'A' of the suffix denotes that the unit has an
operating voltage range of 3 to 15 V and the 'E"
indicates that it is contained in a standard DIL plastic
encapsulation.

Input impedance of CMOS ICs are extremely high
indeed, being something in the order of 1,000,000
Megohms. For all practical purposes they can be
regarded as having an infinite input impedance, and are
voltage rather than current operated devices.

BASIC GATES
The most simple of CMOS devices is the inverter, which
uses only two active devices. The circuit of an inverter is
shown in Figure 1. This uses a single P Channel Igfet
(insulated gate field effect transistor) and one N Channel
Igfet. This is, of course, a switching device and the input
is therefore only maintained in one of two states. It is

either high, which means that it is at or near the positive
supply potential, or it is low, which means that it is at or
near the negative supply potential. These states are
often referred to as logic 1 and logic 0 respectively.
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This article has been adapted from
'50 CMOS Circuits' by R. A. Pen -
fold. It is available from Babani
Books price 95 pence.

In

+ ye

P channel
Igfet.

 Out

N channel
Igfet.

Fig. 1 Basic CMOS inverter circuit.

ye

The output of the circuit can also have only two stable
states, and again these are the high and the low states.
The purpose of the inverter, as its name suggests, is to
have an output state which is the opposite of the input
one.

Operation of this circuit is quite simple to understand,
An IGFET has a very high drain to source resistance
when its gate is at around the same potential as its
source. If a forward bias of a couple of volts or more is
applied to its gate then the drain to source resistance
falls to a value of only a few hundred ohms.

Thus, when the input of the inverter is low Q1 is

turned hard on and Q2 is hard -off, and the output of the
device is in the high state. When the input is high, Q1 is
off and Q2 is on, and the output is low.The transistors are
acting as simple SPST switches and Figure2(a) shows the
effective circuit of the unit in the high output state, and
Figure 2(b) shows the effective low output circuit.

+ye

- Out

+ve

(o) (b)

Fig. 2(a) The effective high output circuit, and (b), the effective
low output circuit.

One could gain the impression from this that the
circuit never consumes any current, but this is not the
case. The transistors do not form perfect switches, and
they have a resistance of a few hundred ohms when on,,
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and a few thousand Megohms when off. Thus a minute
but for most purposes an insignificant current does flow
through a static inverter.

A very brief pulse of current is consumed by the.
device as it changes state, as in effect, one switch closes
before the other opens as the circuit goes from one
output state to the other. Therefore, the more frequently
the device changes state, the higher its current con-
sumption. When used at fairly low frequencies CMOS
ICs have very low current consumptions, but when used
at high frequencies the current consumption can rise to
many mA per device. Because of this it is usual to
confine the use of CMOS ICs to medium and low speed
applications.

Many of the projects described in this feature are
based on inverters but these are not the type just
described. Instead it is more convenient in use to use
NOR and NAND gates with the inputs connected in
parallel. For most circuits either a 4001 quad two input
NOR gate or a 4011 quad two input NAND gate is
specified. Four inverters can be made from each device,
and they have the same characteristics as the basic
inverter just described.

MANUFACTURERS
CMOS ICs are manufactured by more than one company
and each company uses a different prefix to the type
number. Most CMOS ICs offered to the amateur seem to
originate from RCA and have their CD prefix (CD4011AE
for example). Some firms offer Motorola devices which
have a 1 prefix (such as 14011), and others just give the
basic type number. Any of these ICS will work perfectly
well in the circuit described here.

CMOS PROTECTION
As many readers will be aware, IGFETS are easily
damaged by high voltage static charges. Such charges
exist in most households these days due to the wides--
pread use of plastics which tend to generate static
charges. Even someone wearing a nylon shirt is said to
be a potential source of destruction as far as an IGFET is
concerned.

One might think that CMOS devices were very
delicate and virtually impossible to use. This is not in fact
the case, as all recent CMOS ICs are equipped with
internal protective diodes which limit voltages at the
inputs to a safe level.

Even so, it is still advisable to obey a few simple rules
when handling and using CMOS ICs, these devices are,
usually supplied with their leadouts embedded in a piece
of conductive foam. It is a good idea to leave the device
in this form until it is actually going to be used. Do not.
plug or unplug a CMOS IC from an IC holder while the
supply is connected. Make quite sure that the supply is
connected with the correct polarity. When using IC
holders it is an easy matter to accidentally plug an IC into
a socket the wrong way round. This results in the supply
being connected with incorrect polarity, and almost
certainly causes the destruction of the device when the
power is switched on.

In many of the circuits to be described here, some of
the gates of an IC are not used. It is not a good idea to
simply ignore the unused gates. There is little risk of the
gates being damaged by static charges and other
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sources of electrical signals, but these will operate the
inputs of the gates.

As mentioned earlier, a static gate uses no significant
current, but it is switching continually from one state to
the other, it will use supply current. Therefore, the inputs
of unused gates should be connected to one or other of
the supply lines (whichever happens to be the most
convenient), as otherwise stray pick up will operate the
gates causing a waste of power.

FI'NAL POINTS
CMOS devices have a wide operating temperature
range, the actual range being -40 to +85 degrees
centigrade for the plastic DIL version (-55 to 4- 125
degrees centrigrade for the ceramic and flatpack ver-
sions). They are therefore perfectly suitable for use in
automotive and similar outdoor applications.

If the output of a CMOS device should happen to be
accidentally short circuited to one of the supply lines, a
current of many mA will flow, The amount of current that
flows will depend upon the power supply voltage used,
but the resistance of the output transistor which is
turned on will limit the output current to a safe level and
will protect the device against damage.

CMOS ICs have a high level of fanout as although
they have only a comparatively low output current drive
capability, input current requirements are extremely
low The level of fanout is only really limited by the input
capacitance of the devices, and the minimum fanout
figure for CMOS devices is 50.

TOUCH SWITCH
Touch switches seem to have become quite popular
these days and although this is probably mainly due to
their novelty value rather than any practical advantage,
they do have certain practical advantages over more
conventional forms of switch. Probably the main one in
most applications is that they can be designed to have no
moving parts to wear out. This makes them as reliable
and hard wearing as the main (electronic) part of the
equipment they are controlling.

The circuit diagram of a simple touch switch using a
CMOS bistable circuit is shown in Figure 3. This will
provide on /off switching for any piece of 9 volt battery
operated equipment which does not have a current
consumption of more than 100 mA (the maximum
operating current for the BC1 79 transistor).

+ 9 V

ve

R1
14 10 M

,,_,

2

Touch
plates

5

2

Fig. 3 The touch switch circuit.
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10 k
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BC179

0+
Load
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CMOS Special
CMOS ICs are ideal for use in this particular applica-

tion since they can easily provide the necessary very
high input impedances, and they also consume no
significant current when they are not driving a load. The
current consumption of this circuit in the off state is very
low, being actually less than 1 micro -amp. There is
subsequently no significant battery drain when the
equipment is turned off. and the battery life should not
be significantly less than if a mechanical switch were
used.

Extra current is consumed when the unit is in the on
state, this mainly being the base current to turn on Q1 .
This is unavoidable, but the additional current con-
sumed is less than 1 mA, and is likely to be of no
significance in the majority of applications.

The circuit operates in the following manner. When
the power is initially connected to the device the output
of the bistable will go into the high condition. Q1 is cut
off and no power is applied to the load.

It is possible to alter the state of the bistable by
touching the lower set of touch contacts. The resistance
of the operators skin then takes the input of the bistable
low, and the output of the bistable will then also go low.
A base current is then applied to 01 which is biased into
saturation and virtually the full supply rail potential is
supplied to the load.

The unit can be switched off again by touching the
upper set of touch contacts. The input of the bistable is
then connected to the positive supply by way of the skin
resistance of the operator's finger, and in consequence
both the input and output of the bistable take up the 1-16.h
condition. Q1 is therefore cut off once again, with no
significant current being supplied to the load.

R1 provides the necessary latching action by holding
the input in whatever state it was in when the finger of
the user is removed from the touch contacts. If
necessary, the sensitivity of the circuit can be boosted by
raising the value of R1 . Resistors having values of more
than 10 Megohms are not readily available, and so an
increased value for R1 can only be obtained by adding
two or more resistors in series to make up the required
value.

R2 is needed in order to prevent Q1 from passing an
excessive base current. It also limits this current to an
economical level. If the unit is being used to control a
fairly high current level. If the unit is being used to
control a fairly high current load, say 25 mA or more, it is
necessary to reduce the value of R2 to 1 k.

With a little ingenuity it should not be too difficult for
the constructor to fabricate suitable touch contacts. A
piece of stripboard can be used to make a very simple
but effective touch plate, or an even better one can be
etched from a piece of copper laminate board. Even
three screws ,,Pan or Countersunk heads) mounted on
the front panel of the main equipment could be used if
they are suitably positioned.

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
Crystal oscillators have been used since the early days
of entertainment broadcasting whenever a highly stable
RF oscillator is required. They are probably used more
now than at any time in the past, and apart from use in
crystal calibration oscillators and similar radio applica-
tions they are often used in digital clocks and other
digital equipment where they generate a stable timebase
signal.
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Fig. 4 A simple crystal oscillator.
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CMOS ICs can be used as the active devices in good
quality crystal oscillators having operating frequencies
up to about 10 MHz or so. Figure 4 shows the circuit
diagram of a simple CMOS crystal oscillator which uses
a couple of inverters.

The two inverters are used to provide an amplifier
which has its input and output of the amplifier via TC1,
and at the series resonant frequency of the crystal (where
it has a very low impedance) positive feedback will be
applied to the circuit and it will oscillator.

VC1 enables the oscillation frequency of the circuit to
be finely trimmed to the nominal frequency of the
crystal. If this feature is not required VC1 can be
omitted, with the crystal then being connected in parallel
with R1.

At first sight R1 may appear to perform no useful
function, but it was found to be necessary to add this as
otherwise the oscillator often failed to start when power
was applied to the circuit. C1 is the output DC blocking
capacitor and C2 is a supply decoupling capacitor.

This circuit seems to operate satisfactorily over a wide
range of frequencies with the component values shown,
and the prototype oscillated properly with any crystal
having a frequency from a few tens of kHz to many MHz.

CAPACITANCE METER
Most multimeters are equipped to measure wide ranges
of voltage, current, and resistance, but few, if any, are
capable of capacitance measurements. As a result of
this, most electronics enthusiasts are unable to under-
take capacitance measurements. and this must lead to
many useable capacitors being discarded simply be-
cause their identification markings have become erased.
Some means of testing capacitors is also very useful
when one is engaged on servicing faulty equipment.

A capacitance meter is therefore a very useful piece of
equipment to have in the workshop. A simple capacit-
ance meter can be based on an astable and a monostable
multivibrator, and it is possible to make one using a
single CMOS IC as the only active device. The circuit
diagram of such a unit is shown in Figure 5, and this
uses a single 4001 IC.

Gates 1 and 2 are connected as the astable circuit and
gates 3 and 4 form the monostable multivibrator. The
astable operates at a frequency of about 1 00 Hz, and its
output is fed to the trigger input of the monostable. Thus
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one hundred times per second the monostable will
produce an output pulse. The length of this output pulse
is determined by the values of the timing components,
and the timing capacitor under test. The timing resistor
is one of the four resistors, R3 to R6, and is whichever
one is switched into circuit by Si.

By using four timing resistors the unit is able to
provide four measuring ranges. These are as follows:

Range 1 0 to 500 nF
Range 2 0 to 50 nF
Range 3 0 to 5 nF
Range 4 0 to 500 pF

The unit thus covers most normal amateur require-
ments. The circuit values have been chosen so that the
monostable acts as a pulse shortener. For instance, with
the unit switched to Range 1 and a 500 nF test capacitor
in circuit, the output pulse from the monostable will only
be about half the length of the trigger pulse from the
astable. Lower values of test capacitance will produce an
even shorter monostable pulse length.

A voltmeter circuit consisting of M1 and one of the
set of four preset resistors (R8 to R11) is connected at
the output of the monostable. Each time the output of
the monostable goes high, a pulse of current will be fed
to the meter. A constant string of pulses are generated
when a test capacitor is connected to the unit, and the
meter will respond to the average output voltage.

With a 500 nF capacitor in circuit, R9 is adjusted to
produce FSD of the meter. If, for instance, a 100 nF
capacitor is connected in place of the 500 nF one, the
length of the output pulses will only be one -fifth of the
previous duration. The rate at which the monostable is
triggered is the same, and so the pulses still occur at the
same frequency. Therefore, the average voltage across
the meter circuit will only be one -fifth of its original level
and the meter will read one -fifth FSD.

It will be apparent from this that there is a linear
relationship between the meter reading and the value of
the test capacitor. The unit thus functions very effec-
tively as a linear reading capacitance meter.

On Range 2 the timing resistor is ten times the value
of that used on Range 1. Only one -tenth of the previous
test capacity is therefore needed to produce an identical
meter reading. For example, 500 nF was needed to
produce FSD of the meter on Range 1 whereas only 50
nF will be needed on Range 2. In practice this is not
quite the case since the tolerances of the timing resistors
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will prevent such a precise relationship from being
obtained. In order to ensure that good accuracy is
obtained on all four ranges, a different preset resistor for
each range is provided in the meter circuit. This enables
each range to be calibrated against a close tolerance
capacitor.

An alternative approach is to use 1% tolerance
components for R3 to R6, and a single calibration
preset. The unit would then only need to be calibrated on
one range, with good accuracy being automatically
obtained on the other three ranges.

D1 and R12 are used to stabilise the supply voltage of
the circuit and this is essential if consistent and reliable
results are to be obtained These are two reasons for this.
Firstly, the frequency, of the astable circuit will vary
slightly with variations in supply rail potential. If it
should speed up at all, then there will be more pulses
applied to the meter in a given period of time, and
increased meter readings will be obtained. If the speed
of the astable should decrease, then obviously all meter
readings will be below.

Secondly the more importantly the output voltage
pulses of the monostable are virtually equal in amplitude
to the supply rail voltage. If the supply rail alters (due to
battery ageing for example), then the meter readings will
alter proportionately.

A simple battery check facility is incorporated in the
circuit, and this merely consists of S2 and R7. When S2
is in the position shown, the circuit functions normally.
The meter is connected across the stabilised supply rail
when S2 is in the other position. It is connected via R2
which converts the meter into a 0 to 10 V voltmeter. This
can be used to monitor the supply potential and when it
falls below its nominal level of 7.5 V, this indicates that a
new battery is required.

Calibrating the unit is quite straightforward, and four
close tolerance capacitors are required for this. For
example, a 470 nF 2% capacitor could be used to
calibrate Range 1. With this connected across the test
terminals and the unit set for normal operation on Range
1, R10 would be adjusted for a reading of 47 on the
meter.

It is best not to use a calibration capacitor which has a
value corresponding to less than half FSD of the range
being calibrated, as this will result in inferior accuracy
being obtained. It is advisable to initially adjust all the
preset resistors for maximum resistance before com-
mencing calibration of the unit.
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CMOS Special
FLASHER
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Several useful gadgets can be made by using a mul-
tivibrator to drive a relay, and a popular example is a
Christmas Tree Lights Flasher. This will provide a much
more regular flashing rate than can be obtained by using
a bi-metal flashing bulb, and the flashing rate can also be
made variable. The circuit diagram of this device ap-
pears in Figure 6.

The two inverters are connected as a low frequency
astable circuit, and the operating frequency of this is
variable over a range of about 0.5 to 1 .5 Hz by means of
R1. The output of inverter 2 drives common emitter
amplifier Q1 via R3. R3 is a current limiting resistor.

Q1 has the relay coil as its collector load, and the relay
will be energised when the output of inverter 2 is high.
The relay will be of when the output of inverter 2 is low
A single set of relay contacts (either normally closed or

-I- 9 V

Fig. 6 Christmas tree lamps flasher.
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normally open ones) are used to control the lights. These
will therefore switch on and off at a rate determined by
the setting of R1 .

D1 is a protective diode, and this is needed to protect
the circuit against the high reverse voltage which is
developed across the relay coil as the power to the circuit
is switched off. This voltage is generated by the mag-
netic lines of force quickly decaying and cutting through
the relay coil. Because of the speed at which this
magnetic force dies away, quite a high voltage can be
produced, but it is at a high impedance. D1, in effect,
shorts out this voltage and is protected against passing
an excessive current by the high source resistance of the
signal. D1 should not be omitted from the circuit as this
voltage spike is quite capable of destroying both the IC
and Q1.

RV1
220k
lin.

RI
2 2M

PCC1
A ORPI2

R2
10 M

2

Fig. 7 An automatic parking light.
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AUTOMATIC PARKING LIGHT
In applications where a light switch is to be used to
operate a low voltage DC load it is usually possible to use
a relayless circuit. An automatic parking light for a car is
one such example, and a suitable circuit is shown in
Figure 7.
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Here the circuit is triggered when the light level falls
below a level which causes the voltage at the junction of
RV1 and PCC1 to exceed the trigger voltage of the
Schmitt trigger. The trigger circuit then provides a base
current to a high gain Darlington pair using Q1 and Q2.
Q2 is a power transistor which is capable of handling the
relatively high current drawn by a parking light. S1
enables the light to be turned on indpendently of the
automatic circuitry.

In this circuit the current consumption of the device is
of secondary importance since it will be powered from a
high capacity car battery. However, it is obviously
desirable to have the lamp switching cleanly from one
state to the other. Perhaps less obviously it is
necessary for the circuit to avoid intermediate output
states in order to illiminate the possibility of damage to
Q2 due to overheating.

This could occur if Q2 was partially switched on with
about half the supply voltage being present at its
collector, as it would then have to dissipate several watts
of power. This could be overcome by using a large
amount of heatsinking for Q2, but it is probably better to
use a trigger circuit, as Q2 can then only rest in the hard
on or fully off state. The dissipation in either case can
only be low, as when it is turned hard on very little
voltage is produced across it, and when it is turned hard
off it passes no significant current. It will dissipate a
significant amount of power when it is turned on, and if a
high current lamp is being controlled a certain amount of
heatsinking will be necessary, but this will only need to
be minimal. In all the light switches just described it is
possible to adjust the circuit by means of RV1 to produce
a switching threshold at almost any required light
intensity.

ELECTRONIC EGG TIMER
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Simple timers which provide an audible output at the
end of a variable timing period are always interesting.
Such circuits are limited to a maximum timing interval of
only about 10 seconds, because using a longer time
constant would result in the tone generator being turned
on only gradually, which would obviously not be satis-
factory.

The timer circuit shown in Figure 8 uses an R-C
timing network and an astable multivibrator tone
generator. The multivibrator itself is controlled via a
control voltage which is fed to one input of gate 4. This
terminal is normally low and the astable circuit is muted.
The output of gates is also normally low with Q1 being
cut off and passing no current. This is very important, as
if it were normally high, Q1 would be biased on and
there would be a very high static current consumption.

Gates 2 and 3 are used as the Schmitt trigger, and
this has its input fed from an inverter which in turn has
its input fed from the R-C timing network. C1 is the
capacitive part of the timing network and R1 - RV1 are
the reistive part.

S1a opens when the on /off witch (S1 b) is closed and
this starts the timing interval. C1 begins to charge up

5

R5
10 kT

0/10-- + 9
S1 b

On/off

L S
15-8051.

01

Fig. 8 Electronic egg timer circuit
(use 4011 only).
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through RV1 and R1 and eventually the voltage across
R1 and RV1 will fall to the transfer voltage of gate 1.
When this happens, the output voltage of gate 1 will
gradually begin to rise. After a short while its output
voltage will reach the trigger voltage of the Schmitt
trigger circuit, and the output of inverter 3 will
immediately go high. This turns on the multivibrator and
the audible alarm tone is produced from the speaker.

When the unit is switched off, Sla discharges C 1
and the unit is then ready to start another timing period
when it is switched on once again. RV1 enables the
length of the timing interval to be varied from less than
30 seconds to more than 6 minutes, and the unit is thus
suitable for use as an egg timer, or indeed for a multitude
of uses in the house. A timer of this type can be much
more useful than one might imagine.

A dial calibrated in minutes should be marked around
the control knob of RV1, and there is unfortunately no
quick way of doing this. It is a matter of finding all the
calibration points using a process of trial and error.

Note that this circuit can only be built using a 4011
IC, as gate 4 must be a NAND type. In actual fact it
requires two ICs, since five gates are employed in the
circuit and only four are contained in each 4011 IC.
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The diagram above shows that the 4017 IC has ten
outputs apart from the usual carry out one. Five of these
outputs are utilised in the circuit of Figure 9 which shows
how the device can be used as the basis of a simple
electronic game. It also demonstrates the properties of
the 4017 IC.

The two inverters are used in an astable multivibrator,
and the operating frequency of this can be varied from
less than 1 Hz to over 100 Hz by means of RV1. The
output of the multivibrator is used to drive the clock
input of the 4017.

The clock enable terminal of the 4017 is connected to
earth through R1, and so when S2 is closed and power is
applied to the circuit, the 4017 will start to operate. The
first input cycle will cause pin 3 (the '0' output) to go
high, and the first LED will light up. At the commence-
ment of the next clock input cycle pin 3 will return to the
low state and pin 5.(the '1' output) will go high for one
complete input cycle. Then pin 5 goes low and pin 1

goes high, and so on until all the LEDs have turned on in
sequence.

There is then a pause during which none of the LEDs
come on, and this is the period during which the
unconnected outputs go high. When all five of these
outputs have gone high the cycle starts once again from
the beginning, with the five LEDs turning on in sequence
followed by a break.

1361

0 Push to make

+ 9 V
S2 to 15 V

On

R1

100 k

\\
ye

Fig. 9 Simple electronic game.

In practice the LEDs are mounted in a row along the
front panel of the unit, and the idea of the game is to stop
the sequence when the middle LED (D3) is on. The
sequence is stopped simply by pressing S1 which is a
push to make non -locking push button switch. When
this is operated it takes the clock enable input high, and
this blocks the clock signal and holds the 4017 in
whatever state it was in when at the instant S1 was
closed.

The circuit is reset ready for a new round by releasing
Si. The sequence then continues from where it left off.
The speed at which the circuit operates, and therefore
the degree of difficulty, is controlled by the setting given
to RV1. The circuit may appear to be one that tests the
reaction speed of the competitor, but it is really more a
test of co-ordination and anticipation.

It is possible to use the circuit from a 9 volt supply,
but the LED display will not be very bright and it is better
to use a supply voltage of about 12 to 15 volts. HE

This article has been reproduced from 50 CMOS circuits
by R. A. Penfold, published by Babani Books price 95
pence. Babani Books, The Grampians, Shepherds Bush
Road, London W6 7NF.
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The NEWAAarshall's 79/
is just full of componen
and that's not all...

.our new catalogue is bigger and better than ever. Within its
60 pages are details and prices of the complete range of
components and accessories available from Marshall's,

These include Audio Amps. Connectors, Boxes, Cases. Bridge
Rectifiers, Cables, Capacitors, Crystals, Diacs, Diodes, Dis-
plays, Heatsinks. I Cs. Knobs, LEDs, Multimeters, Plugs,
Sockets, Pots, Publications, Relays, Resistors, Soldering
Equipment, Thyristors, Transistors, Transformers, Voltage
Regulators, etc., etc

Plus details of the NEW Marshall's 'budget" Credit Card. We
are the first UK component retailer to offer our customers our
own credit card facility
Plus - Twin postage paid order forms to facilitate speedy
ordering
Plus - Many new products and data,
Plus 100's of prices cut on our popular lines including I.Cs,
Transistors, Resistors and many more

you need components you need the new Marshall's
jiCatalogue.

Available by post 65p post paid from Marshall's, Kingsgate
House, Kingsgate Place, London NW6 4TA, Also available
from any branch to callers 50p.

gue

19,Tedeli,....ivm

,.

iarshalis
far sale/sr.,.. top

Retail Sales London: 40 Cricklewood Broadway, NW2 3ET. Tel 01-452 0161/2. Also 325 Edgware Road, W2, Tel: 01
Regent Street, G2 2(10. Tel: 041-332 4133. And Bristol: 108A Stokes Croft, Bristol. Tel: 0272 426801 / 2.
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Books from
the HE Book
Service
28 Tested Transistor Pro-
ject £1.55
Richard Torrens. The projects
can be split down into simple
building blocks which can be
recombined for ideas of your
own.

Electronic Projects for Be-
ginners £1.65
F. G. Rayer. Divided into 'No
Soldering Projects,' Radio and
Audio Frequency, Power Sup-
plies and Miscellaneous.

Practical Electronic Calcula-
tions and Formulae . £2.55
F. A. Wilson, A valuable
reference for the home and
laboratory, containing all the
most frequently used, and
some of the less well known
electronic formulae and calcu-
lations.

Popular Electronic Projects
£1.75

R. A. Penfold. A collection of
the most popular types of
circuits and projects using
modern, inexpensive and freely
Available components.
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Digital IC Equivalents and
Pin Connections .. . £2.85
Adrian Michaels, Covers most
popular types and gives details
of packaging, families, func-
tions, country of origin and
manufacturer.

Radio Stations Guide £1.75
B. Babani and M. Jay. An inva-
luable aid to everyone with a
radio receiver helping them to
obtain maximum entertain-
ment, value and enjoyment
from their set.

Linear IC Equivalents and
Pin Connections . . . £3.10
Adrian Michaels. Gives most
essential data for popular de-
vices.
Electronic Security Devices

£1.75
R. A. Penfold. Full of construc-
tional circuits covering the most
basic security systems to the
Ultrasonic and Doppler Shift
systems.
How To Build Your Own
Solid State Oscilloscope

£1.80
F. G. Rayer. The book contains
concise practical instructions so
that even an inexperienced
hobbyist can construct a fairly
sophisticated instrument with
the minimum of difficulty and
expense..
50 FET (Field Effect Tran-
sistor) Project . . £1.55
F. G. Rayer. Contains some-
thing of interest for every class
of enthusiast. Short Wave Lis-
tener, Radio Amateur, Experi-
menter or audio devotee.
50 Circuits Using 7400
Series ICs £1.65
R. N. Soar. The author has
managed to compile no less
than 50 interesting and useful
circuits using this range of de-
vices, covering many different
aspects of electronics.

Essential Theory for the;
Electronics Hobbyist £1.55
G T. Rubaroe gives the hob-
byist a background knowledge
tailored to meet his specific
needs.

Beginners Guide to Building
Electronic Projects - £1.55
R. A. Penfold. Covers com-
ponent identification, tools,
soldering, constructional
methods and examples of
simple projects are given.

50 Projects using IC CA3130
£1.25

R. A. Penfold. Describes audio
projects, RF project, Test
Equipment, Household and
miscellaneous circuits.

IC 555 Project .... £2.05
E. A. Parr. Circuits are given for
the car, model railways, alarms
and noise makers. Also covers
the related devices 556, 558
and 559

Second Book of CMOS IC
Projects £1.80
R. A. Penfold. Following in the
success of the original CMOS.
projects book we present the
second volume covering all
aspects of CMOS technology
from multivibrators to trig-
gering devices.

Note that all prices include postage and packing. Please make
cheques etc. payable to Hobby Electronics Book Service (in
Sterling only please) and send to:

Hobby Electronics Book Service, P.O. Box 79
Maidenhead, Berks.
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Crosshatch
Generator
The HE project team have 'hatched' a new piece of test gear that we believe
will be a winner

IF YOU'VE BEEN PAYING ATTENTION over the past few
months you may have come to the conclusion that we
have a somewhat unnatural interest in television. You
would be perfectly correct because we feel that the TV
set is probably the most 'domesticated' piece of home
electronics. It may not be the most complex in terms of
circuit function, everyone would agree that the pocket
calculator or digital watch holds that honour but when
was the last time you tried to repair an IC?

This project is not designed to make you 'rip" the back
off your telly, that would be extremely foolhardy, not to
mention downright dangerous but rather, if you do have
a fairly good grounding in TV repair and maintenance,
provide you with one of the most useful pieces of test
gear available to the TV technician.

LINING UP
Some basic TV theory now, this device is primarily
intended for use with a colour TV using a Delta -Gun
tube. As you are probably aware a colour TV uses
three electron guns, one for each colour. Because it
would be physically impossible for all of the guns to be in
exactly the same position, the three 'beams' will have
slightly different trajectories. Circuitry within the
receiver is designed to 'deflect' the three beams so that
they "strike' only the coloured phosphor dots relating to
each gun.

Two methods are used, the first is called Static
convergence and relies upon magnets around the neck
of the tube to adjust the convergence at the centre of the
screen. The second method, the one we're concerned

The HE Crosshatch Generator connected up to a TV set. Convergence errors are most noticeable at the corners of the picture.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the Crosshatch Generator.

How It Works
A TV picture is made up of a series of horizontal
lines equally spaced down the screen with the
information transmitted in a serial form along with
the necessary synchronization pulses. There are
625 lines in each complete picture but these are
transmitted as two "frames" each of 3121/2 lines
with the second frame interlaced between the first
giving a total of 625 lines. This is to reduce the
flicker of the picture which would otherwise occur.

To simplify our circuit and prevent a double
horizontal line we have used 624 lines which
eliminates the interlacing.

To synchronize the TV set we need a 192as wide
pulse every frame (20ms) and a 4,us wide pulse
every line (64,us). All pulses, including the infor-
mation, are derived from a single 249.6 kHz
oscillator IC1. This is divided by 2 in IC2a and then
by 2496 by IC4 giving an output of 50 Hz. This IC is
a 12 stage ripple counter which, while normally
dividing by 4096, can be forced to divide by 2496 by
decoding (IC7) the outputs from the 7th, 8th, 9th
and 12th stages and resetting IC4 back to zero. The
output of IC7 toggles the RS flip flop IC5/c, IC5/d
which resets IC4 via C5. This flip flop is reset by the
decoded output from 4th and 5th stages of IC4.
This occurs 192as later; thus the output from
IC5/c is the frame sync. pulse.

To generate the line sync, pulse the output from
the 3rd stage of IC4 (15,600 Hz) is used to reset both

halves of the dual JK flip flop IC3. This IC is then
toggled by the 249.6 kHz clock until, after three
pulses, both "Q" outputs are '1' when IC5/b detects
this and disables IC3/a, IC6/b decoded the second
of these clock periods and this becomes the line
sync. pulse. These pulses are combined in IC6/4 to
give a combined sync. pulse.

The 249.6 kHz is differentiated by C2/R3 and
after being squared up by IC6/a is used to generate
16 white spots on each line which results in vertical
lines. These pulses are deleted during the frame
sync. period to prevent interference to
synchronization. Due to variations in the CMOS a
trim potentiometer is provided to give equal width
to the vertical and horizontal lines.

The horizontal line is generated by IC2/b (JK flip
flop) and this IC is toggled by the 8th output (487.5
Hz) of IC4 and is reset by the output of the 4th
stage (64,as later). This gives a single white line
every 16 lines. To prevent this line interfering with
the line sync. pulse the output of IC2 /b is combined
with that of IC5/b which is high for a period 4as
before the line sync. pulse to 4as after the pulse.
This gives a short black region on both ends of the
line (normally off the screen). The outputs of
IC6/b, IC6/b and IC/c are combined by R6 -R8 to
give a composite video signal. Note that the video
information gives positive pulses while the
synchronization pulses are negative.
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Crosshatch Generator
Parts List

Fig. 2. Above: PCB foil pattern, take extra care to avoid
solder splashes around the IC pads.

r-
cl--LI-b 14:7./"'"
4 r ...cZ c-Vb
4 3 "-44I P a 0

0 r 4 a< IC2 ) 4 IC4 3
1 IC7

C r 1 3 c

c r < 3 c

SW1

'RESISTORS
R1 lkO
R2, 7, 8 4k7
R3, 4, 5, 6 10k
R9 330R
R10 110R
POTENTIOMETERS
RV1 5k miniature preset
RV2 25k miniature preset

CAPACITORS
Cl 1800 ceramic
C2 22p ceramic
C3, 8 10n polyester
C4, 5 100p ceramic
C6, 7 33u 16 V tantalum
SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI 555
IC2, 3 4027B
IC4 4040B
IC5 4011B
IC6 4001B
IC7 4012B
MISCELLANEOUS
PCB as pattern, case to suit, output socket, single pole
toggle switch, 9 V battery, Astec UMIIIIE 36.

Buylines
The only component liable to be difficult to obtain is
the Astec UHF modulator. These are available from
most suppliers of TV game kits, Watford Electronics
and Teleplay are examples. Make sure you get a
vision modulator, sound modulators look the same
but will not work in this application! All the CMOS
and other components are widely available. The PCB
will be available from usual suppliers who advertise
regularly in the magazine.
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which is called Dynamic convergence and involves
'modifying' the waveshape fed into the Line and Frame
scanning signals within the deflection coils around the
neck of the tube and sometimes a further set of coils
sited behind the "yoke' assembly to further converge the
beams.

In addition to setting up the convergence the pattern
produced by the generator can be used to adjust up the
Linearity or picture shape of the raster. Further to this it
will also act as a general-purpose 'video signal generator',
very useful when dealing with a 'dead' set, particularly
during times when there is not a broadcast signal handy.

MODERN MODULATION
Many of the inexpensive pattern generators on the
market have no provision for injecting into the RF stages
of the TV set, the HE Generator has an on -board UHF
modulator enabling it to be directly connected to the
set's aerial socket. Because of this the generator also
provides its own 'sync' waveforms and this together
with the crosshatch pattern is modulated onto a carrier
wave operating on channel 36 UHF.

CONSTRUCTION
Assemble the PCB according to the overlay taking care
to follow the usual procedures when handling delicate
components. We mounted the prototype into a small
metal case, big enough to accommodate the battery and
modulator comfortably. The metal case also gives a
degree of protection against drift due to wandering
hands, etc and it also provides good shileding.

Inside the Generator, everything fits neatly.

ALIGNMENT
The easiest method of alignment is to monitor the output
on pin 1 of IC4, connect either a 'scope or frequency
counter to this point and adjust RV1 to give 50 Hz, it's as
simple as that.

Connect the unit via a coaxial cable to the TV set.
(Make sure you use a UHF coax as audio coax will tend to
'cramp' the signal resulting in breakup or sync loss.)
RV2 should be adjusted to give vertical lines
approximately the same width as the horizontal.

The generator is now ready for use but may we
suggest that before you undertake any adjustments of a
colour receiver you consult the manufacturers service
guide as the convergence circuitry alone may consist of
anything up to twenty presets that must be adjusted in a
strict sequence. HE
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The professionalscopes
you've always needed.

When it comes to oscilloscopes, you'll have to go a long way to
equal the reliability and performance of Calscope.

Calscope set new standards in their products, as you'll discover
when you compare specification and price against the competition.

The Calscope Super 1 0, dual trace 1 0 MHz has probably the
highest standard anywhere for a low cost general purpose
oscilloscope. A 3% accuracy is obtained by the use of stabilised
power supplies which cope with mains fluctuations.

The price £ 2 1 9 plus £ 1 7.52 VAT.
The Super 6 is a portable 6MHz single beam model with easy

to use controls and has a time base range of 1ps to 1 00ms/cm
with 1 OmV sensitivity. Price £ 1 62 plus £1 2.96 VAT.
Paces correct at time of goIng to press

CALSCOPE DISTRIBUTED BY
Maplin Electronics Supplies Ltd
P.O. Box 3
Rayleigh, Essex.
Tel: 0702 715 155
Mail Order

Watford Electronics,
33-35 Cardiff Road,
Watford, Herts.
Tel: 0923 40588

Audio Electronics,
301 Edgware Road, London W.2.
Tel: 01-724 3564
Access and Barclay card facilities
(Personal Shoppers)

CA LSCOPE
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PASSIONMETER Months of fearless research (mainly on calibra-

tion) have led to the design we hope to be
publishing next month. It is primarily intended
to visually display (via a column of LEDs) the
degree of passion being experienced by the
subject.

Measurement of passion is made by inser-
ting the subject's finger into an orifice in the
case to contact with a sensor array. Use of
CMOS circuitry enables the unit to function for
many months without being switched off. This
project, whilst a little tongue-in-cheek should
prove a great success at parties and may just
provide a few surprises!

KEZY DOES IT

Unless you've heard it you will find it almost
impossible to believe, American radio that is.
Rick Maybury hot foot from Los Angeles brings
back a report of one particular AM / FM station,
KEZY. In a city that has over 80 other stations
catering for just about every taste KEZY
manages to capture a very large audience. Find
out about this and the American radio scene in
general in next month's issue.

INTO
CONSTRUCTIONAL
ELECTRONICS
Are you thinking about taking that first step into
the wonderful world of electronics? Ian Sinclair
begins a major new series just for you.

Many newcomers are often daunted by the
thought of building that first project. This series
is designed to take you gently by the hand,
through the jungle of jargon and coloured bits
and pieces and hopefully leave you with the
confidence and expertise to tackle just about
anything. Much of the series is centred around
the Eurobreadboard so why not drop a few hints
to Father Christmas so you can be ready.

KIT REVIEW SPECIAL
Two kits this month. Even though we've de-
layed the Radio Control system for a few
months we will still be presenting the review of
the Servo Kit we hope to be using with the
system.

Our second kit comes from THE kitmakers -
Heathkit. They may be a bit pricey but they are
the best. The one we're reviewing is probably
one of the finest pieces of test equipment we've
ever seen. It's the Digital Multimeter with an
LCD readout. If you think a price tag of around
£80 is a bit steep then see what we think next
month.

INFRA RED CONTROL
Look out for a new remote control system using
Infra Red techniques. Coming next month.

The February issue will be on sale January 11th
-Theliems-frientioned here arethose planned but circumstances may affect the actual contents
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LCD CHRONO

We feel we've got to tell you carefully about this offer. Why?
Because our price is so enormously lower than anywhere
else you may suspect the quality.

The display is LCD and shows the seconds as well as the
hours - and minutes - press a button and you'll get the
date and the day of the week.

Press another button for a couple of seconds and you
have a highly accurate stopwatch and hundredths of a
second displayed and giving the time up to an hour. There is
a lap time facility as well - and of course a back light.

Our Chrono comes complete with a high grade adjustable
metal strap and is fully guaranteed.

£11.95

ALARM-CHRONO LCD

I ALARM -CHRONOGRAPH START/STOP "q
DUAL TIME ALARMl SETLIGHT

4

Tu AK Is ER SA IL 44A
me 

MODE SELECT
iMF SET/RESET

AL ARM READ/STOP
LAP

SET RESET

This new addition to our unbeatable selection of bargains is
no ordinary LCD watch. It's a slim, multi -function, dual time
chronograph alarm watch, no less.

This model will show hours, minutes, seconds, date, day
of the week, stop watch, split time, alarm and alternate dual
time zone - not all at once, of course. There is also a night
light.

Hours, minutes, seconds and day of the week are
displayed continuously, while the date will appear at the
touch of a button. The day of the week is indicated by a flag.
When used as a stopwatch, the maximum count is 0.1 secs.
short of thirteen hours.

£19.95

To:
LCD Watch Offer
HE Magazine
145 Charing Cross Road
London WC2H OEE
Please find enclosed my cheque / PO for £1 1.95 (payable
to HE Magazine) for my LCD Chronograph.

Name

Address

"-?

To:
ALARM /CHRONO LCD WATCH Offer
HE Magazine
145 Charing Cross Road
London WC2H OEE

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for £19.95 (payable to
HE Magazine) for my Alarm /Chrono LCD watch.

Name

Address

Please allow 28 days for delivery
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DIGITAL ALARM
i

" 1

I 2
THIS IS THE THIRD digital alarm clock that
we are offering (we regret the earlier versions
are no longer available). We have sold thou-
sands and thousands of these and our buying
power enables us to offer a first rate branded
product at a really excellent price.

The Hanimex HC -1100 is designed for
mains operation only (240V/50Hz) with a 12
hour display, AM /PM and Alarm Set indica-
tors incorporated in the large display. A
switch on the top controls a Dim -Bright
display function.

Setting up both the time and alarm is
simplicity itself as buttons are provided for
both fast and slow setting and there's no
problem about knocking these accidentally as
a 'locking' switch is provided under the clock.
A 9 -minute 'snooze' switch is located at the
top.

An example of this clock can be seen and
examined at our Charing Cross Road
offices.

£10.60

CLOCK RADIO

You probably won't believe us as we're selling
the goods but we're going to tell you anyway!
We have rejected eight clock radios for Mar-
ketplace, they were all cheap enough but the
quality was so poor that we couldn't have lent
our name to them. However, we are now able
to offer another portable LCD Clock Radio to
you which meets our standards.

The clock is a 12 -hour one with AM / PM
indicated and a back light. The radio is
Medium Wave with very nice quality for a
small speaker. The alarm can be either a
beep -beep type or the radio, there's also a
snooze facility.

The cylindrical construction is in keeping
with the very modern styling. The tuning dial
is actually incorporated into one of the end
caps!

We won't even mention the RRP - but
just check on comparable prices - you'll find
ours a bargain.
An example of this Clock Radio can be
seen and examined at our Charing Cross
Road offices.

£17.95

To: Hanimex Alarm Offer
HE Magazine
145 Charing Cross Road
London WC2H OEE
Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for
£10.60 (payable to HE Magazine) for a
Hanimex Digital Alarm Clock.

Name

Address

To:
CLOCK RADIO Offer
HE Magazine
145 Charing Cross Road
London WC2H OEE
Please find enclosed my cheque / PO for
£17.95 (payable to HE Magazine) for my
Clock Radio.

Name

Address

All offers inclusive of 15% VAT and Postage
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Car Audio
Manual
MW/LW
Full medium and long wave tuning. Com-
plete with speaker and mountings. Suitable
for positive or negative chassis. Latest
model. moo
£10.25 + Post

Push -Button

MW/LW iv I

One LW, four MW buttons plus manual
tuning. Complete with speaker and moun-
tings. Latest model, negative chassis only.

£15.95 Po
0.00

st

Stereo FM/
Cassette
+ MW
Standard cassettes and FM in stereo plus
medium wave. Tone and balance controls.
Fast forward facility on tape. Adjustable
shafts. Suitable for 4 or 8 ohm speakers (not
supplied). This model is discounted else-
where at £50 up.

0
£40.95 + Pot

Stereo
Speaker Set
Suitable for above. £4.00
stereo unit. Good quality
in surface mounted !pain
casing, 5W nominal, + 70p Post8W peak.

Telescopic Car Antenna
Multi -section standard type, suitable for
angled mounting with locking key.

£1.60 + 30p Post

e ec or
* Induction Balance Model

Built with sensitivity up to 10in on
single coin; fitted with speaker and
meter; PP3 battery; 7in dia. search
head. Telescopic stem. Excellent
pin -pointing, positive reaction to
non-ferrous, negative reaction to
iron. This model's normal price is
£39.95!

£24.50 + £1.00 Post

All goods guaranteed one year.
10 -day money -back offer. Goods
ex -stock at time of going to press.
Callers by appointment only please.
Send s.a.e. for illustrated leaflet.

Minikits Electronics Ltd.
6H Cleveland Road

S. Woodford
London E18 2AN
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A re -usable orbital vehicle, Spacelab is being readied for its first fl
scheduled for mid -1981. The first mission will carry 76 scientific
technological experiments from European, American and Japanes
agencies. The results are likely to have a profound effect on the
development of science and to xt century. I
said that the Spacelab m re a ter ste mankind
landing on the moon

r of
it,

ree'

and
ity

earth's gravity
1.5 g.

It is therefore logical that the Shutd
to launch a manned space laboratory, known as Spice-
lab, in which scientists engineers and technicians rather
than astronauts will be able to conduct experiments in
earth orbit

No long and rigorous pre-flight training courses are
envisaged for the Spacelab crew. Those men and
women who fly in Spacelab should be in good health,
but their training will be short, and will include experi-
ment operation, briefings on flight plan's and proced-
ures, familiarisation with zero gravity conditions, exer
cises in spaceflight ' house -keeping  and emergencies
and total system simulation.

Spacelab, like the Space Shuttle, will be re -usable -
probably about fifty times. The Shuttle Orbiter vehicle,

ith Spacelab in its cargo bay. will be boosted into earth
bit by two solid fuel boaster rockets jettisoned at a

eight of 69 km) and by the main engines of the Shuttle
ehicle which obtain their fuel from a huge external fuel

tank which is jettisoned lust before the orbital altitude is
attained.

The Shuttle and Spacelab, will orbit for up to twelve
ays, although this may be extended up to thirty days in
ter flights.
The nominal duration of a typical mission is seven

ays Although the Shuttle is a space vehicle. it is
nique in that it can land like an aeroplane and will

eturn Spacelab to earth
A team of up to four experimental operators (wocillan

as well as men) will be able to work in Spacelab indrbit.
They will be able to make adjustments to the orbiting
equipment and to control the measur, rnents being
made.

On their return to they will bring the acquired
data back with them:MirthThe Spacelab crew will eat and
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Later Salyut spaceships were of the s eneral

design, very like that of a submarine; thi- t sur-
prising, since in both spaceships and subma re is
a great pressure difference between inside a ide
the ship.

In 1973 NASA launched the. Skylab orbit
scientific space station, this being an extension
Mercury -Gemini -Apollo programs.

The internal volume of Skylab is about 600 cubic
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Pallet -mounted instruments will normally be
and controlled from within the pressurised module b
could be controlled from the orbiter Shuttle vehicle cab.
when the flight is a pallet -only' mode with no pr,
ssurised module. The pallet can accommodate a variety
of experiments to which manned attendance is un-
necessary. but where services such as electric -I pow r
emperature control, etc. are needed,

quire
is (461
be

user's pre
experiments
integrated into

LITY
ace a missions offer flexibility. The Shuttle
flight parameters can be varied so that the orbit

Lion and the orbit altitude meet the requirements
particular mission concerned. For example, -the
of the orbit can be varied between 200 km and
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vehicle can be adjusted
e the Orbiter may fly

inverted to give a of t earth
Missitin flexibility is also provided by the choice of

module -pallet configurations - such as module
on module plus pallet or pallet only - and variations
of the module and pallet lengths.

Jnileneral_dhl194ipment required for a particular
mission is Cart` so s to reduce the weight. Up to five
pallets ma b flown on the Orbiter.

The reased weight and



ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
The first Spacelab flight will be in the relatively low circular orbit of
250 km + /-5 km altitude with an inclination of 57° favourable for
experiments in atmospheric physics. It is expectea that important
new results about the physics of the atmospnere win De obtaineu
during this flight in which various groups from the USA, France
and Belgium are involved.

The University of Michigan Group will be responsible for an
imaging spectrometric observatory which will simultaneously
observe the 20 nm to 1200 nm wavelength region with a resolution
varying between 0.3 nm and 0.6 nm over the spectral range. This
permits the study of the airglow spectrum by observing radiation
emitted by excited atomic and molecular ions and also neutral
particles in the atmosphere.

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory of California are working on an
TMOS (Atmospheric Trace Molecules Observed by Spectroscopy)
project using interferometry. Groups from France and Belgium are
planning a Grille spectrometer for the high resolution passed
through the atmosphere at sunrise and sunset.

French and Belgian groups will also study Lyman -Alpha emis-
sion by hydrogen and deuterium in the atmosphere.

PLASMA PHYSICS
Plasma physics experiments for the first Spacelab flight have been
designed by groups in Japan, the USA, France, Norway, Germany
and Austria. Although magnetospheric research is one of the
earliest fields of space research, Spacelab offers a new dimension
for such work, since on -board particle accelerators can be used to
investigate the electric fields parallel to the magnetic field lines; gas
plumes, optical and electron detectors and, on later Spacelab
flights, small satellites can be employed.

Artifical auroras produced by particle accelerators on board will
be observed by a low light television system, whilst natural auroras
and the small partical contamination around the Orbiter will be
observable.

The latter is an important paramter for the success of the
astronomical observations from Spacelab. A similar system for the
detection of low -energy electrons can detect the natural electron
flux and fluxes induced by the particle accelerators.

SUN -EARTH RELATIONS
Various groups of European and US workers are preparing
equipment which will provide data about the influence of the sun
on our daily weather. For example, Figure 1 shows that there is a
very strong correlation between the 22 year sunspot cycle and the
July temperature in central England, but much more information is
required about the energy input from the sun to the earth.

Two absolute solar radiometers on the first Spacelab mission will
measure the total energy flux from the sun over the whole
spectrum from the far ultra-voilet to the far infra -red. It is hoped to
achieve an accuracy of 0.1%, which is why two instruments making
the same measurements are to be used on the same flight.

A further instrument will measure each part of the solar
spectrum over the range 190 to 4000 nm; three precision
monochromators will achieve a relative accuracy of 0.1% and will
permit the identification of the particular spectral elements
responsible for any changes in the amount of energy reaching the
earth.

This work is regarded as the first of three flights spread over a
period of about ten years so that long term changes in the solar
energy input can be studied.

ASTROPHYSICS
The Far Ultraviolet Space Telescope (FAUST) has been designed
for the observation of extended and point sources in the 120 nm to
300 nm wavelength range, flown on previous rocket flights. It can
be used for objects down to magnitude 18.

Another instrument is the wide field camera which will form
images of a large fraction of the sky to assist in the study of large
scale phenomena in the Universe. A 60° angle will be used with
filters for 130-300 nm for stars down to the 11th magnitude. This
camera will be used for investigations of the milky way, nebulae,
dark clouds and the distribution of galactic and extra -galactic
matter.

Another piece of equipment will involve the use of a gas -
scintillation -proportional counter for X-ray spectroscopy. This will
be the first time this type of detector will be used in orbit.

MATERIALS SCIENCES
Quite a number of materials science experiments will be carried by
Spacelab on its first mission; they have been designed to test the,
capability of the system for producing desired results in conditions
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of virtually zero gravity rather than to produce materials in,
commercial quantities.

A tribology experiment will test the characteristics of lubricants
for bearings under zero gravity (such as their spreading, wetting
and operating characteristics). A geophysical flow experiment will
permit laboratory studies of the dynamics of the oceans and
atmospheres of rotating planets and stars; a dielectric fluid will be
employed between concentric rotating conductive spherical shells
with an electric field between them to generate a gravity -like force
in the miniature model. This work is impossible in a ground based
laboratory.

There will be a total of 37 materials science experiments in the
first Spacelab payload. The equipment will include three furnaces
and a fluid physics module.

EARTH OBSERVATIONS
Two instruments to be carried aboard the first Spacelab flight are
designed to test its capability of performing earth -surface remote
sensing work. The metric camera will be attached to the optical
window of Spacelab to produce small-scale high -resolution
photographs of the surface of the earth from space and to test the
capability of making maps and revising maps from such photo-
graphs at scale of 1:50000 or smaller. The camera is similar to that
used on aeroplanes.

The microwave facility is rather remarkable in that is measures
the long wave energy spectrum of the ocean waves as a function of
wave number and direction. The long wave region of the ocean
spectrum (taken as the 10 to 500 metre section) contains the largest
part of the wind -induced surface wave energy. The global dis-
tribution of these waves is closely related to the global wind fields
and to the atmospheric pressure distribution at sea level. It is
intended that this technique will be used from future satellites to
help improve weather forecasting.

This microwave facility, which employs a 2 metre by 1 metre
antenna, can also be used as a synthetic aperture radar from orbital
altitudes. This technique makes it possible to use the craft's
velocity for scanning the spatial electromagnetic field near the
craft created by backscattering from the surface of the earth. The
data obtained should provide an all-weather day and night time
surface mapping of the earth with high spatial resolution by a
process which is the microwave analogue of optical holography.

LIFE SCIENCES
The Spacelab environment enables experiments to be performed
on the behaviour of man and other organisms in a gravity -free
environment, whilst the effects of high energy cosmic particles
from space can also be investigated. In the life sciences field 16
experiments have been accepted for Spacelab's first flight.

Blood samples will be taken from the crew members at regular
intervals during the concentrations after the flight. Other work will
investigate how the body fluid pressures will react to near zero
gravity, whilst further experiments will investigate any changes in
the number of cells in the blood and whether the cells which
provide our immune responses are altered.

During their growth plants exhibit helical movements and an
experiment with Helianthus annuus will test how this is affected by
gravity. Other work will look into the effect produced by the
absence of the normal daily variation of light and darkness on a
fungus which produces patches of extensive growth once every 24
hours; this may shed light on the 'biological clock' mechanism.

Ballistocardiography experiments will record the body accelera-
tions in three dimensions of the crew by attaching accelerometers
and the effect on the heart activity and blood movement will be
found. The crew members will be equipped with personal miniature
tape recorders to monitor their electrocardiograms; electroen-
cephalograms, etc. under gravity free conditions. They will also
wear various radiation dosimeters.
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AGENCY'S SPACELAB

volume compared with other space transportation sys-
tems, and at relatively low cost. The cargo bay of the
Shuttle Orbiter vehicle is 4.5 metres in diameter by 18
metres long.

The ability to carry experts in their field with the
experimental apparatus so that they can immediately
make adjustments will maximise the usefulness of the
results obtained. The return of the complete spacelab
equipment to the ground after every mission is also very
attractive and economical.

Shared mission costs also keep expenditure down,
but there are some types of work for which the Spacelab
system is not ideal - such as work requiring more time
in space than the Shuttle Orbiter is designed to spend.

OVERVIEW
The cost of Spacelab is about 1000 million pounds,
provided by ten European countries - Italy, France,
West Germany, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Spain,
The Netherlands, Denmark, Switzerland and Austria.

NASA provides the launching facilities. The import-
ance of Spacelab can be seen from the following figures
of its frequency of Shuttle launchings.

During the first 12 years of Shuttle operation about
1000 payloads are scheduled on 487 flights up to
1992. Spacelab will be caried on 201 or 41% of these
flights, the number of Spacelab payloads being 464.

The other 54% of the Shuttle launches will be used
for free flying satellites (46% of launches will be for
communications satellites, deep spacecraft for inter-
planetary missions, high altitude explorer craft, research
satellites, etc.).

Other Shuttle launches will convey the Space
Telescope and various Landsat, Seasat, earth resources,
meteorological and astronomical satellites.

The Spacelab missions provide the first opportunity
for a European to orbit in space. There will be only one
non -American on the first Spacelab flight, which will be
the Shuttle's seventh mission.

The European Space Agency put forward 54 can-
didates (including one woman) who had been pre-
selected to travel on the first Spacelab mission. In May
1978 the Agency selected three of these candidates
from whom the one European to travel on the first
Spacelab mission will be chosen. The three are:

Mr Ulf Merbold, a 37 -year -old German physicist who
has worked as a solid state physicist on crystal lattice
defects and low temperature physics.

Mr Claude Nicollier, a 34 -year -old Swiss astronomer
who Has worked on the photomeric classification of the
supetgiant stars and who is a qualified professional pilot.
He is a part time pilot in the Swiss Air Force.

Wubbo Ockels, a 32 -year -old Dutch physicist who
has been involved with prompt gamma ray decay and
position sensitive detectors, apart from developing a
data handling system.

These three were chosen from a maximum of five
candidates put forward by each country.

The maximum age was 47, a degree was required in
natural sciences or engineering with at least five years'
experience, and fluency in written and spoken English.

The candidates had to undergo psychological tests to
ensure they will be able to cope with the considerable
stress of the Spacelab workload and environment. Very
good memory and reasoning ability, good concentra-
tion, low aggressiveness and high motivation were
among the requirements.

NASA has selected Mr Michael L. Lampton, a 37 -
year -old -physicist and Mr Byron R. Lichtenberg, a
30 -year -old scientist for the first Spacelab flight. One of
these two Americans will accompany the selected
European.

The experimenters aboard Spacelab are called the
payload specialists. These people are nominated for the
flight by the particular organisation which is sponsoring
the payload concerned. They are accepted, trained and
certified for a flight by NASA.

.They co-ordinate their activities in space with experi-
menters on the ground and with the crew of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter.

The Orbiter crew includes its commander, the pilot,
and the mission specialist who is responsible for the
management of the Shuttle resources and equipment
which supports Spacelab.

Experimenters aboard the earlier Skylab craft found it
uncomfortably large. The crew found themselves
floating out of reach of all of the grip bars, whilst time
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EUROPEAN PRIME AND CO-CONTRACTORS

EGSE

BTM, Belgium
CIR, Switzerland

CDMS/EGSE
APPLICATION SOFTWARE

Kampsax, Denmark

CDMS
Matra. France
CII, France
SEL, Germany

FILM VAULT

SABCA, Belgium

TUNNEL

NASA

ECLS

' Dormer, Germany

E PDS

AEG-Telefunken, Germany
INTA, Spain

Terma, Denmark

MODULE STRUCTURE AND
THERMAL CONTROL

Aeritalia, Italy; Micro, Italy

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,
INTEGRATION. AND TESTING
ERNO/VFW-Fokker, Germany

 \s \.0
OPTICAL WINDOW

SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK
Fokker, Netherlands

was lost in moving considerable distances and they
became tired very quickly.

One cannot use one's lower limbs for walking in
conditions of near zero gravity. It was therefore decided
that the ideal space station is one composed of com-
partments, each not much bigger than a man.

In such a compartment a man can stand erect, but
can always touch something. This principle has been
used in the design of the Spacelab pressure module
(which is much smaller than that of the Shuttle Orbiter
payload bay), but the bay can be filled with pallets.

The Shuttle Orbiter also contains a two -deck living
unit with the control station on the top deck and the
quarters for both the Shuttle crew and the Spacelab
specialists on the lower deck.

The specialists will work in the pressure module in
shifts during missions when this module is carried and
will return to the Shuttle living quarters to eat, sleep and
relax.

Salyut I carried 1000 kg of instruments, Salyut 4
more than 2000 kg, but Spacelab will initially carry
about 5790 kg, increasing to 9350 kg on later flights in
which three pallets are used.
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MGSE

Sener, Spain
INTA, Spain

SABCA, Belgium

PALLET STRUCTURE AND INTEGRATION
HSD, United Kingdom

PRINCIPAL USES
The early manned orbiting vehicles involved ex-
perimental programs mainly biological in nature. Aboard
Spacelab a much wider variety of experiments will be
undertaken.

Spacelab offers an environment where gravity is
extremely small (about one millionth of that on the
earth), although strictly speaking the gravitational field
is only zero at the centre of gravity of the whole Orbiter
(including Spacelab) when there is no retardation by the
atmosphere.

Such a micro -gravity environment should offer en-
tirely new possibilities for separating biological materials
to obtain pure preparations of cells for transplantations,
for preparing concentrated antibodies for the treatment
of certain diseases and for purifying vaccines, etc.

Ultra -pure metals, semiconductors and glasses can
be processed for research applications in electronics.
Perfect crystals for computers, communications and
other electronics uses may be processed in Spacelab as
well as new materials of improved strength at high
temperatures.

Spacelab will be flown above the atmosphere, so it
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Spacelab
will provide for experimental work in the fields of
astrophysics, ultra-voilet, optical, infra -red and X-ray
stellar, planetary and solar astronomy.

Atmospheric ionospheric plasmas) and magne-
tospheric physics can also be investigated by flying
Spacelab at an appropriate height. Remote earth
sensing for meteorology, land -use planning, resources,
pollution control and other purposes can be carried out
with more flexibility than is available from existing
satellites dedicated to one of these purposes.

Biological experiments will be some of the most
important work aboard Spacelab. There is still much to
be learned about the growth and behaviour of cells in
conditions of zero gravity - apart from the effect of such
an environment on such a complex creature as a man.

It is intended to use Spacelab to study sea sickness
phenomena for which purpose a special -sled- has been
designed. A man will be rocked Fn a seat with various
amplitudes at frequencies of between 0.01 hz and 1 Hz;
this movement can also be combined with a rotary
movement.

THE FIRST MISSION
The total number of scientific and technological inves-
tigations chosen by NASA and the European Space
Agency (ESA) for the first Spacelab mission scheduled
for 1981 is 76; of these experiments, 60 are European,
15 American and one Japanese.

This first mission has been jointly planned by NASA
and ESA, the available Spacelab weight for equipment,
power and crew time being shared between these two
organisations. The ESA will provide some of the basic
experimental equipment such as a microwave sensor, a
metric camera and a vestibular sled.

About 130 investigators from Europe, 80 from the
USA and a few from Canada, India and Japan will be
involved in the 76 experiments.

The primary objective of the first Spacelab flight will
be to verify the performance of the various systems and
subsystems. The second objective will be to obtain
useful data and to confirm the broad capability of
Spacelab for a wide variety of space research.

The first flight will last 165 hours about seven day),
but the time for experimental work will be 140 hours.

No access to the payload will be available during the
final nine days before the launch nor during the first 30
hours after landing.

As the Shuttle verification equipment on the first
flight will be much more extensive than on succeeding
Shuttle flights, the total payload carrying capacity will be
reduced to about 4000 kg and the total energy available
to about 100 kW -hr. A total of 100 man-hours will be
available from the two payload specialists.

The experiments to be performed by the first Space -
lab mission have been deliberately chosen from a wide
range of disciplines including atmospheric physics,
plasma physics, Sun -Earth relations, astrophysics,
material sciences and technology, life sciences and earth
observations.

CONCLUSION
It is often said by people who know little about the
subject that they feel it disgraceful huge sums of money
should be spent on space research when man cannot
cure many forms of human disease. It seems likely that
the availability of the Space Shuttle together with
Spacelab will bring an enormous number of advantages
to the human race, both to people who are ill and to
those in good health, but progress in this expensive field
of technology is inevitably limited in pace.

However, if one thinks back a few years, one can
appreciate how rapidly the developments in space work
have actually occurred. Man has been on the earth for a
very long time yet it is only in the last twenty-two years
that he has been able to leave his world temporarily and
return safely to it.

It is interesting to note that the first element of
Spacelab hardware has already been delivered to the
USA. One of the pallets (fabricated by British Aerospace
at Stevenage) was delivered to the Kennedy Space
Centre in 1978 so that NASA can use it for Orbital tests
of the Space Shuttle in 1980 as part of a pre -operational
Orbiter payload. HE

The Shuttle Orbiter vehicle showing cut -away views of engine, payload and pilot areas.
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CAR CASSETTE
POWER SUPPLY

When using a portable cassette
recorder in a car or boat it is far
cheaper to run the unit from the
vehicle's battery than from internal
batteries. Many recorders have a
socket for an external power
source, and it is not usually too
difficult to adapt recorders not
having this facility to operate from
such a source. This circuit will give
an output of 6, 7.5, or 9 V from a
nominal 12 V input with a maxi-
mum output current of 1 A. It can
therefore be used to match most
recorders to a 12 V supply.

The circuit uses a four terminal
monolithic voltage regulator (ICI)
to give the voltage stepdown and
provide a well stabilised output.
The input to the regulator is
obtained via D1 which blocks the
supply if it is connected with the
wrong polarity, and fuse FS1. The
input will probably contain a cer-
tain amount of noise which is
smoothed by C1. C2 and C3 are
decoupling capacitors which aid
the stability of the circuit, and
should be connected as close to
IC1 as possible.

The output voltage of IC1 is set
by a potential divider connected

Short Circuits
uA78GUIC

0

COM U 11 CONT
IN 0 T

0 Oil f

D1
FS1

1 N4001
1A

INPUT

0

across the output and feeding into
IC1 's CONT (control) terminal. A
negative feedback action stabilises
the voltage at the CONT terminal at
5 V, and the output at a level equal
to 5 V plus the potential dropped
by the potential divider. The value
of R1 sets the potential divider
current at just over 1 mA, giving a
drop of about 1 V across R2, 2.5 V
across R3, and 4 V across R4.

OUT

ICI COST
A78G UIC

COM

R2
1k0

6V

SW1

SW1 can thus be used to select
output voltages of 6 V, 7.5 V, and
9 V by switching the appropriate
resistor into circuit. If only a single
output voltage is required, SW1 is
omitted and the appropriate resis-
tor is connected directly between
IC1's CONT terminal and the out-
put.

IC1 must be mounted on a
heatsink, and this can be the case

(13 R4
2k4 < 3k9

7.5V

9V

R1
4k7

OUTPUT
C3
470n

3

of the units if a metal type is used.
The heat -tap of the device connects
internally to the COM terminal, and
so the tab must be insulated from
the case in the usual manner if the
latter is earthed and the unit is
installed in a positive earth vehicle.
The uA78GU 1C has thermal
overload protection circuitry and
foldback output current limiting
incorporated in its design.
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WAA-WAA UNIT
BC109C
BASE VIEW

R3
4k7

Cl
100u
10V

GUITAR la
I

C2
470n

R2
1M8

of
BC 109C

IN

70n

R4
2k2

C6
+11 4u7

iov

C3 R5 R6470n 100k 100k

C4
3n3

6n8

II

R7
2k2

3n3

RV1
100k
lin

SW1
ON/OFF

AMPLIFIER

BY1
9V
PP3

very nearly so. Thus the required quite well in this simplified form
boost to a narrow range of anyway.
frequencies is obtained. R4 controls the gain of the

By varying the value of RV1 up amplifier, and if this is set for too
and down it is possible to sweep low a resistance the circuit will
the boosted band of frequencies break into oscillation at some set -
backwards and forwards over a tings of RV1 . It should be set for a
large part of the audio spectrum. resistance which is just high en -
Ideally all three resistances in the ough to prevent this from hap -
twin T network should varied pening. If this gives an effect which
together, but this is not really is too sharp, R4 can be backed off a

conventional common emitter, amplifier exhibits its full gain, or practical. The circuit seems to work little further.
linumennii lllll 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 lllll 111111111111111111111111111111111111111 llllllllllllllllllllll 1111111111111 llllllllllllllllllllll r

The popular and well known Waa-
Waa effect is produced using a
filter which boosts a narrow band
of frequencies, and has a level of
gain which falls away repidly out-
side the boosted band. The posi-
tion of the boosted band within the
audio frequency spectrum is varied
up and down; sometimes
automatically, but usually
manually, as in the case of the
design featured here. Normally a
manual Waa Waa effects unit is
controlled using a pedal, but the
mechanics of the unit are left to the
ingenuity of individual construc-
tors.

The circuit is based on a twin T
filter; one of the T shaped networks
being comprised of R5, R6, C7,
and the other one consisting of C4,
C5, RV1. This type of filter
gives a narrow rejection notch of
extremely high attenuation. This is,
of course, the exact opposite of
what is required in this application!
The twin T filter is made to give the
required effect by connecting it
between the input and output of a

stage based on Q1. A common
emitter amplifier inverts the signal
between its base and collector ter-
minals, resulting in negative feed-
back being applied through the
twin T filter. This reduces the gain
of the amplifier to only a low level.
However, there is little or no feed-
back at or close to the operating
frequency of the twin T network,
and so at these frequencies the
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GREENWELD
443A Milibrook
All prices include

COMPONENT CABINET
IDEAL FOR THE
NEWCOMER TO
ELECTRONICS
Contains hundreds of brand

Road
VAT at

, __..... .._

new resistors,

Southampton SO1 OHX
15% - Just add 30p post

THE NEW 1980

GREENWELD
CATALOG U E

FEATURES INCLUDE
 60p Discount Vouchers
 Quantity prices for bulk buyers
 Bargain List Supplement
 Reply Paid Envelope
 Prionty Order Form
 VAT inclusive prices

All for only 40p + 20p post

capacitors, transistors, diodes and tes All
useful values, carefully chosen to help the
new constructor pursue his hobby without
finding himself short of some vital parts!
All parts contained in clearly marked bags in
a plastic storage cabinet 232 X 121 x
185mm with 9 drawers into which all parts

1000 RESISTORS £2.50!!
New stock just arrived - Carbon Film 2% &
5%, 1/4 & 1/2W, all brand new, but have
pre -formed leads, ideal for PC mntg. Eno,
mous range of popular mixed values for just
f2.50/1.000: £11/5,000; £50/25,000

can be neatly located.
If bought individually parts plus case would
cost over E45 but we are offering this for
ONLY E31.95 + £1 P&P. Simply send a
cheque or PO for E32.95 for immediate
despatch

INVERTER
Prepare for the Power Cuts! Ready built
inverter, 290x55x37mm 24V DC in. will
power 6 x 8W flourescent tubes. Circuit
supplied Only E2.90

CONTENTS
200 /n watt resistors
20 Wire wound resistors
70 Ceramic Capacitors
70 Mylor Capacitors
50 Polyester Capacitors
56 Electrolytic Capacitors
61 Transistors
12 I.C.s
20 LE. D.s
55 Diodes and rectifiers

Altogether 614 components

Price includes current catalogue and Green -
weld pen for reordering supplies. Plus free
surprise gift

SCR PANEL & REED PANELS
Z525 Contains 11 800mA 60V 2N5061
SCR's. 11 6V8 zeners, 11 1 N4004 diodes
+ Rs, Cs etc. Only E1.00.

Z526 10 24V reed relays. 22 1N4004 10
weird ICs, Rs Cs etc. 60p.

Z527 2 x 6V reed relays, 6x2S030 or
25230 6x400V reels, + Rs. Only 50p.

- - ---WIRE AND FLEX
Solid core - ideal for breadboards etc 50 x
2m lengths many assorted colours, total
100m for E1.30.

Flex packs - 5 x 5m lengths of multi -strand
thin flex, ideal for wiring up circuits. Only
35p.

r

. i

EX -COMPUTER PANELS
Z528 Pack of boards containing 100s Rs, Cs
diodes. including at least 50 transistors.
Only E1.20.
Z529 TTL pack - Panels with 74 series on.
together with code sheet. From simple gates
to complex counters. 20 ICs E1. 100 ICs £4.

' VEROBLOC BREADBOARD
New from Vero, this versatile aid for building
and testing circuits can accommodate any
size of IC. Blocks can be joined together. Bus
strips on X & Y axis - total 360 connection
points for just £3.70.

VERO OFFCUTS
Packsof 100 sq ins of good size pieces about
4x2in. in the following types;
K541 0.1 in. copper clad Et .50
K544 0.1 in. plain £1.50
Also pieces 21/2x 1 in - 10 / E7.20 100 / E9.

3W Amp Module
Ready built and tested, this handy amplifier
will prove very useful around the workshop.
Just requires 1 7V ac source (and 8R spkr) as
bridge rest and smoothing cap are mounted
on the PCB. The 4 transistor circuit provides
enough sensitivity for most applications.

17x31/4in.x0.1in sheets, 10/£16.50
Large range of Standard Veroboard and
boxes/cases in stock. Details in Catalogue

SCOOP!!! Verobox type 2522. unused but
has 3'/nn. holes in one end and l'Arin hole
in the other, so instead of E3.96, we are
selling these at El 85.

Supplied complete with circuit diagram and
wiring details.
Only E1.75. Suitable transformer, £2.20.

BUZZERS. MOTORS & RELAYS
Z401 Powerful 6V DC, all metal construc-

DISC CERAMIC PACK
Amazing variety of values and voltages from
a few pF to 2.2uF1 3V to 3kV1 200 El 500
£2.25 1000 E4.00.

tion, 50mm die x 20mm 70p.
2402 Miniature type, 3-9V, only
22x152 16mm Very neat 65p.
2450 Miniature 6V DC motor, high quality
type, 32mm ilia x 25mrn high, with 12mm
spindle. Only £1.

DIODE SCOOP!!!
We have been fortunate to obtain a large
quantity of untested, mostly unmarked glass
silicon diodes. Testing a sample batch
revealed about 70% useable devices -
signal diodes, high voltage rects and zeners
may be included. These are being offered

2451 12V high torque motor 30mm ilia x
40mm high, with lOmm spindle. 65p.
W892 Heavy duty 12V relay, ideal for car
use - single 15A make contact. Coil 25R
85p,
W890 OIL reed relay SPCO 2.4-10V 200R
coil only E2.20.

all
at the incredibly low price of E1.25/1,000
- or a bag of 2,500 for E2.25. Bag of
10.000 E8. Box of 25,000 E77.50.

VU METERS
V002 Twin type 2 metres 40x40mm and
driver board, supplied with circuit and

AERIALS
X901 Telescopic 8 section 970mm long
extended. 175mm collapsed. Swivel joint

connexion data £3.50.
V003 New type. lust in. Twin type moulded
in one piece. 80x4Omm (no driver board but
mutable circuit supplied) E2.50.

2BA fixing hole in base. 75p.
X904

Perrod
140mm x 9mm LW /

MW/coupling coils, each independently
moveable 64p.
X905 As above, but LW /coupling coil
together on moveable former 65p.

CLOCK CASE BARGAIN
Z472 Oval format, overall size
130x68x87mm deep, with built in stand
Rear panel drilled to accept 4 switches +
alarm 60p.
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All these
advantages...

 Instant all-weather starting
 Smoother running
 Continual peak performance
 Longer battery & plug life
 Improved fuel consumption
 Improved acceleration/top speed
 Extended energy storage

..in kit form
SPAR KRITE X5 is a high performaiwe top quality inductive
discharge electronic ignition system designed for the electronics
D.IY world. It has been tried, tested and proven to be utterly
reliable. Assembly only takes 1 2 hours and installation
even less due to the pat ei itecl on easy fitting

The superb technical design of the
Sparkrite circuit eliminates problems of the
contact breaker There is no misfire due to
contactbreaker bounce which rseliminated
electronically by a pulse suppresSion
circuit which prevents the 1111!1 firing It the
points bounce open at high R P M
Contact breaker burn is eliminated by
reducingthe current by 95% of'the norm

There is also a unique extended dwell
circuit which allows the coil a longer
period of time to store its energy before
discharging to the plugs 'The unit includes
built in static timing light systems function
light, and security changeovel switch
Will work all rev col inter

Fits all 12v negative -earth vehicles
with coil/distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.
THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED
Die pressed case Ready drilled, aluminium extruded
base and heat sink, coil mounting clips and accessories All kit
components are guaranteed for a period of 2 years from date of
purchase. Fully ilh IstrAed assembly and installation instructions are
included.

Roger Clark the world famous rally driver
says"Sparkriteelectronic ignition systems
are the best you can buy -

HIGH PERFORMANCE
1iiIVIN041r ELECTRONIC IGNITIONI.Electronics Design Associates, Dept. H E 180

82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE Phone: 109221 614791

Name

Address

Phone your order with Access or Barclaycard

Inc.A T and P P OUANTITY ROT

X5 KIT £1695
ACCESS OR BARCLAY CARO No

enclose cheque POs lor

E
Cheque No.

Send SAE it brochure only requeedj
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20 Z 20 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
Viscount IV unit in teak simulate cabinet Silver finish rotary canticle and
pushhunons with matching fascia, red mains indicator and stern jack socket
Functions switch for mic magnetic and crystal pickups, tape tuner and auxiliary
Rear panel features fuse holder, DIN speaker and input sockets 20 x 20 watts
RMS 400 40 watts peak for use with 8 to 15 ohm speakers

Site 143/4" x 3" 10" approx. NEW leature-units now IJI.UU
includes a built in four channel stereo sound facility, 13.00 p&p

30x30 WATT AMPLIFIER
IN KIT FORM
For the experienced constructor corn
plete in every detail, same facilities /
as Viscount IV, but with 3000 output
60x60 watts peak For use with 41015
ohms speakers p&p

£31.50 1300

SPEC/AL OFFER
30 x 30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT
with BSR P200 belt drive
deck and Shure
M75 cartridge.

f57.00
+ p&p £6.00

EMI SPEAKER BARGAIN,
Stereo pair 350 kit System consists of
13" x 8" approx woofer with rolled
surround, 2ff" amok Audaa tweeter.
crossover components and circuit
diagram Frequency responsedillit
to 20 KR, Power handling 151Iatts HMS
20 watts max
8 ohm impedance

£18.25
Per stereo pair
f3.65 p&p

BSR P200
Belt drive chassis turntable unit f25.50
semi -automatic, among device p&p (2.60
A D.0 DIM 30 Mk III Magnetic Cartridge
to sun 17.95

GARRARD DECK
MODEL CC 10A
Record changer with cueing device
fitted with stereo ceramic cartridge
ready to fit into your own plinth

f8.15 p8p (2.05 Size 12" x Pa"

UNIT AUDIO STAND --- -

Can he used with TV toot Finish
in chrome with decorative wood
spacer hued with 4 Kenrick
Mini Meteor castors

Manual single play
record deck with auto

return and cueing lever lined with stereo
ceramic cartridge 2 speeds with 45 r p vi

spindle adaptor ideally suited for home
or disco use r P&P
OUR PRICE f11.2312 75

BSR

£3.95 E2.25 p&p

24" x 121/2" x 111/2"
approx.

BARGAIN FOR
PERSONAL
SHOPPERS ONLY
Altone UA4
Stereo System

Features 8 watt total output. Full size BSR manual turntable
with cueing and auto return. Socket for tape in and out and
stereo headphones

complete with speakers

Micro Cassette
Pocket size -home or office use or
when travelling.

Battery operated fluorescent
camping lamp.
Runs off 8 U2 batteries.

Mullard
AUDIO MODULES IN
BARGAIN PACKS
CURRENT CATALOGUE

PRICE s

AT OVER
PER PACK

SEE OUR PRICES
PACK 1 2 e 01173 10w RMS output power audio
amp modules, . 1 LP1182/2 Stereo pre amp for
ceramic and auxiliary input

OUR PRICE f5.001100

2 PACK 2 2 0 1P11 73 lOw RMS output power audio
amp modules n 1 LP1184/2 Stereo pre amp for
magnetic, ceramic and auxiliary inputs

illus OUR PRICE

pip fl 00 £7.65

10 + 10 AMPLIFIER KIT
An opportunity to buy a 10 watts per channel stereo
amplif lei kit which is suitable for use with a ceramic
cartridge The amplifier utilises proven Mullard modules and
is available at a very competitive price The amplifier kit
comes complete with instructions and includes a Mullard
LP1183 stereo preamplifier module, two LP1173 power
amplifiers with integral heetsinks, a power supply.
Zabel networks, front and back mounting panels. a finished
fascia panel, all control potentiometers (bass, treble,
volume and balance). switches, input, output and headphone
sockets. wire, and an easily assembled wrap around cabinet
to house the finished unit

Size approximately f1
11/4" x EPA" x 4"

p&p £225 2.25

ACCESSORIES
Suitable mains power supply pans,
consisting of mains transformer, bridge
rectifier. smoothing capacitor and set
of rotary stereo controls for treble,
ha

ACCESSORIES ARE ONLY
AVAILABLE TO THOSE
CUSTOMERS WHEN BUYING
OUR BARGAIN PACKS

plus f 1 50 p&p

Two Way Speaker Kit
Comprising of two 8" x 5" approx
4 ohm bass alld two 3ff" 15 ohm mid
range tweeter with two rA nig
cross -over capacitors 'KINK

AVAILABLE

stereo

To

o pluspuE01A5s5ERps

OF

THIN .10 AMPLIFIER 8j3._

GO

£35.75

f14.25

14.80

BARGAINS FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS
LCD Solar 5 function with backlite
stainless steel finish case and strap

LCD Solar Chrono 9 function with backlite
stainless steel finish case and strap

Chrono stop watch 9 function with back lite
stainless steel finish case and strap

Solar Alarm LCD
stainless steel case and strap.

AM/FM DIGITAL CLOCK
RADIO Accurate 4 Digit
Electronic Clock with if' LED
display Buzzer and
snooze timer £ 12.20

100 Watt Power Amp Module

Mains power supply for above unit

DECCA 20kv Stereo speaker kit comprising
2 8" approx bass units  2 31,4- approx
tweeter inc crossovers

VIOEOMASTER Super Score TV Game
with pistol mains operation

PORTABLE RADIO/CASSETTE RECORDER,
AM/FM with dock LW. MW. SW. VHF
mains/battery operation

ISP Radio Cassette recorder Mains/Battery AM/FM
built in min auto stop

f7.40

£9.55

f8.95
£21.95

ONO
WO! -4--

£14.25
13.60

£20.45

f15.95

£42.90

£24.50

R C
323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

21E HIGH STREET ACTON W3 6NG
ACTON Mail Order only. No callers

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
Al dents subject to wearability. Price correct at 16.11.79

and subject to change without notice.

NOTE: Persons under 16 years not served without parent's authorisation.

100 WATT
MONO DISCO AMP

1 - I -

- - .

I I14"x 4"x 10.k"ire 4
Sue approx

Brushed aluminium
fascia and rotary controls
Five vertical slide controls. master volume. tape level. mic level. deck level.
PLUS INTER DECK FADER for perfect graduated change lion record deck No I to

No 2. or vice versa Pre lade level contol IPFLI lets YOU hear neat disc before
lading a in VU meter monitors pulp. level Output 100 watts RMS 200 watts peak

p&p fa 05 166.45

50 WATT MONO
DISCO AMP

f30.60
p&p (2.70

Size approx 133/e" x 51/4" x 63/4"
50 watts rms 100 watts peak output Big features include
two disc inputs. both for ceramic cartridges, tape input
and microphone input. Level mixing controls fitted with
integral push-pull switches Independent bass and treble
controls and master volume

sI

BARGAIN OFFER
Ariston pick-up arm
manufactured in Japan.
Complete with headshell.
Listed price over £30.00.

OUR PRICE £11.95
P&P E2.50

Personal Shoppers EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 Tel: 01-723 8432 9.30am-5.30pm Closed all day Thursday ACTON Mail Order only. No callers GOODS DESPATCHED TO MAINLAND AND N IRELAND 051e
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Digi Die
Take a gamble on HE's roll -your -own digital die project.

DIGI-DIE is a solid-state electronic die that gives a visual
output on seven light -emitting -diodes, arranged in the
pattern of a conventional die face. The die display
number changes, in a random fashion, each time a 'spin'
button is pressed and released. The electronic die gives
very fast 'spin' action, enabling several spins to be made
in the time that a conventional die would take to make a
single roll, thereby enabling games to be greatly
speeded up.

The HE digi-die has a few unusual features. It incor-
porates an electronic time switch that connects power to
the LEDs when the 'spin' button is pressed but then
automatically removes the power a few seconds after the
button is released. This feature eliminates the need for a
separate ON /OFF switch and causes the display to blank
automatically when it is not required. All seven LEDs
illuminate when the 'spin' button is held down.

The second unusual feature of the unit is its cost. By
using inexpensive ICs and ingenious circuit design
we've managed to keep the total building cost down to
about £3. So how can you NOT build such a splendid
project?

CONSTRUCTION
There really is not a lot to say here. Just remember to fit
the links to the PCB as indicated and observe the
polarities of C1 and the semiconductor devices and

The actual layout is not critical, using our PCB design results in
a neat, attractive project.

Hobby Electronics, January 1980

The Digi-Die before mounting in a case. Choice of case is left up
to the constructor.

that's it. We used IC holders on our prototype, but
they're not essential if you take sensible precautions
when soldering the CMOS ICs in place. Don't forget to
check the functioning and polarity of the LEDs before
soldering them into place.

If your project doesn't work correctly first time it will
be because you've either blown up an IC or have fitted
the LEDs the wrong way round.

Fig. 1. Display layout for Digi-Die

ANODES
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PB1
'SPIN'

NOTES:
D1 IS 1N4148
IC1 IS 40018
IC2 IS 40178
IC3 IS 4025B

10
1C1a ICI

R1
100k

01

Id

R2
470k

C1

OV

1C2
330p

12

13

IC1d
1

2k7

10u

R4
68k

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram for the HE Digi-Die
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10

IC3a

11 13 12

4 10

T

9V

0 PIN 14,
IC1,IC3

/I
1170 1111i,1C3

9 6

I C3b

812

IC3c

3 4 5

2 7

IC2

16

OV

How It Works
IC la to IC lc are wired as a gated ring -of -three fast
astable which has its output fed to the 'clock' input
terminal of the 4017B counter. Nine of the ten
outputs of this counter are normally low, but the
outputs gG high sequentially when the counter is
fed with a series of clock input signals. The 4017B is
wired as a `divide -by -six' counter and has its
output states decoded by 1C3 and fed to a `die'
matrix of seven LEDs, which in turn are gated on
or off by IC Id. Normally, all LEDs are gated off and
the entire circuit consumes a quiescent eurrent of
only 1 uA or so.

The circuit action is initiated by momentarily
pressing and releasing PB1. As PB1 is pressed the
fast astable is gated on and applies clock pulses to
the counter. Simultaneously, the input of IC Id is
pulled low via D1 and the output of ICld goes high

15

OV

+9V

and enables the LED display. Under this condition
all seven LEDs illuminate as the counter repeat-
edly runs through its counting sequence.

When PB1 is released again the astable stops
operating, having fed an unknown or `random'
number of pulses into the counter. The counter
display `freezes' at this point, giving some ran-
domly determined fixed display on the die matrix.
As PB1 is released, Cl starts to charge exponen-
tially via R2 and drives IC ld input towards the
positive supply rail voltage. Eventually, after a
delay of a few seconds, this voltage rises to such a
level that the output of IC Id switches low and
disables or `blanks' the LED display. The circuit's
quiescent current then drops back to a few uA and
the circuit action is complete.

oc

O° 9 oo

O

0

°p

Fig. 3. Wiring diagram for the LED display

Fig. 4. PCB foil pattern for HE Digi-Die
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Digi- Die
Parts List

+9V

NOTE: INSULATE
LINK

0 V

Fig. 5. PCB Overlay, watch out for polarised components.

RESISTORS
R1
R2
R3
R4

CAPACITORS

100k
470k
2k7
68k

C1 10u electrolytic
C2 330p polystyrene

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
IC2
IC3
D1

led 1-7

40016
4017B
4025B
1N4148
standard 0.2" red leds

MISCELLANEOUS
PP3 battery. PCB foil pattern. 1 push button (momen-
tary action).

Buylines
No problems here. All components used in the project
are standard items.

DISPLAY LIGHTING KITS LEDs DISPLAYS
DIGITAL VOLTMETER/

THERMOMETER KIT

Each unit has 4 channels gated at 1 kW at 240V per
channel) which switch lamps to provide sequencing
effects, controlled manually or by an optional opto-
isolated audio input.
DL1000K
This kit features a bi-directional sequence, speed of
sequence and frequency of direction change being
variable by means of potentiometers. Incorporates
master dimming control £14.60
0121000K
A lower cost version of the above, featuring unidirectio-
nal channel sequence with speed variable by means of a
preset pot. Outputs switched only at mains zero crossing
points to reduce radio interference to minimum £8.00
Optional Opto Input (DLA1) 60p

RESISTORS
Vi(W 22 ohm -10M E12 Series
Pack of 10(10 Valve)
10 Packs (10 Valve)

-RE71-1 )

10p
80p

555 Timer 21p
741 Op. Amp 18p
AY -3-1270 Thermometer Controller E8.60
AY -5-1224 Clock
AY -5-1230 Clock/Timer £4.50
AY -5-1232 Clock/Timer E4.50
ICL7106 D.V.M. (LCD drive) E7.00
TDA1024 Zero Voltage Switch £1 .20
LM3911 Thermometer £1.00
LM3914 Dot /bar Driver E2.60
MM57160 (star) Timer £5.95
S566B Touchdimmer £2.60
S9263 Touchswitch £4.85
ZN1034E Timer E1.80
All ICs supplied with data and circuit. Data only 5p.
l:fQ1100 . Amp. 1V -7V £2.99

0.1" Red 9p
0.2"
Red 9p
Green 12p
Yellow 12p
Square Red
5x2.5x9mm 20p

SPECIAL OFFER
25 off 0.2"
Red £1.50
Green £2.00
Yellow £2.00

DL727 0.5" 2 -digit CA
£1.25

DL304 (pin compatible
with DL704) 0.3" CC
Red 70p
DL847/DL850 (pin
compatible with
DL747/750) 0.8" CA/
CC £1.80
LIQUID CRYSTAL DIS-
PLAY 31/2 digit 40 pin dil

£8.10
SPECIAL IL74 Opto
Isolator 45p

Directly replace conventional light switches and control
up to 300W of lighting. No mains rewiring insulated
touchplates. Easy to follow instructions.
TD300K TOUCHDIMMER. Single touchplate with
alternate action. Brief touch switches lamp on and off.
longer touch dims or brightens lamp. Neon lamp helps
finckthe switch in the dark E6.50
TDE/K Extension kit for TD300K for 2 -way switching
etc £1.50
TSD300K - TOUCHSWITCH & DIMMER Single
touchplate, small knob controls brightness £5.50
TSA300K - AUTOMATIC. Single touchplate. Time
delay variable 2 secs to 31/2 mins £4.30
LD300K - LIGHTDIMMER KIT E2.90

Based on the ICL7106
This kit contains a PCB
resistor, presets, capaci-
tors, diodes, IC and 0.5"
liquid crystal display.
Components are also in-
cluded to enable the basic
DV kit to be modified to a
Digital Thermometer,
using a single diode as
the sensor. Requires a
3mA 9V supply (PP3
battery) £20.75

24 HOUR CLOCK/
APPLIANCE TIMER KIT

is

1111110111111111Ma

Switches any appliance
up to lkW on and off at
preset times once per
day. Kit contains AY -5-
1230 IC, 0.5" LED
display, mains supply,
display drivers.
switches. LEDs, triac.
PCBs & full instruc-
tions.
CT1000K Basic Kit

E14.90
CT1000KB with white
box (56 x 131 x
71mm) E17.40
Ready Built £22.50

TRIACS
400V Plastic Case (Texas)

3A 49p 16A 90p
BA 62p 20A 165p

12A 70p 25A 190p
BA with trigger 80p
BA isolated tab 82p
Diac 18p

ALL COMPONENTS ARE BRAND NEW AND TO SPECI !CATION. ADD VAT AT CURRENT RATE TO ABOVE PRICES PLUS 30p P&P MAIL ORDER - CALLERS WELCOME
BY APPOINTMENT

(;:aszmz1 TK Electronics
Hobby Electronics, January 1980

(H -E.), 106 STUDLEY GRANGE ROAD
LONDON W7 2LX. TEL. 01-579 9794
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electronics
todayinte

What to look for in the February issue: on sale January 2nd

CMOS 555
Now you all know about the CMOS version of the 555 timer chip - because we told you
about it last month in Designers Notebook, so no excuses in the back row please.

Only thing to do now was to get Tim Orr, the country's leading circuit man, to spend a
few eons playing with the device and produce one of his superb circuit filled features all
across ETIs pages next month. This is good stuff of the highest quality. Be there with your
soldering irons, there are circuits for just about everything under the sun - and if we can
find a heater element big enough we'll see you with a design for one of them next year.

ONE FIVE THREE SEVEN
Whatdeyer mean that you've never heard of this? Of course
you have. It's a brilliant Voltage Controlled Attenuator
thingy for which Keith Brindley will explain at least a million
applications and designs next month. Well, not actually a
million but quite a few. He also gives you a breadboard
design to go away and do your own things with. What more
could you possibly want? Stand up the boy in the back who
said:Felicity Kendal-.

CASIO FX502P/FA1
The best thing since sliced bread. Honest. If you don't
believe us read our comprehensive report on this ten
program 256 step, 100 label, cassette jumping calculator
and music adaptor in next month's ETI.

The abacus will never seem the same again.

MODULAR SYNTHESISER
Next month ETI presents a new series of syn-
thesiser circuit modules which represent the
forefront of modern music technology. Not only
that but they're a bit new as well. And somewhat
of a departure for us. The complete design will be
a sophisticated machine comparable to the very
best available today at any price and with more
facilities than the Playboy Club.

However we are aware that not everyone has a
use for such a machine, and that there are a large
number of you out there who wish to experiment
with sound effects circuits, without the require-
ment for a fully fledged synthesiser system. And
So . . .

Our latest machine will be presented in
modular form-, with each separate unit mounted
on a 'front panel' assembly, and housed in a

common box. As the PSU requirements will be
standardised, you can build as many - or as few
- of these superb designs as you need when you
need them.

50

CASSETTE HEAD
DEMAGNETISER

Sometimes we're so ingenious we amaze ourselves! And
sometimes we're so dumb we amaze everyone else.

Apart from that though this is a good idea - demagnet-
ising your cassette player heads reduces all the nasty things
that you don't really wanna hear anyway and makes those
that you do sound even better.

Ours naturally has something a bit special about it -
something that makes it both easy to use and more
effective. But we're not gonna tell you what cos we want
yer to buy next month's magazine instead!

VMOS 2M PA
One for all the hams of this world. Put some POWER in your
words with our VFET Power Amp. Based on the latest
circuit techniques this is a design to burn out the receivers
of the universe. Don't just broadcast - BROADCAST with
ETI!

SIGNAL TRACER
This is instead the only way to find that sinewave that went
into that phono socket half an hour ago and hasn't come
out yet.

For the sake of all lost waveforms everywhere build this
one.

Hobby Electronics, January 1980



ELECTFE11-11Kil
DENSHI KITS
SPECIALQFFER

I .\

1111111111SIMI
I I

. . . fun and entertainment as well
as education"

' (EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS mag.)
The SR -3A kit (over 100 circuits) and the SR -3A
de luxe kit (over 105 circuits) are available again,
at little more than their 1977 prices!
Circuits are constructed by plugging the encapsu-
lated components into the boards provided, fol-
lowing the instruction manual. Technical details are
also given concerning each project. The components
are used'over and over again and you can design your
own circuits too, or use the kit as a useful testing
board.
No previous experience of electronics is required but
you learn as you build - and have a lot of fun, too.
The kits are safe for anyone.
SR -3A KIT

161/2x10x21/2" £29.95
Build over 100 projects including 3-TR reflex radio
receiver, 3-TR radio receiver with RF amplifier, 2-TR
reflex radio receiver, 3-TR amplifier for crystal mike,
3-TR amplifier for speaker/mike, 3-TR signal tracer,
Morse Code trainer, 2-TR electronic organ, electronic
metronome, electronic bird, electronic cat, electronic
siren, electronic gun, 2-TR sleeping aid, high voltage
generator, discontinuity warning device, water sup-
ply warning device, photoelectric alarming device,
3-TR burglar alarm, 3-TR water supply warning
device, 3-TR water level warning device, 3-TR
photo -electric alarming device, Morse Code trainer
with sound and light, discontinuity warning device
with sound and light, water level warning device with
sound and light, electronic metronome with sound
and light, buzzer with sound and light, wireless mike,
wireless telegraph set, wireless discontinuity warning
device, wireless water level warning device, wireless
water supply warning device, and wireless pho-
toelectric warning device, etc, etc.

SR -3A de luxe KIT
(Illustrated 16x14x3 1/2") £39.95

Similar to SR -3A, more components including solar
cell and additional Speaker unit plus sophisticated.
control panel.
All kits are guaranteed and supplied complete with
extensive construction manuals PLUS Hamlyn's "All
colour" 160 -page book "Electronics" (free of
charge) whilst stocks last.
Prices include batteries, educational manuals, free
book, VAT, P&P (in the UK), free introduction to the
British Amateur Electronics Club.
Cheque/P.O. /Access/ Barclaycard (or 16p for il-
lustrated literature) to DEPT. HE.

ELECTRONI-KIT LTD.
RECTORY COURT, CHALVINGTON,
E.SUSSEX, BN27 3TD (032 183 579)

First the EuroBreadBoard
Now the EuroSolderBoard

0'1oar

Indispensible

for the professional
Ideal

for the beginner

Design on a EuroBreadBoard - Instal on a EuroSolderBoard

First the EuroBreadBoard
Will accept 0.3" and 0.6" pitch DIL IC's, Capacitors, Resistors,
LED's, Transistors and components with up to .85mm dia leads.
500 individual connections PLUS 4 integral Power Bus Strips along
all edges for minimum inter -connection lengths.
All rows and columns numbered or lettered for exact location
indexing (ideal for educational projects)
Long life, low resistance (<10m ohms) nickel silver contacts
£6.20 each or £11.70 for 2 including 1 or 2 EuroSolderBoards FREE

Now the EuroSolderBoard
New 100mm square, 1.6mm thick printed circuit board with pre -
tinned tracks identically laid out, numbered and lettered to Euro-
BreadBoard pattern.
Four 2.5mm dia fixing holes.
£2.00 for set of three ESB's or FREE with every EuroBreadBoard)

And don't forget the EuroSolderSucker
Ideal for tidying up messy solder joints or freeing multi -pin IC's, this
195mm long, all metal, high suction desoldering tool has replaceable
Teflon tip and enables removal of molten solder from all sizes of
pcb pads and track. Primed and released by thumb, it costs only
£7.25 including VAT & PP

Snip out and post to David George Sales,
Unit 7, Higgs Industrial Estate, 2 Herne Hill Road, London SE24 OAU
moms immir

David George Sales,
Unit 7, Higgs Ind. Est., 2 Herne Hill Rd., London SE24 OAU.
Please send me: -

1 EuroBreadBoard
(plus 1 free EuroSolderBoard) @ £ 6.20 0

or 2 EuroBreadBoards
(plus 2 free EuroSolderBoards) @ £11.70 0

or 3 EuroSolderBoards @ £ 2.00 0
or 1 EuroSolderSucker @ £ 7.25 0
All prices are applicable from Jan. 1st 1980 and include VAT
& PP but add 15% for overseas orders.
Name

Company
Address

Please

Tick

Tel. No
Please make cheques/P.O. payable to David George Sales
and allow 10 days for cheque clearance and order processing
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Hobby
Electronics
Book Service
POPULAR ELECTRONICS BOOKS

Sinclair. I. R.. Introducing Electronic Systems
Sinclair. I. R.. Introducing Amateur Electronics

£1.80
£1.55

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

SIMPLE AND CONCISE ANSWERS TO MANY QUESTIONS WHICH PUZZLE THE
BEGINNER.

Sinclair. I. R., Electronic Fault Diagnosis £3.45 Coker. A. J.. Q & A On Electric Motors £1.90
Sinclair. I. R.. Repairing Pocket Transistor Radios £2.50 Hellyer. H.. Q & A On Radios and T.V. £1.90
Sinclair. I. R.. Oscilloscope In Use £3.00 Hibberd. R.. Q & A On Integrated Circuits £1.90
Sinclair, I. R., Understanding Electronic Components £4.00 Jackson. K.. Q & A On Electricity £1.90
Sinclair. I. R.. Understanding Electronic Circuits £4.00 Brown, C.. Q & A On Hi-Fi £1.90
Kitchen, H. T.. Handtools For Electronic Workshop £2.75 Brown. C.. Q & A On Transistors £1.90
Kitchen. H. T., Electronic Test Equipment £5.00 Brown. C.. Q & A On Electronics £1.90
Capel. V.. How To Build Electronic Kits £2.20 Reddihough. J.. Q & A On Colour T.V. £1.90
Darr. J.. How to test almost everything electronic £3.50 Miller. H.. 0 & A On Electric Wiring £1.90
Brown. R. M.. How to read electronic circuit diagrams £4.10

CONSTRUCTOR GUIDES

AUDIO
Graham. P.. Simple Circuit Building £2.60

Earl. J.. Audio Technicians Bench Manual
Earl. J.. Pickups and Loud Speakers
Earl. J.. Tuners and Amplifiers
Earl. J., Cassette Tape Recorders
Earl. J.. ABC of Hi-Fi

£3.50
£3.50
£3.00
£5.25
£4.25

Colwell. M.. Electronic Diagrams
Colwell. M.. Electronic Components
Colwell. M.. Printed Circuit Assembly
Ainslie. A.. Practical Electronic Project Building
Colwell, M.. Project Planning and Building

£2.60
£2.60
£2.60
£2.60
£2.60

Capel, V.. Microphones In Action £3.00
Capel. V.. Improving Your Hi-Fi £3.50
Capel, V.. Creative Tape Recording £4.00 BEGINNER'S GUIDE
Hellyer. H. W.. Tape Recorders £4.25
Sinclair. I. R.. Audio Amplifiers For Home Construction £2.75 Sinclair. I. R.. Beginner's Guide To Tape Recording £3.35

Sinclair. I. R.. Beginner's Guide To Integrated Circuits £3.35
Sinclair. I. R.. Beginner's Guide To Audio £3.35
King. G. J.. Beginner's Guide To Radio £3.35

RADIO CONTROL King. G. J.. Beginner's Guide To Television £3.35
King. G. J.. Beginner's Guide To Colour T.V. £3.35

Aldridge. D.. Transistorised Radio Control For Models £3.50 Guilou. F.. Beginner's Guide To Electric Wiring £3.35
Drake. J.. Radio Controlled Helicopter Models £3.95
Jeffries. C. R.. Radio Control For Model Yachts £1.85
Safford. E. L.. Radio Control Manual £2.45 PROJECT BOOKS

Marston. R. M.. 110 Cosmos Digital IC Projects For The Home
Constructor £3.95

COOKBOOKS Marston. R. M.. 110 Wave Form Projects For The Home Constructor £3.95
Marston. R. M.. 110 Op Amp Projects For The Home Constructor £3.95

Tracton. K.. BASIC -Cookbook £4.10 Marston. R. M.. 110 Semiconductor Projects For The Home
Lancaster. D.. 111 Cookbook £7.00 Constructor £3.95
Lancaster. D.. RTL Cookbook £4.65 Marston. R. M.. 110 Thyristor/SCR Projects For The Home
Lancaster. D.. CMOS Cookbook £8.20 Constructor £3.95
Jong. W.. IC Op Amp Cookbook £10.00 Marston. R. M., 110 Electronic Alarm Projects for The Home
Lancaster. D.. T.V. Typewriter Cookbook £7.75 Constructor £3.95
Lancaster. 0.. Cheap Video Cookbook £7.00 Marston, R. M.. 110 Integrated Circuits Projects For The Home
Jong. W.. IC Timer Cookbook £7.50 Constructor £3.95
Lancaster, D.. Incredible Secret Money Machine fa how to cook Marston. R. M.. 20 Solid State Projects For The Car and Garage £3.20
book for setting up your computer or technical business) £4.95 Marston. R. M., 20 Solid State Projects For The Home £3.20

Note that all prices include postage and packing. Please make cheques. etc. payable to
Hobby Electronics Book Service (in sterling only please) and send to:

Hobby Electronics Book Service,
P.O. Box 79,
Maidenhead. Berks.
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4001
4002
4007
4009
4011
4012
4013
4015
4016
4017
4018

13p
13p
13p
30p
13p
13p
28p
50p
28p
47p
55p

4919
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4040
4041
4042
4043
4046
4049

pup
50p
13p
40p
13p
90p
28p
45p
503
55p
55p
55p
50p
90p
25P

4990
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4081
4093
4510
4511
4518
4520
4528

top
80p
30p
13p
13p
13p
13p
13p
13p
36p
60p'
60p
65p
60p
609

FULL DETAILS IN CATALOGUE'

7400
7401
7402
7404
7406
7408
7410
7413
7414
7420
7427
7430
7432
744 2
744 7
7448
7454

10p
10p
10p
12p
22p
12p
10p
22p
39p
12p
20p
12p
18p
38p
45p
50p
12p

7473 20p
7474 22p
7475 25p
7476 20p
7485 55p
7486 20p
7489 1359
7490 25P
7492 30p
7493 25p
7494 45p
7495 35p
7496 45p
74121 25p
74122 35p
74123 38p
74125 35p
74126 35P
74132 45p

LED's 0.125in. 0.2in
Red TI L209 TI L220
Green T I L211 TI L221
Yel low T I L213 TI L223
Clips 3p 3p

DISPLAYS
DL704 0.3 in CC
DL707 0.3 in CA
FND500 0.5 in CC

Low profile
by Texas

74141 55p
74145 55p
74148 90p
74150 55p
74151 40p
74154 65p
74157 40p
74164 55p
74165 55P
74170 100p
74174 55p
74177
74190
74191
74192
74193
74196
74197
74199

50p
50p
50p
50p
50p
50p
50p,
90p

each 100*
9p 7.5p

13p 12p
13p 12p

130p 120p
130p 120p
100p 80p

Spin 8p 18pin 14p 24pin 18p
14pin 10p 20pin 16p 28pin 22p
16pin 11p 22pin 17p 40pin 32p
3 lead 1018 or T05 socket. 10p each
Soldercon pins: 100:50p 1000:370p

VEROBOARD
Size in. 0 1in. 0.15in. Vero
25 x 1 14p - Cutter 80P.
2.5 x 3.75 45p 45p
2.5 x 5 54p 54p Pin insertion
3.75 x 5 64p 64p tool 108p
3.75 x 17 205p 185p
Single sided
pins per 100 40p 40p
Top quality fibre glass copper board. Single
sided. Size 203 x 95mm. 60p each.
'Dalo' pens. 75p each.
Five mixed sheets of Alfac. 145p per pack.

RESISTORS
Carbon film resist-
ors. High stability,
low noise 5%.

E12 series. 4.7 ohms to 10M. Any mix:
each 100+ 1000+

0.25W 1p 0.9p 0.8p
0.5W 1.5p 1.2p 1p

Special development packs consisting of
10 of each value from 4.7 ohms to 1 Meg -
ohm 1650 res) 0.5W E7.50. 0.25W E5.70.
METAL FILM RESISTORS
Very high stability, low noise rated at %W
1%. Available from 51ohms to 330k in
E24 series. Any mix:

each 100+ 1000+
0.25W 4p 3.59 3.2p

WE WISH ALL
OUR CUSTOMERS

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A

HAPPY NEW YEAR

1 I -
LF356 80p
LM301AN 26p

THIS IS ONIY LM308 60pLM318N

75pA SELECTION' LM324 45p
709 35p LM339 459
741 16p LM378 230P
747 45p LM379S 410P
748 30p LM380 75p
7106 850p LM3900 50P
7107 9009 LM3909 65p
CA3046 55p LM3911 100p
CA3080 70p MCI 458 32p
CA3130 90p MM57160 590p

AC127
AC128
AC176
AD161
AD162
BC107
BC108
BC108C
BC109
BC109C
BC147
BC148
BC177
BC178
BC179
BC182
BC182L
BC184
BC184L
BC212
BC212L
BC214
BC214L
8C477
BC478
BC548
BCY70
BCY71

17p
16p
18p
38p
38p

8P
8p

10p
8p

10P
7p
7p

14p
14p
14p
10p
10p
10p
10P
10p
10p
10p
10p
19p
19p
10p
14p
14p

BCY72
BD131
BDI 32
BD139
BD140
BF Y50
BFY51
BF Y52
MJ2955
MPSA06
MPSA56
TI P29C
TIP30C
TIP31C
TIP32C
TIP2955
TIP3055
ZTX107
ZTX109
ZTX300

14p
35p
35p
359
359
159
15p
15p
98p
20p
209
60p
70p
65p
80p
65p
55P
14p
14p
16p

NE531 98p
NE555 23p
NE556 60p
NE567 100P
RC4136 100p
SN76477 230p
TBA800 70p
TBA8105 100P
TDA1022 620P
TL081 45p
TL084 125p
ZN414 80p
ZN425E 390p
ZN1034E 200p

ZTX 500 16P
2N697 12p
2N3053 18P
2N3054 50p
2N3055 50p
2N3442 135P
2N3702 Bp
2N3703 8p
2N3704 8p
2143705 9p
2N3706 9p
2N3707 9p
2N3708 89
2N3819
2N3820
2N3904
2N3905
2N3906
2N4058
2145457
2N5459
2145777

15P
44p

8P
8p
8p

12p
32p
32p
50p

DIODES
1N914 3p 1144006 6p
1N4001 4p I N5401 13p
1N4002 4p BZY88ser 8p
ITT Full spec product
1N4148 - f1.40/100.

CAPACITORS
TANTALUM BEAD
0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.33, 0.47, 0.68,
1 & 2.2uF @ 35V
4.7, 6.8, 10uF @ 25V
22 @ 16V, 47 @ 6V, 100 @ 3V

MYLAR FILM
0.001, 0.01, 0.022, 0.033, 0.047 .

0.068, 0.1

POLYESTER
Mullard C280 series
0.01, 0.015, 0.022, 0.033, 0.047, 0.068, 0.1. 5p
0.15, 0 22 7p
0.33, 0.47 10p
0.68 14p
I .0uF 17p

CERAMIC
Plate type 50V. Available in E12 series from
22pF to 1000pF and E6 series from 1500pF to
0.047uF 2p

RADIAL LEAD ELECTROLYTIC

each

63V 0.47 1.0 2.2 4.7 10

89
13p
16p

3p
4p

5P
22 33 47 7p

100 13p
220 20p

25V 10 22 33 47 5P

100 8p
220 10p

470 15p
1000 23p

CONNECTORS

JACK PLUGS AND SOCKETS

2.5mm
3.5mm
Standard
Stereo

screened
9p
9p

16p
23p

unscreened
13p
14p
309
36p

DIN PLUGS AND SOCKETS
plug chassis

socket
2pin 7p 7p
Spin 11p 9p
Spin 180° 11p 10p
Spin 240° 13p 10p

1mm PLUGS AND SOCKETS
Suitable for low voltage circuits, Red & black.
Plugs: 6p each Sockets: 7p each.

4mm PLUGS AND SOCKETS
Available in blue, black, green, brown, red, white
and yellow. Plugs: 11p each Sockets 12p each

PHONO PLUGS AND SOCKETS
Insulated plug in red or black . . 9p
Screened plug 13p
Single socket . 7p Double socket 10p

socket
7p
8p

15p
18p

line
socket

7p
14p
14p
16p

STEVENSON
Electronic Components
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
A range of special offer items valid
during December. All orders placed
for these items must be received
during December.

Murata Ultrasonic Transducers, per pair -astyp-

PCB etch kit. Contents:
5 assorted sheets Alfac. Pound of Ferric
Chloride. Dalo pen. Fibre glass PCB. -375p 325p

Resistor Development Pack.
10 off, each Y.W value from 4.70 to 1M -5-70ts 470p

280p

Polyester Development Pack.
5 off, each value from 0.01uF to 2u2. -62913 480p

Texas sockets. Must be in multiples of 100.
8 pin, per 100 750p

14 pin, per 100 900p
16 pin, per 100 1000p

Pack of 10 x NE555 -2-ans 200p
Pack of 10 x PP3 clips -60p 45p
Pack of 10 crocodile leads (20 clips) -1-1-Bri 90p
Pack of 6 x C106D thyristors -2-7-Op 220p
Pack of 70 x 1N4148 -14015 100p

Expo Reliant drill _.66r-Jp 550p
Expo Titan drill ...14)-3frp" 890p

LEDs, Pack of 10 x 0.2 Red
10 x 0.2 Green
10 x 0.2 Yellow -2600

AY51013P UART _360p 325p
2114 Low Power 300nS _53-5t5 450p
2708 EPROM .7-500 590p
SS -2 Breadboards 10850 990p

290p )

PANEL METERS
High quality 2" wide view meters.
Zero adjustment. Back illumination
wiring.
Available in 50 uA, 100 uA, 500 uA,
1 mA, 100 mA, 500 mA, 1A. £4.75 ea.
VU meter similar style. £1.40 ea.

SLIDE POTENTIOMETERS
Good quality 60mm
travel slider with
80mm fixing centres.
Available from 5k - 500K
in log and linear. 55p each.
Suitable black knobs 6p ea. Coloured knobs 10p ea.

We now offer one of the widest ranges of components at
the most competitive prices in the U.K. See catalogue for
full details. We welcome callers at our shop in College Rd,
Bromley, from Mon -Sat, 9am-6pm (8pm on Weds and
Fridays). Special offers always available.
We also provide an express telephone order service.
Orders received before 5pm are shipped same day.
Contact our sales office now with your requirements.
TELEPHONE: 01-464 2951/5770.

Quantity discounts on any mix TTL, CMOS,
74LS and Linear circuits: 100+ 10%, 1000+
15%. Prices VAT inclusive. Please add 30p for
carriage. All prices valid to April 1980.
Official orders welcome.

AtIk =IMO
VISA BARCLAYCARD

& ACCESS WELCOME.

ORDERS
DESPATCHED

BY RETURN

POST

Mail orders to: STEVENSON (Dept HE)

76 College Road, Bromley, Kent BR1 IDE.



Hebot III
The HEBOT series reaches its conclusion with this article. Here we describe
the inductive wire -tracking circuitry with full circuit details. There is also a
simple constant -current nicad charger. Full details of all the circuit inter-
connections are given with notes for expansion. HEBOT is an open-ended
project and there is plenty of scope for development. News is beginning to
reach us of the two hundred or so HEBOTs already built and we feel sure this
is just the start. If you have made any improvements or alterations to YOUR
HEBOT we would very much like to hear from you. Watch HOBBY ELEC-
TRONICS for further developments!

You can monitor the loop output current with an oscilloscope.

IN THIS FINAL ARTICLE we will deal with the points
arising from the previous two months' designs. Judging
from sales of the chassis, we estimate that there may be
over two hundred Hebots or sons of Hebot roaming
around Britain already. We have seen three of them
constructed from kits which all worked first time so if you
are having trouble check your soldering and make sure
you have inserted all the wire links and connected the
flying leads.

Before we go on to look at the monster we have
created, a couple of points need to be cleared up.
Though we used rechargeable nicad cells to power our
Hebot, the circuitry will work quite happily with plus and
minus six volt supplies when powered by dry batteries.
Unfortunately no pads were provided on PCB 1 for the x,
y outputs of IC8. Simply solder directly to the copper
track between pins 2, 3, and 9, 10 (the x and y outputs
respectively).

The second PCB is easier to mount above the first if
capacitors C3, 4 are mounted so that they lie sideways.
Also, to increase the gain of IC1, 2, 470k resistors
should be mounted in parallel with input resistors R1, 2.
There are no other changes to make on the first board.

On the second board, capacitors Cl and C10 have
caused some problems. These capacitors should have a
working voltage of at least ten volts. A 47 N capacitor
may be used in place of either component. Resistor R4
should be changed from 100k to 270k and R5 from
820R to 8k2.

Following tests with Hebot tracking a wire energised
by the loop driver circuit, it was found that capacitors Cx
were unnecessary and wire links should be inserted in
their place. Also flying leads should be used to connect
pin E to G and F to H as shown in Fig. 1 of the December
issue. If you use the REMCON sensor kit it should be
assembled and connected as shown in our photographs.

We have arranged our Hebot to perform a 'random
walk' until it sees a light (We used a desk lamp placed at
ground level) Hebot then steers towards the light unless
its pick-up coils detect electromagnetic radiation from an
energised loop. Then Hebot will follow the wire loop. If
at any time Hebot collides with an obstacle then the
normal manoeuvre circuitry takes over to steer Hebot out
of trouble. The connections to achieve this behaviour are,
detailed below.

Note the 470k resistors mounted in parallel with the servo
input resistors.

Allow some clearance from the PCB for R12 and Q2.

There are connections to both sides of Q2 collector. We used
solder -tags.
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The connections to the manoeuvre circuitry remain
the same;
pins 2, 3, IC8 to pin 4, IC4
pins 9, 10, IC8 to pin 11, IC4
pin 12, IC11 (Avoid) to pin 13, IC3 random walk' is
achieved by connecting: A to pin 1, IC4
B to pin 12, IC4
+ve supply to pin 10, IC3
the letters refer to pins on the second board
for light seeking connect:
P to pin 14, IC4
Q to pin 5, IC4
the phototransistor collectors connect to N (from right
sensor) and 0 (from left sensor). T to pin 11, IC3

The emitters both go to the negative supply and pins
are provided on the board.
The connections for wire tracking are:
I to pin 15, IC4
J to pin 2, IC4
M to pin 12, IC3

Hebot's sensors were made from reed relay actuating
coils with a resistance of 1.5k. No cores were found to be
necessary. The right sensor connects to pin C while the
left sensor connects to pin D. The free ends of the sensor
coils should be connected to the adjacent pins which are
electrically identical with pin 1, ICI .

You should now have used all the inputs to IC4. IC5 is
not used and this position may be left vacant. The
remaining pins of IC3 should be connected as follows.
Pins 1, 2, 3, 4 should be connected to the negative
supply. This can be simply achieved by soldering a piece
of tinned copper wire across all four pins down to the
negative pin as shown in our photos. Pins 14, 15 of IC3
remain unconnected.

Our Hebot emits a sqeak when it detects light. To
achieve this connect pin Y to pin T. There are now two
connections to pin T. This is okay. You can spot when
Hebot detects the wire loop by connecting pin S to pin
M. The LED will illuminate when the pick up coils are
within range of an energised loop. Also, of course,
control is transferred to the wire following circuitry
unless Hebot encounters an obstacle.

With the Hebot circuitry interconnected as described
above, you will have a free roaming robot which can
negotiate obstacles, steer towards a light and follow a
wire around your home. We found that reliable opera-
tion could be obtained with wire -sensor separations of
over one inch so Hebot should cope with the thickest pile
carpets (though the prototype has an annoying habit of
filling itself with fluff!).

The loop driver circuit should be constructed in the
usual way. Though not essential, use of our PCB will
greatly facilitate construction. Our photos tell all really.
We found best operation was achieved with peak
currents of 2.5A which gave a mean current drain of
350mA. Under these conditions Q2 hardly gets warm at
all. RV1 works in reverse; when fully clockwise there is no
output. About mid -way should produce the desired
results.

At this stage of development Hebot is an autonomous
machine capable of very engaging behaviour. There is
plenty of room for development. Board one will support
a further four levels of control enabling more circuits to
be accommodated on the chassis or control to be
relinquished to an on -board micro -processor or via a link
to your home computer. The possibilities are infinite and
remember . . . We HAVE the technology! HE

triangle waveform across C2. output waveform across R12.

The connections to IC3 and IC4. Note the shorting link at the
side of 1C3.

The pick-up coils and photo sensors mount conveniently on one
PCB.

Buylines
Kit HE 101. (HE Nov 79)
PCB to carry the electronics for Manoeuvre logic
circuit, Eight Input priority encoder, Signal Multi-
plexers, and Micro Drive amplifiers.

price £4.25 P&P 35p

Kit HE 102. (HE Nov 79)
Impact sensor kit which replaces micro switches.
Senses which side is in collision and can have height
sensing capability also. To be used in conjunction
with PCB HE 101. Kit contains fibre glass switch
arms, springs, antennae and fixings through existing
holes in chassis pan. With full mechanical assembly
instructions. price £7.50 P&P 35p
Kit HE 113. (HE Dec 79)
PCB to carry electronics for Opto-Inductive following
system, sound sensing, and noise emitting circuitry.

price £4.20 P&P 35p
Kit HE 114. (HE Jan 80)
Opto-Inductive sensor kit which fits unobtrusively
under the front of the Robot chassis pan to detect
both AC pick up from a hidden routing wire and also
'look' for an Infra Red light source. To be used in
conjunction with PCB HE 113. Kit contains Mounting
panel, Pick up coils, Infra Red detectors with shields,
screened leads fixings and full mechanical assembly
instructions. Utilises existing holes in chassis pan.

price £9.95 P&P 75p

Prices do not include VAT: Remcon Electronics, 1

Church Road, Bexleyheath, Kent. 01-304 2055.
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How it Works
Hebot how it works - loop driver
Hebot is able to follow a wire laid on the floor by
detecting the magnetic field produced by current
pulses flowing in the wire. We tried a number of
different arrangements and found that Hebot
could follow a single wire carrying current pulses
of about two amps at a frequency of around seven
hundred Hertz. By using more turns of wire in the
loop, accurate tracking can be achieved at lower
currents. However, it is difficult to lay out a loop
consisting of more than two or three turns of wire
and the system chosen represents the best com-
promise.

Resistor R10 and zener ZD1 provide a stabilised
15 V supply which is smoothed by C1. A 700Hz
signal is generated by IC1; a 555 timer configured
in the astable mode. A diode is used to bypass R2
during the charging cycle. This enables a duty -
cycle of 50% to be obtained. The approximate
triangle waveform at the junction of R2, C2 is
buffered by IC2b, a unity gain voltage follower,
and appears at pin 7. A bias voltage of about 7.5 V is
available at pin 14 and supplies IC2a and RV1. IC2a
acts as an inverting amplifier with a gain of about
20 whose input is the triangle waveform from IC2b.
Adjustment of RV1 enables the output of IC2a to
be offset. In this way, the signal at pin 1 may be
varied from Ov to positive peaks of up to 12 V. The
remaining section of IC2 together with Q 1 , 2 and
R11, 12 forms a voltage to current convertor. For
each volt across R9 at the input pin 10 of IC2c, one
amp will flow in a piece of wire connected between
the positive supply and the collector of Q2. The
maximum voltage that can appear at IC2a output
is limited to 12 V with a 15 V supply by the op -amp
characteristics. Potential divider R8, 9 limits the
input to IC2c to 4 V and maximum output current,
in a working circuit, is thus limited to 4A.

A suggested power supply is included here.
Though the average current is less than 500mA

with peak currents of 21/2 A, the circuit may de-
mand currents of up to 4A. For this reason, quite
high current components have been chosen. If you
have a current -limited power supply that can
provide 15 V at 500mA you can connect it in place
of the bridge -rectifier and transformer. Use good
quality components for the capacitors to cope with
the high current pulses.

We tried loops of several shapes and sizes with
good results. Hebot can cope with turns of up to
one foot radius. Power should be supplied to the
loop by twisted wires or figure of eight speaker
cable. In this way the fields from the two supply
wires cancel out and Hebot will not try to climb
into your power supply.
Nicad charger
If you have used nickel -cadmium cells to power
your Hebot, you will need a charger. We have
included the circuit of a suitable charger which will
supply a constant current of 40 mA. R2 is the
nearest preferred value. With 450mA / H cells a
charging current of 45mA should be applied for
fourteen hours. Assuming a Vbe of 0.6 V for Q1
then the theoretical value of R2 to produce a
current output of 45 mA is 13.333 ohms. You can
check the current by inserting a meter in place of
the cells and adjust R2 accordingly. A 120R resistor
in parallel with R2 would produce the calculated
value of 13.333 ohms.

About 18 V is developed across Cl. The charging
current flows via the cells through Q2, R2. Tran-
sistors Ql, 2 form a stabilised current sink. Current
flow is determined by choice of R2. A current will
flow sufficient to produce a voltage of 0.6 V across
R2. This tends to turn on Q1 which 'steals' base
drive current tending to turn off Q2. In this way the
system reaches a stable operating point.

No PCB is given as the circuit is so simple. A
small heatsink should be used with Q2. No other
precautions are necessary.

CI
1000u

ZD1- 15V
IC1

6

Fig. 1. The loop driver circuit.

5 +

R3

C2 IC2d

10n

10k
R4

1±4.

C3

12

3u3

10k 13

14

R7
10M

R8
100k

R10
150R

R9
47k

17V
0 +v.

NOTES:
ICI IS 555
IC2 IS LM324 (PIN 4 IS +Va; PIN 11 IS -V. SUPPLY)
QI IS 2N3063
021S 2N3065
ZD1 IS BZX61 15V 1.3W ZENER
01 IS 1N4148

R11 Q1

LOOP
OUTPUT

02

R12
1R0

O

01/
O
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Parts List
RESISTORS (All 1/4W, 5%)
R1, R2, R8 100k
R3, R4 10k
R5 1 MO

R6 470k
R7 10M
R9 47k
R10 150R
R11 3k9
R12 1R0 10W

POTENTIOMETER
RV1 10k horiz. preset

CAPACITORS
C1 1,000 electrolylic
C2 1 On polyester
C3 3µ3 tantalum
C4 10p polystyrene

SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1
Q2
D1
ZD1
IC1
IC2

2N3053
2N3055
1 N4148
BZX61 15V 1.3W
555
LM324

POWER SUPPLY
1 2V 3A transformer
4A bridge rectifier
4R7 10W resistor
2x 4,700µ 25V

CHARGER
RESISTORS (All 1/4W 5%)

R1 1k0
R2 15R

CAPACITORS
Cl 1,000µ 25V

SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1 BFY50
Q2 TIP33A
BR1 1A 50V bridge

rectifier

transformer 12V 100mA

Hobby Electronics, January 1980
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240V
AC

4 AMP
BRIDGE
RECTIFIER

E. 12V
5. 3A

4R7
10W

4700u
25V

Fig. 2. Interconnections for the loop driver.

TR1 240V - 12V

Fig. 3. Simple charger circuit for AA nicad cells.

Fig. 4. PCB for loop driver.

5V

LOOP

Ve

LOOP
OUTPUT

OV

CONSTANT CURRENT
OUTPUT 40mA

02

NOTES:
01 IS BFY50
Q2 IS TIP33A

R2
15R

0 r
C

0
'13

C
-I

Fig. 5. Overlay for loop driver.
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C. B.
CITY

LTD
119d PROSPECT ROAD

FARNBOROUGH, HANTS
0252-318141 (EVES & WEEKENDS)

C. B. CITY is dedicated to all present and
future Citizen Band Enthusiasts

We stock a full range of everything you are
likely to require and more. If not, we can

most probably obtain it.

Duff Rig?? Then why not take advantage of
our repair service - absolute confidence

guaranteed.

Access, Credit Cards accepted

Just send 3 x 10p stamps for our 1 6 -page
fully illustrated comprehensive catalogue

REMEMBER!! Until C.B. becomes legal we
DO NOT sell rigs

Master
Electronics

The practical way
No maths needed-.

No dull theory-
r -

60

Step by step we take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics and show you how easily the subject can be
mastered.

1) BUILD AN OSCILLOSCOPE
2) READ, DRAW AND UNDERSTAND CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
3) CARRY OUT OVER £) EXPERIMENTS ON BASIC
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND SEE HOW THEY WORK
Also
We provide practical tuition for:- 3) Digital Electronics 0
11 Radio amateurs licence. E 4) Computer Technology [1]
2) City and Guilds certificates.0 5) Test instrument kits

Mark your interest(s) with an x in box provided.
British National Radio & Electronics School,
NAME

P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands
HE 1 /80

ADDRESS

(block caps please))

Hobbyprints

We're just etching to tell you about HOBBYPRINTS, we,
know you won't be able to resist them. They're so good
we've even patented the idea (1445171 and 1445172).
If you're board with all those untidy strip boards or
semi -permanent bread boards then read on.

After many months of extensive research we think
we've come up with the ideal solution (Ferric Chlo-
ride?) to all of those problems people have with.
making really professional PCBs. (Puns come at no
extra charge).

Seriously though, the HOBBYPRINT rub -down
transfer. (very similar to the rub -down lettering) is the
answer to the project builders prayer. PCBs take up a
disproportionate amount of time, using HOBBYPRINTS
a typical PCB can be finished in under half an hour.
Because HOBBYPRINTS are produced from our original
artwork there's no likelihood of making a mistake.
They can even be used as photographic masks for
ultra -violet PCB production.

Each sheet of HOBBYPRINTS contains all the PCBs
for any particular month (an average of four PCBs), so
for only 80 pence including VAT and Post and Packing
that's not bad value. For a list of projects refer to back
numbers ad.

46

ORDER TODAY
Send cheque or postal order (payable to Hobby
Electronics) to

HOBBYPRINTS,
HOBBY ELECTRONICS,
145 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OEE.

80p INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND POSTAGE

Please note that Hobbyprint 'L' is £1.20 in-
cluding VAT, as it consists of two sheets.

Please mark the letter(s) of the HOBBYPRINTS on
the outside of the envelope.
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Breaker
One Four

Send any news, comments, or
information you may have to:
Breaker One Four,
Hobby Electronics,
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2 H OE E.

Do not despair, although the announcement wasn't quite what we had
hoped for the battle is far from lost. CB will come and your continued
pressure will bring it that bit nearer.

QUITE AN EVENTFUL MONTH REALLY. The great
announcement which was due to come from the Home
Office failed to materialise at the appointed time
(November 1 5th or 16th) and was supposedly delayed
until the 25th. At this time (November 26th) we have
heard that the Home Office have in fact issued a
statement (although we haven't seen it). We understand
it to say that they cannot find any 'technical' reasons
why CB should not be introduced but they anticipate
some problems in the administration of such a service.

If this information is correct, then it would seem that
the fight is far from over, although the biggest hurdle has
been overcome.

We must now change our tactics, we no longer have
to prove that a CB service is needed it is now up to us to
show that we can use it responsibly and that any
administration can be kept to a minimum.

The obvious answer from the government will prob-
ably be along the lines that in these times of government
cut -backs it would be foolish to create more 'red tape'
but we feel that time and time again it has been shown
that a licence fee of around £5.00 would more than
cover any administrative costs and would in fact be self
financing.

Several rumours flying about at the moment seem to
suggest that there may be a couple of demonstrations in
the near future. Before anyone jumps the gun we
strongly suggest that some serious talking between the
clubs and any other interested parties take priority.

PRESSURE
It is important now, more than ever for local clubs to
bring these matters to the attention of their MPs in the
first instance and to the Home Office on a wider basis.
Lobby your MP, write to the Home Secretary now and let
them know how you feel.

CB SPECIAL
We are sorry to have to tell you that the CB Special has
finally sold out. Our distributors tell us that it has been a
runaway success. We are currently toying with a few
ideas for the future so keep your eyes peeled in the
coming months for news.

CB STICKERS
You guessed it, we've just about run out of stickers too.
The few we do have left we will be giving away at the
Breadboard Show at the beginning of December. Sorry
to anyone still without, but don't despair; our future
plans may just include some new stickers.

MESSAGE TO CLUBS
By the time you read this the proposed meeting between
the CB clubs will have taken place. It was moved to
December 2nd in view of the delay in the government
statement. Look out next month for a full report on just
what happened. It should be quite interesting as Patrick
Wall MP (chairman of the all -party committee on CB) and
representatives from the media will be attending.

MAGAZINES ABOUT TURN
You may have read some of the other electronic journals
last month and been surprised how they seem to have
changed their attitude towards CB. Could it be that they
have been reading HE? You never know.

STATESIDE CB
Remember last month's report on US CB? Watch out for
a somewhat longer feature on how West Coast CB has
been operating. Our reporter has been using CB and had
occasion to call on the services of the channel '9'
emergencies service. Coming up soon.

CB SLANG
Thanks again to everyone for the hundreds of entries to
the slang competition. One of our plans for the future
may include a proper CB slang dictionary.

One or two of our regular cartoonists may be doing
the illustrations for this special so it should be well
worth waiting for. More details in the coming months.
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TAPE COMPETITION
Breaker One Four has got ten Cassette tapes to give
away. They are entitled 'Everything You Need to Know
To Operate a CB Radio'. (American CB that is.) We
reviewed this tape some time ago so you should be
familiar with it. They come from Dave Mills who is
currently selling them for £2.50 each, so to win one you
have got to do some homework.

There are three questions, all of which should be fairly
simple.
(1) What is the transmitting frequency of channel 14 (US
CB)?
(2) What does SWR stand for?
(3) What is a 'Firestick'?
Lastly give an 'English' slang term for the following (try
to be as original as possible).
(1) Production line car.
(2) Police (clean please).
(3) Home Office Wireless Regulatory Department (clean
again please).
Please try to keep the slang printable or if that is difficult,
genuinely funny. After all the American equivalents, ie
'Bears' and 'Uncle Charlie' (FCC) are not really rude at
all.
Send your entries to:
CB Tape Competition,
Breaker One -Four,
Hobby Electronics,
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEE.

MORE CLUBS
In response to our plea for more northern clubs we have
heard from the CB -NE (Citizens Band Radio North East).
They are exceptionally well organised to the extent of
having a PR man. They have made several contributions
to local TV and radio and are very active in getting
publicity for the cause. The man to talk to is Ian Morrison
at:
CB -NE,
PO Box 61,
Sunderland,
Tyne and Wear,
SR3 1 EZ.

Another club worth noting has just opened its doors.
Anybody interested in becoming a member should send
a postcard to the address below with your phone number
if possible.
F. W. McKeown,
29 Russell Avenue,
Preston,
PR1 5TP.
Lancs.
Please keep information for clubs coming in, clubs that
we may have already mentioned might like to let us
know how they are doing.

That's it for another month, as we said earlier do not
despair, we're nearly there. Stay lucky and Breaker
Break.
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SPECIALS
FROM
MODMAGS
Mark your envelopes Specials, and send them to
Specials, Modmags Ltd, 145 Charing Cross Road,
London, WC2H OEE.

Eli CIRCUITS
Books 1 & 2.
Each volume contains over 150 circuits, mainly
drawn from the best of our Tech -Tips. The circuits are
indexed for rapid selection and an additional section
is included which gives transistor specs, and plenty of
other useful data. Sales of this publication have been
phenomenal - hardly surprising when the circuits
cost under 1p each!
£1.50 + 25p P&P each.

electronics
tomorrruu1*-

Efl

CIRCUITS

Nat

15" moo 144!O

ELECTRONICS TOMORROW
Comprised entirely of new material, the edition
covers such diverse topics as Star Wars and Hi-Fi!
The magazine contains projects for everyone - none
of which have appeared in ETI - and a look at the
future of MPUs, audio, calculators and video. How
can you not read it?

75p + 25p P&P.

TOP PROJECTS
Book 1 + 2: £2.50 + 25p P&P.
Master mixer, 100W guitar amp., low power laser,
printmeter, transistor tester, mixer preamp., logic
probe, Ni-Cad charger, loudhailer, 'scope callibrator,
electronic ignition, car theft alarm, turn indicator
cancellor, brake light warning, LM3800 circuits,
temperature alarm, aerial matcher, UHF -TV preamp.,
metal locator, four input mixer, IC power supply,
rumble filter, IC tester, ignition timing light, 50W
stereo amp. and many more.
Book 3: SOLD OUT! Book 4: E1.00 + 25p
P&P. Book 5: £1.00 + 25p P&P. Book 6:
£1.00 + 25p P&P.

TOP PROJECTS
Book 7: £1.25 + 25p P&P.
ER II loudspeaker, CCD phaser, 3 -channel tone
control, bass enhancer, continuity tester, bench
supply, LCD digital multimeter, digital frequency
meter, wide range oscillator, ETI wet, egg timer,
house alarm, porch light, torch finder, light dimmer,
IB metal locater, electronic bongos, puzzle of the
drunken sailor, race track, ultrasonic switch, tic-tac
radio. rev counter, Transcendent 2000, spirit level.

ELECTRONICS - IT'S EASY
This very successful beginners' series has
now been reprinted in one volume. The book
covers just about every aspect of electronic
theory and is ideal for anyone just starting
out in this fascinating hobby.

£3.60 + 25p P&P each

INTO ELECTRONICS PLUS
The complete series of Ian Sinclair's series Into
Electronics Plus a selection of some of the most
popular and informative articles from HE. Everything
from Home Computing to making your own PCBs.
El + 25p P&P.

CAMBRIDGE

LEARNING
ENTERPRISES

Self
Instruction

Courses

Microcomputers are coming - ride the
wave! Learn to program. Millions of jobs are
threatened but millions more will be created. Learn BASIC- the

Computer h4S,inini

Timing 17
A 111f 11111t6i106 Melt .kosto

PART 1 !U` s'"'

language of the small computer
at,') the most easy -to -learn
computer language in
widespread use. Teach
yourself with a course which
takes you from complete ig-
norance step-by-step to real
proficiency with a unique style
of graded hints. In 60
straightforward lessons you
will learn the five essentials of
programming: problem defini-
tion, flowcharting, coding the
program, debugging, clear
documentation.

Bookl Computers and what they do well; READ, DATA, PRINT, powers, brackets,
variable names; LET; errors; coding simple programs.
Book 2 High and low level languages; flowcharting; functions; REM and
documentation; INPUT, IF....THEN, GO TO; limitations of computers, problems
definition.
Book 3 Compilers and interpreters; loops, FOR.... NEXT, RESTORE; debugging; arrays;
bubble sorting; TAB.
Book 4 Advanced BASIC; subroutines; string variables; files; complex programming;
examples; glossary.

Understand Digital
Electronics
Written for the student or
enthusiast, this course is packed
with information, diagrams and
questions designed to lead you
step-by-step through number
systems and Boolean algebra to
memories, counters and simple
arithmetic circuits and finally to
an understanding of the design
and operation of calculators and
computers.
Book 1 Octal, hexadecimal and binary number systems; conversion between number
systems; representation of negative numbers; complementary systems.
Book 2 OR and AND functions; logic gates; NOT, exclusive -OR, NAND, NOR and
exclusive -NOR functions; multiple input gates; truth tables; De Morgans Laws,
canonical forms; logic conventions; karnaugh mapping; three state and wired logic,
Book 3 Half adders and full adders; subtractors; serial and parallel adders; processors
and ALU's; multiplication and division systems.
Book 4 Flip flops; shift registers; asynchronous and synchronous counters; ring,

Johnson and exclusive- OR feedback counters; ROMS and RAMS.
Book 5 Structure of calculators; keyboard encoding; decoding display data; register
systems; control unit; program ROM; address decoding.
Book 6 CPU; memory organisation; character representation; program storage; address
modes; input/output systems; program interrupts; interrupt priorities; programming,
assemblers; computers; executive programs; operating systems.

GUARANTEE - No risk to you
If you are not completely satisfied your money will be refunded,
without question, on return of the books in good condition.

Please send me: -
....Computer Programming in BASIC (4 books) @ £7.50

..Design of Digital Systems (6 books) @ £11.50
All prices include worldwide surface mailing costs (airmail extra)
IF YOUR ORDER EXCEEDS £15, DEDUCT £2
I enclose a cheque/PO payable to Cambridge Learning Enterprises
for £
or please charge my Access/Barclaycard/Diners Club etc.
account no
Telephone orders from credit card holders accepted on 0480-67446
(Ansafonel. Overseas customers (inc Eirel send a bank draft in
sterling drawn on a London bank, or quote credit card and
number.
Name

Address

Cambridge Learning Enterprises, Unit 40, Rivermill Site,
FREEPOST, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 4BR England.
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HE BINDERS

This simple questionnaire will
establish whether you are eli-
gible to buy one of the new HE
Binders.

(1) Do you use HE as a convenient
place to flick molten solder?
(2) Does the paper crumble when
exposed to ferric chloride?
(3) Does your dog use HE to
sharpen his teeth on?
(4) Do your copies of HE bear
circular coffee stains?
(5) Do you lose copies of HE?

If you can answer yes to any of
these questions then send us
£3.20 without delay. By return
we will despatch a handsome
blue bound binder embossed
with gold lettering. You can
have any words you like
embossed on the binder as
long as it's HOBBY ELEC-
TRONICS.

Send your cheque or postal order,
gold sovereigns, false teeth or
anything we can change into
money to:

Hobby Electronics Binders,
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEE.

Price includes VAT and P&P.

FROM CASIO - THE NEXT STEP FORWARD IN TIME
New lithium battery lasting up to 5 years, totally eclipses roost Solar watches

--I FOR THE EXECUTIVE WHO DOESN'T WANT HANDS ON HIS TIME

* THIS YEAR'S STAR BUY *
THE NEW 83QS - 27B
ALARM CHRONOGRAPH
Optional display of hours, minutes, seconds, date,
am/pm; or alternatively: Hours, minutes, alpha day, date,
am/pm. The automatic calendar is set for 28 days in
February. Casio's new Lithium battery lasts up to 4 YEARS
or more. The chronograph times in 1 /10 second units up
to 12 hours, measuring net, lap and first and second place
times. An indicator shows the chronograph is running
when normal time is displayed. The 24 hour alarm can be
set very easily to 1 minute intervals with an indicator to
show the alarm is set.
In addition the watch can be set to chime every hour, on
the hour, with a separate indicator to show this function is
on.
A micro light illuminates the display at night time.
This superb watch is stainless steel encased, has a mineral
glass face and is guaranteed water resistant to 66 feet (2
atmospheres).

lea 7 3n71,
Li  .1

£31.95 £27.95

F-200 SPORTS
CHRONO
House, minutes, seconds am /pm.
Day. date, month. 1 / 100 sec.
chrono to 1 hour. Net, lap and 1st
and 2nd place times. Backlight.
Resin case/strap. Mineral glass.
W.R. to 66 feet. Silver oxide
battery.

(El 7.95) £1 5.95

F -8C Time /date
3 YEAR BATTERY
Hours, minutes, seconds, date,
day, am /pm Auto 2B, 30, 31 day
calendar, Backlight. Resin case
strap. Mineral glass.
W.R. to 66 feet.

(E12.95) £10.95
NB. This watch does not have a
stopwatch,

CASIO CALCULATORS
Clock calculators: MO -1 1 £26.95. AQ-2000 £24.95.
CQ 82 E14.95. HQ -21 £10.95.
Scientific -a with volatile memory.
FX-310 £17.95. FX-510 E19.95. FX-2600 £19.95.
FX-3200 £21.95.
°thank FX-80 £15.95. FX-68 £19.95.

GET THE MIDAS TOUCH BEFORE
YOUR FRIENDS DO

SUPERSWITCH Midas Touch Dimmer

The softest touch on the brushed aluminium panel of this
beautifully styled control is all that is required to switch
lights on and off and to vary lighting brilliance.
Touch Midas with the fingertips and the light is on.
Touch again and it's off. Allow the finger to rest on the
panel and the light intensity changes smoothly through a
cycle from bright to dim and back again. Removing the
touch during the cycle sets the lighting at the level
required. Once set, this brightness level will be
maintained during normal on /of operations.

Meets latest BS for
RF interference £14.95

Price includes VAT

WE ARE NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD AND
WILL TRY AND MATCH OR BEAT ANY OTHER
ADVERTISED PRICE PROVIDING THE ADVER-

TISER HAS STOCKS
IF YOU WANT A WATCH WITH

Chrome plating that may wear off after a few months.
A plastic glass that will scratch and scuff and you may
not be able to replace.
A module with around 25% failure rate, that may take
weeks to repair.
A dubious or non-existent spares service.
If you want a watch that the manufacturer dciesn't
put his name on

THEN DON'T BUY A CASIO

ALARM CHRONOGRAPHS
Displaying hours, minutes. seconds. day: And with day, date.
month and year calendar, pre-programmed to year 2029.

81QS - 338
5 YEAR BATTERY
Chrome plated case
W.R. to 66 feet

(E31.95)

£27.95
1/100 second chrono
to seven hours.
Net, lap and 1st
and second place.
Selectable 12 or
24 hour display

24 -hour alarm
Selectable hourly chime facility.
Backlight

Mineral glass face.

81CS - 368
As above but
Stainless steel case
W R to 100 feet

(£39.95) £35.95

CASIO CHRONOGRAPHS
As 81QS/CS above but with 12 or 24 hour dual time facility
instead of alarm and chimes functions
9512S-328 Chrome plated (L2 7 95)
950S-3113 Stainless jacket (E27 95)
95CS-3111 Stainless steel (£34.95)

Send 25p for illustrated brochures

P&P. Send cheques. PO or phone your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD number to

£23.95
£23.95
E29.95

TEMPUS Dept. HE. Beaumont Centre, 164-167 East Rd.,
Cambridge CBI 1BB Tel. 0223 312866
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Into
Linear ICs
By Ian Sinclair Part 7
In this, the final part of Into Linear ICs, Ian Sinclair looks at voltage
regulators and Phase Locked Loop Linear ICs, but we're not finished yet.
Look out next month for another major new series.

THE LAST BIG important group of linear ICs we need to
take a look at is the voltage stabiliser IC. Before we can
start on them, though, we need to know why and how
voltage supplies are stabilised. Stabilising a voltage
supply means controlling it so that output voltage
doesn't change. Why should it change? For one thing,
the mains AC voltage isn't absolutely constant; you may
have seen the way a kitchen light dims when an electric
kettle is switched on. More important, any power supply
will have some resistance, often called its internal
resistance. This resistance behaves like a resistor wired
in series with the power supply (Fig. 7.1) so that when
current is taken from the supply, the output voltage
drops. There's nothing we can do to eliminate this
resistance; all we can do is to use transformers with
low -resistance; all we can do is to use transformers with
low resistance secondary windings, rectifier diodes with
low resistance, and so on. As far as battery supplies are
concerned, rechargeable cells like lead -acid cells, but we
still have this internal resistance present.

INTERNAL TO CIRCUIT
RESISTANCE

VOLTAGE
SUPPLY
(STEADY)

Fig. 7.1 Internal resistance. (a) Any power supply behaves as if
it had two components, a steady voltage supply and a resistor
in series. (b) This causes the output voltage to decrease as
more current is drawn.

Now a lot of problems are caused by this internal
resistance. For one thing, if any pieces of electronic
circuitry takes a varying current and the internal resist-
ance of the supply will cause the DC supply voltage to
vary when the current varies. Class B amplifier stages,
for example, take much more current when they're
working at full volume than when they're just ticking
over, which means that they have to put up with a lower
supply voltage when they're going full blast - and
that's not exactly ideal. For one thing it usually means
that your stereo amplifier which claims to give 50 watts
per channel will have a hard time to deliver 35W per
channel when both channels are working hard - the
makers usually point this out in very small print.

Digital circuits which operate with brief pulses of
current, also suffer when these pulses of current are
converted to voltage pulses by the internal resistance of
the power supply, because these pulses can cause
unwanted feedback. The remedy in each case is a
voltage stabiliser.

Now a voltage stabiliser isn't magic, it can't raise the
amount of volts on the supply line above the amount the
power -pack can supply. What it can do, however, is to
keep the supply line voltage steady at a voltage equal to
the lowest voltage it would normally drop to.

RASIN THE CURRENT
Let's explain that a bit more clearly. Suppose we have a
circuit (Fig. 7.2) which works on a 12 V supply, but
because of sudden current pulses, the supply voltage
can drop to 9 V. Nothing we can do can make this 9 V
rise to 12 V while a lot of current is being taken, but if we
started, say, with a 15 V supply, with a bit of luck it
might only drop to 12 V at full current. What a voltage
stabiliser can do is to regulate the 15 V supply down to
12 V when the circuit is not drawing much current, and
to relax control when full current is being drawn, so that
the voltage supplied to the circuit is still 12 V. In practice
we would probably settle for a 18 V input to the stabiliser
circuit to ensure that we could keep the output at 12 V
even when the circuit was drawing its maximum current
and the mains voltage was a bit low.

VOLTAGE

UNSTABILISED

STABILISED

TIME

Fig. 7.2 How a stabiliser works. The graph shows how the
output voltage of a power pack might vary over some time. The
dotted line shows the output from a stabiliser fed from the
same supply. The stabilised voltage is lower than the lowest
voltage to which the supply can drop.
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A simple stabiliser circuit is shown in Fig. 7.3, using a
comparator and a pair of transistors which keep the
output voltage steady. It works something like this. One
input of the 741 is returned to a steady voltage which is
the voltage across a zener diode. A zener diode has a
steady voltage across its terminals, even when the
current through the diode varies by quite a large
amount. The other input of the comparator is fed with a
fraction of the voltage at the output of the stabiliser, so
that the comparator will switch over when these two
voltages are equal. In the circuit of Fig. 7.3 if the output
voltage is low, then the voltage at the - input of the
comparator is lower than the voltage fixed by the zener
diode at the + input of the comparator, and the compa-
rator output is high. This, in turn, causes the transistors
to be biased so that more current can flow, raising the
output voltage (because more current through the load
must, by Ohm's law, mean more voltage across the
load). On the other hand, if the stabiliser output voltage
is too high, the - input of the comparator is at a higher
voltage than the + input, the comparator output voltage
is low, the transistors cut off, and the current shuts off or
is throttled back, so allowing the voltage at the output of
the stabiliser to drop. As a result, the output voltage of
the stabiliser settles at a level which makes the voltages
at the two inputs of the comparator equal, and keeps
them that way.

POWER TRANSISTOR

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE
CONTROL

Fig. 7.3 A simple stabiliser circuit. RV1 varies the output
voltage. The minimum possible output voltage in this circuit is
equal to the zener diode voltage. The value of R1 has to be
calculated so that the stabiliser will still operate correctly
when RV1 is turned to the maximum voltage setting.

The stabiliser circuit of Fig. 7.3 has used separate
transistors, but it's much easier to make the whole circuit
in integrated form. Another advantage is that it becomes
possible, at practically no extra cost, to incorporate
various types of protection circuits into the IC, protecting
the IC in the event of overheating or excessive current.
Voltage stabilisers operate with several volts between
the input and the output, and quite large currents can
flow, so that there is often a large power dissipation. For
example, a 5 V stabiliser working from a 9 V supply and
passing 0.5 A has a voltage across it of 9-5 = 4 V, and a
power dissipation, given by VOLTS x AMPS equal to
4 x0.5= 2 W. Stabilisers which are intended for this
sort of use are provided with metal tabs or studs so that
heat -dissipating fins can be attached. The packages
which are used for stabilisers are generally the same as
those used for power transistors, since the heat dis-
sipating problems are so similar.

66

THE 78 SERIES
One very popular family of stabilisers carries type
numbers such as 7805, 7812, 781 5; the 78 prefix is
the family number, and the last two digits indicate the
stabilised output voltage. Fig. 7.4 shows the connec-
tions for a 7812 1 2 V stabiliser. The unstabilised input
from the rectifiers and smoothing capacitors must not
fall to less than 14.5 V with 1 A flowing, and must not
exceed 30 V when no load is connected. The IC has
short-circuit protection, so that with the output shorted,
the current which can flow is limited to 350 mA. Two
styles of case can be obtained, the flat plastic type of the
'top -hat' can; output voltages from 5 V to 24 V are
standard. Table 7.1 shows the output voltages, mini-
mum and maximum DC input voltages and the code
numbers for these voltage regulator ICs.

Fig. 7.4 The connections for a 7812 regulator. The capacitors
must be wired as close to the pins of the IC as possible. They do
not replace the smoothing capacitor but are essential for
stability.

Type Voltage Max. Ripple Input
No. out Current rejection range
7805 5 V 100 mA 62 db 7 V-30 V
7812 12 V 100 mA 54 db 14.5 V-35 V
7815 15 V 100 mA 51 db 17.5 V-35 V
These figures are for the lowest -power stabiliser ICs.
The power ratings are indicated by letter codes which
differ from one manufacturer to another. For
example, the 1 A output ICs are labelled UC by one
manufacturer, P by another, and CP by a third, so that
careful study of the specification is needed if you are
looking for stabiliser ICs with more than 100 mA
output.

TABLE 7.1 STABILISER ICs

TBA435
This is a regulator which is built into a TO39 type of case
such as is used for small transistors. The unstabilised
input voltage can be up to 20 V, and the stabilised
output is 8.5 V, which makes this regulator ideal for
mains supplies which are to replace batteries, or for
running 9 V equipment from 12 V car batteries. The
small size of the regulator IC makes it easy to include
inside transistor radios or cassette recorders, and the
current rating of up to 1 50 mA is quite enough to cope
with most of the applications which would otherwise be
powered by a battery. Like all modern voltage stabiliser
ICs, the TBA435 has overload and short-circuit protec-
tion. Typical circuits are shown in Fig. 7.5; the stabiliser
can be used for either positive or negative supplies.

These fixed -voltage stabiliser ICs can be used to
provide a variable stabilised supply whose voltage is
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Into Linear ICs
+Ve

RESERVOIR

TBA435
TDA1405 5 V regulator, the formula for the voltage

8.W output, using fixed resistors R1 and R2, is shown in Fig.
7.7.

CAPACITOR POSITIVE

-Ve

-Ve

FVe TBA435

-Ve

--8.5V

NEGATIVE

+Ve

Fig. 7.5 Using the miniature TBA435 as a regulator for 9 V
circuits, positive or negative.

greater than that of the stabiliser IC. For example, we can
use a 5V stabiliser to provide a 9 V stabilised output, but
we can't use a 9 V stabiliser to provide a 5 V stabilised
output. The circuit for an adjustable voltage supply is
shown in Fig. 7.6 This makes use of the connection to
the stabiliser IC which normally acts as the earth return
for the stabiliser current, and which is normally earthed.

UNSTABILISED
IN

+Ve

OUT
Ve

TYPICAL VALUES
Al = 68OR
RV1 = 15OR

Fig. 7.6 Using a fixed -voltage regulator to supply a variable -
voltage output.

By returning this terminal to the voltage divider circuit
consisting of the fixed resistor R1 and the potentiometer
RV1, the stabilised voltage output can be made variable.
It's possible to use this circuit to get stablised outputs
which are twice the normal voltage of the stabliser or
more, but the stability isn't so good, and it's better to use
this circuit for a smaller range of variation. For a

IN
OUT

Vo = Vs(1+R2) Id.R2

R1

Id = 9mA
10u FOR R1 = 130R

R2 = 82R
VO = 9V FROM 1405
5V REGULATOR

Fig. 7.7 Higher fixed voltages can be obtained using a potential
divider as shown, with design formula based on the MA 1405
5 V regulator IC.

OUT

Fig. 7.8 Using an IC regulator to control a power transistor so
that higher currents can be obtained. Q1 should be on a
substantial heat -sink.

The output current from any stabiliser can also be
increased by using the IC to control a power transistor.
For positive voltage power supplies, a PNP power
transistor such as the MJE491 or TIP2955 can be
added to the stabiliser circuit, using the arrangement
shown in Fig. 7.8. In this circuit, the supply into the
stabiliser IC is taken through a 3R3 resistor which has
the base and emitter terminals of the power transistor
connected across it. For low currents, the voltage across
the 3R3 resistor is less than 0.5 V, and the IC stabiliser
handles all of the current, but at currents above about
150 mA, the transistor switches on and provides an-
other path for current. Since the transistor is controlled
by the stabiliser IC, the output voltage remains fixed, but
the current can be as high as the power transistor will
permit - and when a good heat sink is fixed to the
transistor that can be pretty high, 5 A or more. We can,
of course, combine this extra current circuit with the
extra voltage circuit of Fig. 7.7.

SPEED REGULATION
Now for something quite different. Many high -quality
modern record players and stereo cassette recorders use
DC motors whose speed is electronically regulated. This
method of providing a constant speed drive has many
advantages over the methods which were previously
used, such as mechanical governors or AC motors. The
speed regulator supplies the motor with current, and the
current supply is regulated so that the motor speed
remains constant even if the supply voltage, the load on
the motor and the temperature of the motor all vary.
Regulators of this kind are particularly. important for
cassette players that are intended to be used in cars,
because the voltage of a car battery can vary from less
than 12 V everything on, engine not running) to more
than 16 V (charging heavily), and there is also a very
large range of temperature inside a car, ranging from
well below freezing point winter) to 35- C or more for
a car parked in the sun in summer.

The speed regulator operates by sampling the voltage
across the motor, which is proportional to the motor
speed, and regulating the current to the motor so as to
keep this voltage constant. Fig. 7.9 shows the circuit
which is used. The resistor R1 has a value which is about
equal to the resistance of the motor, and the variable
RV1 then acts as the speed control.
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Fig. 7.9 Using the TCA900 motor speed controller. The resis-
tors RV1 and R1 have to be chosen to match the motor
resistance.

CURRENT
AMPLIFIERS
Current -difference amplifiers (CDAs) are a type of
operational amplifier which for some applications can be
more versatile than the 'old faithful' 741. Typical, and
by far the best known, of these CDAs is the LM3900 by
National Semiconductor (a similar IC is made by Motor-
ola) which consists of four CDAs in a single 14 -pin DI L
package. What makes CDAs different is that they don't
need the two separate power supplies of the 741, nor do
they need a 'half -supply -voltage' on the + input when a
single supply voltage is used. Another important feature
is that the output voltage of a CDA can be taken much
closer to the supply voltage limits than is possible with a
741. We can, for example, run a LM3900 from a 15 V
supply, and drive the output voltage as low as 0.1 V or as
high as 14.2 V. A 741 operated from the same supply
voltage could not be made to give output voltages so
high or so low when single supply voltage is used.

At first sight, the CDA looks as if it's identical to any
other operational amplifier, but there is a very important
difference which is implied by the name - current
differencing amplifier. The output voltage of the CDA is
controlled by the difference in the currents fed to the two
inputs, not the difference in voltage (which is never large
enough to be measurable). This makes the bias
arrangements for the LM3900 very much simpler than
those used for the 741, and the low currents which are
needed allow us to use very large resistor values in the
bias circuits.

The actual voltage at both inputs is about 0.6 V above
earth (assuming a single supply line), which is the
voltage across a IC transistor junction, and the minimum
amount of current which is needed at each input is very
small, around 30 nA (a nanoamp, nA, is one thousandth
of a microamp). The output can supply a current of up to
10 mA, or sink a current (that is a current going into the
output terminal) of just over a milliamp.

Fig. 7.10 shows a typical LM3900 circuit for a
voltage amplifier. The bias system for the + input is very
simple - just a resistor connected from the + input to
supply positive. This has to be a large value resistor to
avoid passing excessive current, and will usually be
around 1M to 4M7. As usual, the operating conditions
are stabilised by feedback to the - input, but we have to
remember that this is feedback of current, and we're
aiming to have the same current flowing into the - input
as flows into the + input. Now the current into the +
input is fixed by the value of the supply voltage and R1
- it's equal to supply voltage divided by the value of R1

DIFFERENCE

R3100n
220k

GAIN = 1M0 = 4.5

220k

Fig. 7.10 The LM3900 used as a voltage amplifier. The gain is
low in this example, but higher gain figures can be obtained by
reducing the size of R3.

- and if we made the value of R2 the same as that of R1,
the output voltage would have to be the same as the
supply voltage to pass the same current. If we 'make R2
equal to half of R1, though, we need only half of the
supply voltage at the output to pass the same current
through R2 as the full supply voltage can pass through
R1. This sets the normal output voltage, with no signal
input, at half supply voltage, the value we need for good
linear amplification. It's so much simpler than the 741
that you begin to wonder why the LM3900 isn't used to
a much greater extent, especially when you get four
amplifier units in one IC. As it happens there are some
applications for which the LM3900 can't really replace
the 741, and the very high resistor values are sometimes
a nuisance, particularly now when so few components
suppliers keep resistors or more than 1M in stock.
Nevertheless, many of the uses we have for operational
amplifiers can be filled more easily by the LM3900.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 7.10 the gain is given by.
the resistor ratio R2/ R3. The input resistance is practi-
cally equal to R3, and capacitor coupling is needed
because there is a small bias voltage (0.6 V) at the -
input. With the values shown the voltage gain is 4.5 and
the input resistance is 220k.

A complete listing of all the possible LM3900 circuits
would take more space than we have (look out for HE
Specials on this and other ICs), but Fig. 7.11 shows an
interesting circuit - an amplifier with its gain controlled
by a bias voltage. The input is to Cl, but a small DC bias
to R2 will alter the gain of the amplifier from around
zero, when Vdc = 0, to about 12 times when Vdc is
about 1 V.

SIGNAL IN

Cl

Fig. 7.11 The LM3900 used as an amplifier whose gain is
controlled by a DC bias.

CMOS /CS
One type of IC we haven't mentioned so far, mainly
because it's used so much more for digital circuits than
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Into Linear ICs
for linear types, is the CMOS IC. The letters CMOS mean
Complementary Metal Oxide Silicon; the complemen-
tary part of the title means that some of the silicon is
P -type and other parts N -type, and the metal -oxide part
of the name indicates that the currents through the
silicon are controlled by the voltage of bits of metal
which are separated from the silicon by the insulator,
silicon oxide. A CMOS IC is an IC made from field-effect
transistors, rather than the familiar junction (or bipolar)
transistors, and for some purposes these ICs can provide
features which can't be equalled by the more common
types of bipolar ICs.

Two features of CMOS ICs are valuable in linear
circuits. One is the very high input resistance which can
be obtained, and the other is the use of these circuits as
resistors which change value as the voltage bias
changes. Before we look at some practical circuits,
though, a warning is needed. Because of the very high
input resistance, a CMOS input cannot discharge the
voltages caused by electrostatic charging. Your body
can be charged to several thousand volts by simply
walking over a dry nylon carpet, and such a voltage
applied across two pins of a CMOS IC from your fingers
will destroy the IC completely. A bipolar IC such as the
741 is unaffected because its input resistance is low
enough to discharge the voltage harmlessly. CMOS ICs
should be kept in the holders in which they are supplied,
and connected into the circuit only after all the other
components are in place. Many constructors prefer
always to use CMOS ICs in holders - so that the
Eurobreadboard is ideal - rather than soldering into
place. Certainly if these ICs are soldered in, an earthed
iron must be used, and the other components must be
connected in place first. When several CMOS devices
are on one IC, then no inputs must ever be left uncon-
nected. In the Eurobreadboard diagrams which follow,.
the unused inputs are earthed by wire links which must
be in place before the IC is plugged in, and which must
not be removed while the CMOS IC is in place. Similarly,
the IC must never be plugged in or out while the supply
voltage is switched on, and the pins of the IC must never
be touched - you soon develop the habit of holding the
body of the IC and transferring it from its wrapping to the
board or back again without letting the pins come into
contact with anything else.

The CD4007 is a versatile circuit which consists of
three pairs of complementary MOSF ETs inside one
package, with enough separate connections to allow the
unit to be used for a variety of purposes. The most useful
connection for linear circuits is as three separate in-
verters, as shown in Fig. 7.12. These can each be used
as common -drain amplifiers, as shown in Fig. 7.13
making use of the very high input resistance and the fact
that no bias is needed.

+Ve

14,2,11

CD4007
13

10 I 12

749

Ve

Fig. 7.12 The three inverters contained in the CD4007 CMOS
IC.
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5A OUT

C2
5B 100n

Fig. 7.13 Using one section of the CD4007 as an inverting
amplifier.

PHASE -LOCKED LOOPS
The phase -locked loop is a type of IC which is rather
more specialised than the ones we've looked at earlier in
this series, but it's a circuit which is nowadays used to
such an extent that we can't ignore it. The block diagram
of a phase -locked loop ,PLL) is shown in Fig. 7.14, it
consists of an oscillator whose frequency can be con-
trolled by a steady (DC) voltage, along with a phase
comparator (or phase -sensitive detector). The phase
comparator does pretty well what its name suggests - it
compares the phase of two signals and gives an output
whose amplitude and sign depends on the phase dif-
ference. Let's make that a bit clearer. Suppose we have
two inputs A and B to a phase -sensitive detector, and we
have sine -wave signals of the same frequency at each
input. We can arrange the detector so that if the phase of
the signal at A is earlier than the phase of the signal at B,
the output of the detector is a positive DC voltage whose
size depends on the amount of the phase difference,
perhaps 200 mV for every 20 of phase difference.

INPUTS

PHASE
DETECTOR INPUT

V.C.O.
OUTPUT

+Ve

EXTERNAL EXTERNAL
R C

REFERENCE
OUTPUT

DEMOD. OUTPUT

Fig. 7.14 A block diagram of the NE565 PLL.

Similarly, if the phase of the signal at A is later than the
phase of the signal at B, the output of the detector is a
negative voltage whose size depends on the amount of
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Into Linear ICs
the phase difference. The output is zero only when the,
phases of the two signals are identical, or when the'
frequencies are so different that the detector can't.
operate.

What happens in a phase -locked loop is that external
components, usually a resistor and a capacitor, are used
to set the frequency of the oscillator inside the PLL IC.
Another signal applied to the input will, if its frequency is
sufficiently close to that of the oscillator, cause the phase
detector to generate a voltage. This voltage, the correc-
tion signal, is then used to change the frequency of the
oscillator (it's a voltage controlled oscillator, remember)
so that it is 'pulled in' to be equal to the frequency of the
input signal.

How can we use this? One use is in 'cleaning -up'
signals. If we have s signal which started as a sinewave
but which has been affected by noise, tape drop -outs, or
interference, then using it as the input to a PLL will cause .

the PLL to generate a 'clean' output waveform of exactly
the same frequency, and in the same phase as well. This
can, incidentally, also be used to remove all traces of
amplitude modulation from a signal.

Another application is to FM demodulation. If the

signal into a PLL is an FM IF at a reasonably low
frequency (the normal IF for an FM receiver is 10.7
MHz, which is a bit high for most IC PLLs), then as the
frequency of the input signal changes, the voltage of the
correction signal will also change to make the oscillator
keep in step. We can make use of this correction voltage
- it's the audio signal from the demodulated FM and its
voltage is exactly proportional to the frequency of the
input.

Other uses? Metal detectors are another obvious use
for the PLL, and they are also being seen more and more
in the application which they were designed for (the PLL,
that is) which is cleaning up the signals from tape
recorders to feed into computers, and to convert com-
puter signals into a form which can be transmitted along
telephone lines.

We've covered a lot of ground (and circuit board)
since we started on Part 1 of this series, and looked at a
lot of linear ICs. But now, you should be able to identify
how a linear IC is used in any circuit, and your practical
experience now lets you construct linear IC circuits with
complete confidence. What more do you want? Digital
ICs? Watch this space! HE
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NOISE GATE

Noise gates are primarily used in
communications equipment, but
they could, no doubt, be used in
public address equipment and
other applications where there is
the problem of a high background
noise Level. The purpose of a noise
gate is simply to reduce the gain of
the equipment when there is only a
low signal level. Thus, during brief
pauses that occur during normal
speech the background noise is
attenuated, but while the speech
signal is present the gain of the
equipment is returned to its normal
level. The true signal to noise ratio
is not actually improved at all, but
the monotony of the continuous
high noise level is removed,
making the signal easier to listen to
and aiding intelligibility.

Q1 is an N channel JFET which
is used here as a voltage controlled
resistance. Under quiescent condi-
tions Q1 gate is biased to the
negative supply rail by R3, and this
switches the device hard on so that
it exhibits a low resistance of only
about 100 ohms. The input signal
is applied to an attenuator which
has R1 as the series element, and
R2 plus the drain to source resist-
ance of Q1 as its shunt element.

lllll lllllllllllll

100,,
10V

83
180k

With Q1 switched on there is a loss
of about 11dB through the attenu-
ator.

Some of the input signal is
amplified by a common emitter
amplifier based on Q2, and then
fed to a rectifying and smoothing
circuit which is comprised of D1,
D2, and C5. If the input signal is of
sufficient strength this produces a
strong enough positive bias to
switch off Ql, causing its drain to eded. An emitter follower buffer ground noise to activate the unit.
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89
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source resistance to increase to
many megohms. There is then very
little attenuation of the signal.
pauses that occur during normal
Thus, low signal levels noise only)
are reduced while high signal
levels inoise and wanted signal) are
allowed to pass virtually unaf-
fected. The attenuator must feed
into a fairly high impedance or the
action of the circuit will be imp-

Verl

stage based on Q3 is therefore'
interposed between the attenuator
and the output. The time constant
of the circuit has been made quite
short so that there is a quick res-
ponse to changes in signal level.

The circuit will operate with an
input level of between about 50
mV and 2 V. RMS. R6 is adjusted
for virtually the lowest resistance
that does not cause the back -

Circuit
prototyping
Now you can get a prototyping
block from Vero for building and
testing circuits. It is designed to
dovetail together to form a
continuous 2,54 pitch so you can put
any size of IC on it.
Verobloc is supplied singly but if you
fit three together it gives a Eurocard
size area for your circuits.
When you've designed your circuit
and it comes to building the project
don't forget Veroboards are
available in a range of sizes and
styles to suit every application.

VERO ELECTRONICS LTD RETAIL DEPT.
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford,
Hampshire SO5 3ZR
Tel: (04215) 62829
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24 TUNE DOOR CHIMES
DOOR TUNES E17.13 + VAT
Wadryngton's Vrdeomasrer announce a doorbell that floesn't
go lirrnnggg, Ding Dona or Brizra. Instead it plays 24
different classical and popular tunes. It will play the tune
you select for your mood, the season or the visitor you are
expecting to call Door tunes is not only great fun and a
wonderful ce breaker, but is also very functionally and
beautifully designed to enhance your home There Is

something tar Chnstmas, something for your continental
nssors or your relations from the states, and even
something for the Dueen Door tunes is easy to install and
has separate controls for volume, tone and tempo.

T.V. GAMES
PROGRAMMABLE f/9.50 + VAT.
COLOUR CARTRIDGE T.Y. GAME.

The IV genie can be compare() to an audio cassette deck
and 6 programmed to play a multitude of different games
in COLOUR, using various plugrn cartridges. At long last a
TV game is available which will keep pace with improving
technology by allowing you to extend your library of games
with the purchase of additional cartridges as new games
are developed. Each canndge contains up to ten different
action games and the first cartridge containing ten spans
games is included free with the consult Other cartridges
are currently available to enable you to play such games as
Grand Prix Motor Racing, Super Wipeout and Stem Rider.
Further canndges are to be released tater this year,

ncluding Tank Battle, Hunt the Sub and Target The
console comes complete with two removable pystick
player controls to enable you to move in all four directions
lupidowninghtnehl and built into these pysuck controls are
ball serve and target fire buttons. Other features include
several difficulty option switches, automatic on screen

digital scoring and colour coding on scores and balls.

Lifelike sounds are transmitted through the This speaker,
simulating the actual game being played.
Manufactured by Waddington's Vneomaster and

guaranteed for one year.

EXTRA CARTRIDGES:

ROAD RACE - E657 + VAT.
Grand Prix motor racing with gear changes, crash noises

SUPER WIPEOUT - W.17 + VAT.
10 different games of blasting obstacles off the screen.

STUNT RIDER - £1116 + VAT.
Motorcycle speed trals, lumping obstacles, leaping various
rows of up to 24 buses etc
NON PROGRAMMABI E N GAMES

6 Game COLOURSCORE II - £1150 + VAT.

10 Game COLOUR SPORTSWORLO 02.60 + VAT.

CHESS COMPUTERS
STAR CHESS - £55.09 + VAT.
PLAY CHESS AGAINST YOUR PARTNER.

using your own TV to display the board and pieces. Star
Chess is a new absorbing game for two players, which will
interest and excite all ages. The unit plugs into the aerial
socket of your TV set and displays the board arid pieces in
full colour for black and whitel on your TV screen Based on
the moves of chess It adds even more excitement and
interest to the game. For those who have never played,
Star Chess is a novel introduction to the classic game of
chess For the experienced chess player, there are whale
new dimensions of unpredictability and chance added to
the strategy of the game. Not only can pieces be taken in
conventional chess type moves, bin each piece can also
exchange rocket fire with ins opponents. The unit conies
complete with a tree 18V mains adaptor, full instructions
and twelve months guarantee

CHESS CHALLENGER 05.66 + VAT.
PLAY CHESS AGAINST THE COMPUTER.

The stylish, compact, pan able console can be set to play at
seven different levels of ability from beginner to even
including"Mate n two"and "Chess by mail" The computer
will only make responses which obey international chess
rules. Castling, on passant, and promoting a pawn are all
included as pan of the computer's programme. It is

possible to enter any given problem from magazines or
newspapers or alternatively establish your own board

position and watch the computer react. The passions of all
pieces can be verified by using the computer memory recall
button
Pore includes unit with wood grained housing, and

Staunton design chess pieces. Computer plays back or
white and against itself and comes complete with a mans
adaptor and 12 months guarantee.

OTHER CHESS COMPUTERS IN OUR RANGE INCLUDE

CHESS CHAMPION -6 LEVELS £47.39 + VAT.
CHESS CHALLENGER - 10 LEVELS - £138.70
+ VAT.
BORIS - MULTI -LEVEL TALKING DISPLAY
£163.04 + VAT.

ELECTRONIC CHESS BOARD TUTOR

£17.17 + VAT
A special bulk purchase of these roaring chess teaching
machines enables us to offer them at only 119 75 less than
half recommended reran price. The electronic chess tutor rs
a simple battery operated machine that can actually teach
anyone to play chess and improve their game nght up to
championship level. This machine is not only for total
beginners but also for established players wanting to play
better chess. Unit contains the electronic chessboard with
32 chess pieces, a 64 page explanatory booklet and a set of
32 progressive programme cards including 6 beginners
cards. 16 check prate positrons 9 miniature games, 5
openings. 3 end games, 28 chess problems and 2 master
genres

DRAUGHTS COMPUTERS
CHECKER CHALLENGER 2 LEVELS £43.00 + VAT

4 LEVELS £78.00 + VAT

The draughts computer enables you to sharpen your skills,
improve your game, and play whenever you want The

computer incorp'hrates a sophisticated, reliable, decision
making microprocessor as ITS brain Its high level of

- thinking ability enables it to respond with its best counter
moves like a skilled human opponent. You can select
offence or defence and change playing difficulty levels at
any time. Positions can be verified by computer memory
recall Machine does not permit illegal moves and can solve
set problems. Computer comes complete with imprints-,
mains adapamr and twelve nionths guarantee.

PLAY DRAUGHTSICHECKERS AGAINST THE COMPUTER

FOR FREE BROCHURES - SEND S.A.E
For FREE yes', di eS uo,.rnaes and resew,. us TV and chess genies please send a stamped addressed envelope, and sr

which particular games you requrre information on.
Callers welcome at our shop in Welling dertionGralionS daily - open Iran 9am5311pre Mon Sat I9ani 1pni Well

To order by telephone please quote your name, address and AccessiBarclaycard number
Postage and Packing FREE

AJD DIRECT SUPPLIES LIMITED, Dept. HE1 102 Bellegrove Road,
Welling, Kent DA16 30D. Tel: 01-303 9145 (Davi 01-850 8652 lEveningsl
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HOME COMPUTING BARGAINS. Full keyboard,
cassette interface use your Iv as vdu - Ohio
Soentif Superboard 11 fully built 8K basic 41( ram,
special offer price now includes free power supply
and modulator kit £188 vat. Tandy TRS80 level 2
basic 16K ram £450 15% vat
SINCLAIR PRODUCTS. New 10MHz scope E145
PFM200 £51.95. case E3.40, adaptor E3.40,
connector kit E11.27. Mitrovivon iv £91, adaptor
£6.88. PDM3 5 E29.76, adaptor E3.40, case
£3.40. DM350 £71.82, DM450 E102.17, DM 235
£51.95, rechargeable baits £7.99, adaptor £3.94,
case E9. Enterprise prop calculator -4 accessories
£22.95.
COMPUTER GAMES Chess Champion 6 £49.95.
Chess Challenger 7 £84, Philips G7000 home
computer £149. Videopaks £12.95. Atari video
computer £147, cartridges £14.65.
COMPONENTS 194148 0.9p, 1N4002 3.1p,
741 18p,bc182..184..21 2. 1x:214.5c548 5p,
resistors lAW 5% El 2 IOR to 10M 1p, 0.8p for 50,
of one value. 16V electrolytics 5. 1, 2 5. 10, 22nd
Sp, 10Ornf 6p, 1000nd 10p. 1 lb Fedi £1.30, dalo
pen 84p, 40 so ins pcb 66p. polystyrene capacitors
El 2 63V 10 to 1000pf 3p, 1n2 to 10n 4p. ceramic
capacitors 50V E6 22p1 to 47n 2p, zeners 400mW
E24 2V7 to 33V 7p.
TV GAMES AY -3-8500 kit E9.53. Rifle kit
E5.27. AY -3-8600 kit £17.28. Stunt cycle chip 4 -
kit E16.72. AY.3-8603 chip E13.63.
TRANSFORMERS 6.0.6V 100ma 76p, 1'/,a
E2.60. 9.0-9V 75ma 78p, la E2.22, 2a £2.89,
12-0.12V 100ma 92e, to E2.75.

IC AUDIO AMPS with pcb. JC1 2 6W £2.08. JC20
10W E3.14.
BATTERY ELIMINATORS 3 -way type 6 /71h /9V
300rre E3.14. 100ma radio type with press.studs
9V £3.57. 94-9V E4.79. Car convertor 12V input
output 41/2/6/71/2 /9V 800rna £2.66.
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS 100ma radio types
with press -studs 41/2V £1.49. 6V £1.49. 9V £1.49.
41/24-41/2V E1.92, 6 -v 6V £1.92, 9+9V El .62.
Stabilized 8.way types 3, 41/2 /6/ 71/2 / 9 /1 2/1 5 /
18V 100ma E2.50, 1 Amp £5.10, Stabilized power
kits 2-18V 100ma £2.98, 1-30V lA £5.95. 1-30V
2A E11.24, 12V Car convertor 6; '12 / 9V 1A
E1.35.
T -DEC AND CSC BREADBOARDS s-dec £3.79,
t dec u-deca £4.69, Ledecb £7.16, 16 dii
adaptor E2.31, exp4b £2.64, exp300 £6.61.
.0350 E3.62, .025 £1.84.
BI-PAK AUDIO MODULES 5450 E25.041. AL60
E5.06, pa100 £17.33, sprn80 E4.74, bm030
E6.08, stereo 30 E21.57, al30A £4.08, pat 2
E8.38, 051 2 E1.58, rna60 E38.27.

SWANLEY
ELECTRONICS

Dept. HE, 32 Galan t Rd.. Sweeter', Kent
Post 30p extra. Prices include VAT unless stated.
Official and overseas orders welcome. Lists 24p post
fr. Mail order only.

e MERRY XMAS - HAPPY NEW YEAR - ORDER EARLY FOR XMAS

HAND-HELD GAMES
Elec Mastermind E12.90
Digits £14.95
Zap . £11.95
Amaze -a -Trop E18.95
U F 0 Master Blast.

£24.95
£24.95
E15.90
E15.90
£21.50
£26.95
£16.95
£24.95

Enterprise 4 in 1

Space Alert
Auto Race
Soccer
Atari Touch Me
Destroyer
Football (2 player)

Commodore Watches
LCD Snooze Alarm
_.£2.(7+95 Our Pries £14.90

1 -year guarantee

KITS
Pinball Wizard E28.90
Play 7 games on your tv Box

Set for P W E6.50
Mains Adaptor £3.90

C E H 202-1 E18.90
Versatile car alarm

CHROMA-CHIME
24 -tune door chimes

Kit £10.50
Built £15.90

FIRE -SMOKE ALARM
£15.90

CB C --CB C

Disguised Aerials. S W R
R F Pre -Amp. Connectors
etc

CHESS COMPUTERS
Star Chess TV Grimm','

£63.35
£54.95Chess Champion

Challenger 7
Challenger 10
Voice Challenger
Chessmate 181 £59.95

Bridge Challenger £290.00
Backgammon £90.00
Checkers 4 £90.00

Database £89.95
Atari V C S £159.00

ZODIAC
Astrology Computer

£34.95

N .1. C .
61 Broad Lane, London, N.15

Day -Tel. 01-808 0377 Evg.. 01-889 9736

SEE US ON
STAND MI

AT
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2290 404
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FIEC71101.171103
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1 63V

22 691 259

4 7 251 .99
11636
4.71506 .19
10 511 .06

10 631 IO

104504 .27
22 29/ as
22 4504 .47

33 Z9/ OA

47 101 97
47 291

4763V .12

47 45011 .60

10B 16V .10
100 291 .18
t18611 50
as 101 .12
220 291 .53
no 636 .30
470 251, .20

No 164 ,35

1003 54 .33
2200 25V .70'
2203 41:6 .75

4700 256 .15
0w63 50

POLYESTER
10.-e Yammer
RAMA Lead
-Si
0022
.0047

.01

.022

1147

.0126

.1

.n
33
.47

IB

1.151,
SYNTHESISER

'SP10211'
SEQUENCER

IN 57081

sic SWITCNES a 5 8

iny
2nces

BS 4 .75
BS 6 .90
BS B .99

5.0,55 PITCH
CERAMIC
CAPACITORS
TUBULAR RADIAL MOS

Stec* Values
15:47.56,100:1000 1500. 2200:
2700 33(6. 4700 5600: 6608
0290: I0.IA0. mom.
 New Ado, tvon 0341

Prices
IS.1041 .03

22047061 .64

1020-2218N .035
2700 10.000,1 .04

1 .00

Carew& Capacitors ERNI 636
Stack VINO pi

I 22.114.7. 51 6.113.2:10 12:55,11:22:27: 33, 39:
47 50 Or 10a 120 150 155 220: 2711 3311 390. 470:
560: 610: CO 1000 2200. MOO. 4T00. 10,000. 22.000.
'Alai KI .03
9,100.12Ti flee 141 .035
1001541 7i hot If .055
1002321301 10% NW Cl .83
1E03.221300 10% IOW KI .04

3303-47000 ID% IBed Kf .os
10.000.25 4. 00401 .035
22.000 20 * IC 404 .06
Merman 629130/632 Wit

NOISE SUPPRESSION 1

.6A 1006 resistor 2505 AC
63

NOISE
SUPPRESSION
CAPACITORS
250/ IC
PCIA 15N 22 Z25
MIN
0815 13 0/6I
0.922 13 al
5213 14 015
6047 15 022

.I'

.14
24
.32

5.01 SA/ tor 11.1 11.1 order
E20110116 VAT Is
Dermas 83p

COMPONENTS 62 MAYPOLE RD
ASHURST WOOD

EAST GRINSTEAD SX RH19 3RB.
Tel: Forest Row (334-282) 3712
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P.C.B.s
FOR

H.E.
PROJECTS

Nov.
Hebot (Board A) £3.00
R2D2 Radio .30
Guitar Tuner .50
Dec.
Hebot (Board B) £3.00
Ring Modulator .90
Speed Controller £2.50
Bargraph Car Voltmeter .60
Jan.
Boards available at 12p per sq.
inch. (E.G.A. board the size of this
ad = 132p).

Prices include V.A.T. P. & P.

P.C.B.s also produced from cus-
tomers' own masters, send artwork
for quotation.

Mail order only
Cash with Order

to

S & G SERVICES
(HULL)

43 Wheeler Street
Hull, North Humberside

INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCES-
SORS AND COMPUTING. 50 pages of
diagrams and explanation to get you started.
Price £2.30 + 45p postage.
EDUCATIONAL DATA AND TECHNICAL

SERVICES
59 Station Road, Cogenhoe, Northampton

NN7 1LU

PRINTED
CIRCUITS

and

HARDWARE
Comprehensive range Constructors Hardware
and accessories

Selected range of popular components
Full range of HE printed circuit boards
normally ex -stock. same day despatch at
competitive prices
P C Boards to individual designs
Resist -coated epoxy glass laminate for the
d i y man with full processing instructions (no
unusual chemicals required)

Alfac range of etch resist transfers and other
drawing materials for p c boards

Send 15p for catalogue.

RAMAR CONSTRUCTOR
SERVICES

MASONS ROAD
STRATFORD-ON-AVON
WARWICKS. Tel. 4879
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
Semi -Display:
1-3 insertions - £4.00 per single column centimetre
4-11 insertions - £3.50 per s. c. c.
12 insertions - £3.00 per s.c.c.
Classified:
15 pence per word (minimum 25 words)
Box number £1.00 extra.

ALL ADVERTISEMENTS IN THIS SECTION MUST BE PRE -PAID
Closing date 2nd Friday in month preceding publication.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the
advertisement rate card (available on request).
Cheques and postal orders should be crossed and made payable to "Hobby
Electronics-.

CLASSIFIED ADS, HOBBY ELECTRONICS
145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE

(Telephone: 01-437 1002)

AD. INDEX
A.J.D. DIRECT SUPPLIES . 72 METAC 74/75
AMBIT INTERNATIONAL . . 2 MINIKITS 37
B.N.R.S. 60 NIC MODELS 72
CAMBRIDGE LEARNING 63 R.T.V.C. 46
C.B. CITY 60 SCOPEX 34
C.S.C. 19 S. & G. SERVICES 73
DAVID GEORGE SALES .. . 51 STEVENSON 55
E.D.A. 45 SWANLEY 72
ELECTRONI-KIT 51 TECHNOMATIC 22
GREENWAY 72 TEMPUS 64
GREENWELD 45 T.K. ELECTRONICS 49
I.L.P. ELECTRONICS 4-5 VERO ELECTRONICS 71

MAPLIN 76 WATFORD ELECTRONICS .. 7

MARSHALLS 30

IN -CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR TESTERS £8
post free. Also tests loose transistors, thyris-
tors & diodes. Normal transistor testers
(needs 10mA meter) £4. Bobker, 29 Chad-
derton Drive, Unsworth, Bury, Lancs.

100 MIXED components £2.50. 100 mixed
diodes 85p. Leds, 10 mixed colours 'sizes
£1.15. Lists 15p. Sole Electronics, H E 37
Stanley Street, Ormskirk, Lancs L39 2DH.

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE
METER

1pF to 20F in 5 ranges. Direct
readout in pF, nF and NF. Accu-
racy 0.5%.
Assembled modules £22.92 all
inc
Precision Measurements P.O.
Box 70, St. Stephens Ct.. Can-
terbury, Kent (prototype shown
on photo)

BARGAINS FOR THE
ELECTRONIC HANDYMAN
-BRANDED LED DIGITAL

ALARM CLOCKS

(1) (2)

tit
(3)

ReFriuned to Service Department within guarantee
period.
(1) With alarm repeat - S. R. S P of £17 00 offered at

£3.95 inc VAT
(21 With luxury lamp and repeat alarm as featured in

most major U.K Mail Order catalogues. S.R.S. P.
01.00-offered at E7.95 inc. V.A.T.

(3) With integral luxury light and repeat alarm also as
featured in most major U K. Mail Order catalogues.
S.RS P. of 02.00-offered at £7.45 inc. V.AThi

These will be sold as received from our customers with
the existing fault(s) and without guarantee.

Discounts available on large bulk purchases
PRESCOTT CLOCK AND

WATCH COMPANY LIMITED
Prescott House, Humber Road, London NW2 6ER

73



Quartz Melody Multi -Alarm Chrono
For 1980 Try this 34 Function

Count -down
Timer

..
:3.Crico),,,

Can be used for a host of applica-
tions from boiling an egg to warning
you your parking meter is expired.
The timer is presettable to 23 hours
59 mins. 00 secs. in 1 min. steps
and counts down in 1 sec. steps. It
operates quite independently of the
other counters and the watch can be
in any other mode whilst it is being
used.
At the preset time the musical tone
will sound for 1 minute.

1 -:+: ----)Alarm 8.51;

The alarm can be set at 1

minute intervals to any time
within the 24 hour period.
A clear, firm musical tone
sound4 for 1 minute at the
appointed time. An automatic
roll-over to the normal time is a
feature after the alarm has
been read. A clear indicator
displays whether the alarm is
let or not.

Time Zone ae
au8 113,

The time zone enables you to
tell the time in two places at
once. It can be useful on
holiday or business trips. Just
programme the second time
zone and it will be per-
manently recorded for your
easy reference.

(lillnn.UU
Chronograph AA nn

i uu

This watch incorporates a sophisticated and very
accurate stop/start counter which has many appli-
cations in sporting events and timing for recordings
etc.
Mode 1: Is the normal stop -watch mode. Stop -
Start -Zero
Mode 2: The lap timer enables first and second past
the post times to be recorded The display is frozen
but the counter continues to count.
Mode 3: Longer timing intervals, such as tourney
times, can be recorded whilst The watch is reading its
normal time, or the count -down is being used. The
counter counts to 1 hour in 1 / 100 sec. steps in all
its modes.

for onl 19.95
INF alf

ONO00
MO'

*.w

st.411/4t. ttClkCilt

041°

Display Format

0.0 /Of If

H
%,;,),iadasoam

010/IMOOMOONO ff/ /0010*16/

(NORMAL TIME DISPLAY)

Count down 2nd time -zone indicator

alarm indicator Alarm indicator Chronograph
indicator

Si-, IS) EP
Press
light

Press S3-
mode selection  n n 0 f ry
Hold S3- I U. LI LI C
test S3 S2 Press S2- Display indicators

Alternative hold S2-
SEC/DATE (not all shown)

alarm sound

HR MIN SEC Sec to zero

A very impressive new watch at a superbly low price from
Metac. This super slim watch is only 7mm thick (that's
thinner than most mechanical tick-tocks), but its micro-
processor heart packs 34 different features.

In addition to those listed on the left the watch can display
the day of the week in French or German or English (just
select the one that suits you).

It has fast and slow setting rates for the counter and the
alarm as well as the normal time setting.

There are 7 display indicators, 6 digits and a back light for
night viewing. The 5 working modes are independent of each
other, and the watch can be operated in all 5 modes at once.

MODEL M30

5 independent working
modes
i) Normal watch
ii) Count down alarm
iii) Alarm
iv Dual time zone
v) 1/ 100 sec. chrono-

graph

FOR ORDERING INFORMATION PLEASE SEE OVER

Pieter' ELECTRONICS
& TIME CENTRES

74

North & Midlands
67 High Street, DAVENTRY

Northamptonshire
Telephone: 03272 76545

South of England
327 Edgware Road

LONDON W.2
Telephone: (01) 723 4753
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QUARTZ LCD
5 Function
Hours. mins, secs, NMI
month, date, auto
calendar, back light,
fully adjustable
bracelet to fit all
wrists

£6.65
Guaranteed wore
lay despatch.

Very slim, only
6mm thick.

M1

MULTI ALARM
6 Digits
10 Functions
* Hours mins . secs
* Month, date, day
* Basic alarm
* Memory date

alarm
* Timer alarm

with dual time
and 5 country
zone

* Back light
* 8mm thick

£18.65

SOLAR QUARTZ LCD
Chronograph
Powered from
solar panel with
battery back-up
6 digit. 1 1 functions
Hours. mins secs. day
date. chy of week
1 6100th. 1 10th secs
10X secs mins
Split and lap modes
Back. light Auto
calendar Only 8mm
thick
Stainless steel bracelet
and back
Adjustable bracelet
Metac Price

£13.65
Guaranteed same
day dispatch M9

HANIMEX
Electronic
LED Alarm Clock

fci : LI 7

Features and Specification:
Hour/minute display Large LED display with
p.m. and alarm on indicator. 24 Flours alarm with
onioff control. Display flashing for power loss
indication. Repeatable 9.minute snooze. Display
bright/dim modes control. Size: 5.15- a 3 93" a
2.36" 1131mrn ir I trnm s 60mml
Weight 1.4310s 10.65 kgl

£10.20 Thousands sold'
Mains operated.

Guaranteed same
day despatch.

M13

6 digits. 5 flags
22 functions.

Constant display of
hours and mins plus
optional seconds
or date display
AM /PM indication
Month, date.
Continuous display
of day
Stop -watch to VWS/Sigrapssre
12 hours 59.9 secs
in 1 /10 second steps Fully adjustable
Split and lap timing open bracelet
modes
Dual time zones £22.65
Only 8mm thick Guaranteed same RR,
Back light day dispatch WI f..)

SOLAR QUARTZ LCD
5 Function

Genuine solar panel
with battery back-up 6

Hours mins secs
Day date
Fully adjustable
bracelet
Back -light
Only 7mm thick

£8.65
Guaranteed same day
dispatch

FRONT -BUTTON ALARM
Chrono Dual Time

-

Weser

LADIES DAY WATCH
QUARTZ LCD

Ladies Day Watch
only 25x20mm
and 6mm thick.
Hours, minutes
seconds, day, date
backlight and auto,
calendar.
Elegant metal
bracelet in silver or
gold fully adjust-
able to suit very
slim wrists.
State colour pre-
ference.
E9.05 Guaranteed same

day despatch M15

EXECUTIVE
ALARM WATCH
6 functions plus alarm
Conference signal, 5
minute snooze alarm
Conference signal
sounds 4 secs. before
main alarm to give ad-
vance warning and
option to cancel.
Snooze sounds 5 mins.
after main alarm and is
always preceded by the
conference signal

£14.95 M 60

QUARTZ LCD
11 Function SLIM CHRONO
b dept. 11 tuner:ens.
Hours, mots_ secs., day,
date, day of week.
1 '100th, 1/10th, secs.
10% secs.. mins.
Split and lap modes.
Backlight, auto
calendar. Only Eimm
thick.
Stainless steel hracelet
and back.
Adjustable bracelet.

Metac Price

£10.65 Thousands sold
Guaranteed same day dispatch

SOLAR QUARTZ LCD
Chronograph with Alarm
Dual Time Zone Facility
6 digits 5 flags.
22 functions.

Solar panel with
battery back-up
6 basic functions
stop -watch to
12 hours 59.9 secs
in 1 10 sec steps
Split and lap timing
modes
Dual time zones
Alarm
9mm thick
Back -light.
Fully adjustable
bracelet

£27.95 M7

LADIES FASHION WATCH
QUARTZ LCD

Lady s Fashion
Watch. Elegant
bracelet in bronze/
gold finish or silver
colour. Hours.
minutes, seconds.
day, date, backlight
and auto calendar
Adjustable for the
slimmest of wrists.

State colour pre-
ference.

£14.95
Guaranteed same
day despatch M17

MACY QUARTZ
ANALOGUE

Automatic calendar
day and date, infinite
bracelet. This man's
watch has elegance as
well as the robust
appearance provided
by a watch with
traditional features.
Accuracy is provided
by a quartz crystal
powered by a long life
miniature battery

£24.95 M21

140W TO ORDER
Payment can be made by sending cheque, postal order. Barclay. Access or American Express
card numbers. Write your name, address and order details clearly, enclose 40 pence per single
item for post and packing or the amount stated in the advert. All products carry 1 year written
guarantee and full money -back 10 day reassurance Battery fitting and electronic calibration
service is available to customers at any Metac shop. All prices include VAT currently at 15%
Metac Wholesale:
Trade enquiries - send for a complete list of prices for all the goods advertised plus many
more not shown. also minimum order details.
Telephone orders Credit card customers can telephone orders direct to Daventry (032721
76545 or Edgware Road 01-723 4753 24 hours a day

Service Enquiries: 03272-77659
CALLERS WELCOME. Shops open 9.30sm-6.00pn,

QUARTZ LCD
ALARM 7 Function
Alarm
Hours, mots.. secs
Month, date. day
6 digits. 3 flags
plus continuous
display of day
and date
or seconds
Back -light.

Only 9mm thick

£12.65
Guaranteed same
day dispatch

M4

ALARM CHRONO
with 9 World
Time Zones
a 6 digits. 5 flags
 6 basic functions
* B further time

zones
* Count -down alarm
a Stop -watch to

12 hours 59.9 secs
in 1 /10 sec steps

 Split and lap
timing modes

* Alarm
 9mm thick
* Back -light
 Fully adjustable

bracelet

E29.65 M8

LADIES COCKTAIL WATCH
QUARTZ LCD
Ladys Cocktail Watch
Highly functional
watch which also suits
those special occa-
sions. Beautifully de-
signed with a very thin
bracelet which retains
strength as well as
elegance. Hours.
mins., secs., day. date,
backlight and
autocalendar.
Bracelet fully adjust-
able to suit slim wrists.
State gold or silver fin -

£19.95
Guaranteed same day
despatch

T

M18

Metac price break-
through for an
Alarm Chrono-
graph with
Dual Time
Only f 16.95

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
* DUAL TIME. Local time always visible

and you can set and recall any other
time zone (such as GMT).
Also has a light for night viewing

* CALENDAR FUNCTIONS include
the date and day in each time zone.

* CHRONOGRAPH/STOPWATCH
displays up to 12 hours, 59 minutes
and 59.9 seconds.
On command, stopwatch display

freezes to show intermediate (split /lap)
time while stopwatch continues to run.
Can also switch to and from
timekeeping and stopwatch modes
without affecting either's operation.

* ALARM can beset to any time within a
24 -hour period. At the designated
time. a pleasant, but effective buzzer
sounds to remind or awaken you'

Guaranteed same day despatch M 1 6

IllEtaC ELECTRONICS
& TIME CENTRES

North & Midlands
67 High Street, DAVENTRY

Northamptonshire
Telephone: 03272 76545

South of England
327 Edgware Road

LONDON W.2
Telephone: (01) 723 4753



A 63 -key ASCII keyboard with 625 -line
TV interface, 4 -page memory and
microprocessor interface. Details in
our catalogue.

Our catalogue even includes some
popular car accessories at marvellous
prices.

A 10 -channel stereo graphic equaliser
with a quality specification at an
unbeatable price when you build it

d191
9 s ev eo la\Oer

10.0yourself. Full specification in our
catalogue.

bette ttallNaS"eaV.S

WS

the ooe show
oo ooe shou\O

owss.

.....

These are just some of the metal cases
we stock. There are dozens of plastic
ones to choose from as well.
See pages 52 to 57 of our catalogue.

Mobile amateur radio. TV and FM
aerials plus lots of accessories are
described in our catalogue.

A digitally controlled stereo
synthesiser the 5600S with more
facilities than almost anything up to
£3,000. Build it yourself for less
than £750. Full specification
in our catalogue.

A superb range of microphones and
accessories at really low prices.
Take a look in our catalogue-send the
coupon now!

An attractive mains alarm clock with
radio switching function and battery
back up! Complete kit with case only
£18.38 (incl. VAT & p & p) MA1023
module only £8.42 (incl. VAT).

nr,iin
ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD

o

9181 "rl -- Post this ' ' pl%
ritl coupon now for your

copy of our 1979-80, el catalogue price 70p.
`- ' Please send roe a copy of your 280 page

al% catalogue. I enclose 70p(plus 37p p&p).
- ' If I am not completely satisfied I may return the r")

catalogue to you and have my money refunded
If you live outside the U.K. send £1.35 or ten r

International Reply Coupons

M I enclose £1.07. r
/NAME

ADDRESS

07)
H E X79

A hi-fi stereo tuner with medium and
long wave, FM stereo and UHF TV
sound! Full construction details in our
catalogue.

A superb technical bookshop in your
home! All you need is our catalogue.
Post the coupon now!

Add-on bass pedal unit for organs.
Has excellent bass guitar stop for
guitarists accompaniment.
Specification in our catalogue.

All mail to:-
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.

Telephone: Southend (0702) 554155.
Shop: 284 London Road, Westchff-on-Sea, Essex.
(Closed on Monday).
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554000.


